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HITRODUCT ION 

The collection of Seminar oapers included in this publication 
was prepared for and delivered at a Seminar on 11 The Development of 
Innovative Strategies for the Renewal of Older Neighbourhoods", · 
organized by the Institute of Urban Studies and held at the University 
of Winnipeg, April 6th and 7th, 1977. The Seminar was intended to 

provide a forum for discussion of the needs and problems of inner city 
areas, between municipal, provincial, and federal public officials, 
local councillors and politicians, academics, representatives of the 
private sector, local interest groups and members of the general publ_ic .. 
It was held in conjunction with the Bonnycastle lecture Series. 
Approximately ninety participants attended. 

The seminar was the culmir'lati on of v10rk in inner city areas 
undertaken by the Institute of Urban Studies over the past two years. 
Three of the papers included in the followinq pages, •Inner City Profiles 
and Processes of Change 1

, 
1 Analysis and Assessment of Present Policies 

and Programs•, and •Alternative Strategies for Older Neighbourhoods•, 
were presented by Institute Staff and reflect the Institute•s work in 
Winnipeg. Invited speakers such as George Sternlieb, Michael Dennis, 
Jeffrey Patterson and ~!i 1 s Larsson, brought a wider perspective to· the 
discussion and contributed content and concepts which should give this 
seminar paper national and particularly prairie applications. It is hoped 
that the collection of papers will provide policy makers, planners, 
administrators and academics with valuable resource material on the needs 
and problems of inner city areas in Canada, a review of present policies 
and programs oresently in operation, and sorne innovative ide as for alternative 
strategies. 

In contrast to the other papers presented here, the entire 
proceedings associated vlith the Bonnycastle lecture have been published. 
This is intended as a tribute to Professor Gordon Blake, \·tho until his 
untimely death in August 1977, was Chairman of the Bonnycastle Lecture Series 
Committee. 





BONNYCASTLE LECTURE 

The first seminar paper in this collection, 
Bonnycastle Lecture 1977, is dedicated to Professor 
Gordon Blake, chairman of the Bonnycastle Lecture 
Committee and until his untimely death in August, 
1977, Chairman of the Department of Economics, 
University of Hinnipeg. 

-;_.,.·. 
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IUTRODUCTION 

Professor Gordon Blake: Chai~an, Department of Economics. University of 
tJinni oeg. 

"Mr. Vice Chancellor, ~1rs. Bonnycastle, members and friends of 

the University of Hinnipeg, I vtelcome you MOst cordially to this year's 

RHG Bonnycastle t1emorial Lecture. Before presenting our distinguished 

speaker of the evening I would not propose to call upon the Vice Chancellor 

to bring you greetings and to ensure that \'Je are clearly aware of the 

circumstances which bring us all together on this occasion. I v10uld ask 

President Duckworth therefore, to say a few words·. Thank you. 

Helcome to 13onnycastle Lecture 

Dr. ll.E. Duckworth: President. University of Uinnipeg 

~1r. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, as the chairman has suggested, I 

do indeed wish to add my welcome to that of his. The University is pleased 

to be able to bring distinguished visitors to the camnus under the aegis of 

the Bonnycastle Lecture Series and tonight is no exception, both with 

respect to our pleasure and also with respect to the distinction of the 

speaker. I vdsh to remind you that this lecture series \'Jas established by 

~1rs. Bonnycastle and her son Richard in honour of Richard Bonnycastle, first 

Chancellor of this University who died in 1968. He are delighted that tks. 

Donnycastle is able to be present this eveninq. r1r. Bonnycastle was a 

native f1anitoban, who made a distinguished contribution to his own province 

and to Canada as a whole. He was born in Binscarth, was educated at St. 

John's College School in this city, at Trinity College in Toronto, at \'Jadham 

College, Oxford and Lincoln's Inn London. He had a successful business career 

with the Hudson's Bay Company and later in the field of printing and 

publishing. Also, throughout his career he maintained extensive community. 

interests~ In 1960 he t·tas named first chairman of the Greater Hinnipeg 

Metropolitan Corporation and provided that unusual, now defunct, organization 

with excellent leadership. He \'tas elected Chancellor of this institution on 

September 25, 1967, but because of hiS untimely death, held office for less 
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than one year. The University is greatly honoured to be able to comemorate, 
in this way, the life of this distinguished citizen. nr. Chairman. 

Introd~ction of George Sternlieb, Bonnycastle Lecturer 

Professor Gordon Blake 

I think perhaps it is singularly appropriate that we are privileqed 
to have a noted scholar and I may say as well, a noted practitioner, in 
the field of Urban Studies as our speaker tonight. President Duckvmrth 
has remarked upon the deep and abiding interest which our late revered 
Chancellor took in matters relating to the imnrove~ent of life in this 
community, and we therefore v1el come our sneaker most vtarmly. Dr. George 
Stern 1 i eb probably knov1s so much about urban prob 1 ems that it is a 1·1onder 
if he sleeps at night, if in fact he does. I haven•t asked him whether he 
does or not. lie comes here fro~ New Grunswick, but not the New Brunswick 
which most of us are acquainted ~trith. He comes from rlew Brunsmi ck, tie\'/ 
Jersey, which is the seat of the venerable Rutgers University. Renamed, 
Mr. President, after Henry Rutgers in 1825 because of the fact that he 
picked up the debts of Old Queen•s College, for five thousand dollars. 
I suggest that is a cheap way to found a University. He is a graduate of 
Harvard Business School, is the founder of the Centre for Urban Policy in 
Rutgers University and at the same time carries on his former duties as 
professor of Urban and Regional Planning. After leaving Harvard he also 
took Economics and History at Columbia. ~!hen I observed that Dr. Sternlieb 
is a practitioner as well as scholar, I say this on the basis of no little 
authority, his curriculum vitae, all seven pages of it, abundantly attests 
to this fact. His so called miscellaneous activities v1hich I did not look 
into too carefully, but we call them miscellaneous an11o,~ay, include being 
a director of the Citizens Housing and Planning Council of r!evt ·York. He 
is also a member of the Board of Advisory of the Columbia University Centre 
for Law and Economic Studies, an advisor of the National Council for Urban 
Economic Development, and a member of the Census Advisory Cor.unittee, the 
Federal Rent Advisory Board, the Presidential Task Force on Housinq, the 
Twentieth Century Fund, a prestigious organization as many of us know, and 
of the Governor of New Jersey•s Housing Task Force. As \vell as being a 
consultant to, and witness for, the United States senate and House Committee 
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on Housing (That's to name a fe\oJ) he is an editor and a wide ranging 

author. Books and aritcles bear the names of The Tenement Landlord, 

The Zone of Eme_r_g~_!l_ce, The ..!J.rban__!l_ousi nq Di 1 emma, The Future of the 

powntow~rtment Store, t!e_}·t York: Future Hithout a Future, The 

Numbers Game, which as, I understand, a forcasting method of looking 

at.household sizes, Death ot~he American Dream Home and The City As 

~Sanjbox, I think I vJill stop right there, the list is longer. At 

this time of year in our m·m fair city v-1e are rather a~trare of the 

relevance of the term city as a sandbox. As an advisor I now invite 

Dr. Sternlieb to give us his advice. 





BONNYCASTLE LECTURE 

Dr. George Sternlieb 
Director, Centre for Urban Policy 

Research, Rutgers University 

An Address given at the Seminar on the 
Renewal of ()lder Neighbourhoods, April, 6, 
1977. 
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I come here following a time honoured tradition-that of 
forecasting in a stranqe place. I say it is a time honoured tradition 
because it is one of the few successful formats for forecastinq. 
Those who forecast at home, narticularly in the short run, end un 
being dishonoured. Those of us who are wiser than that, come to 
someplace \1/here we can 1 eave and hopefully, our sins are buried with 
our memories. In a more serious fashion, one of the more provocative 
questions of our time, world-wide, is the issue of V·lhether the cities 
in the United States and the sins of these cities and their happenin9, 
in any way provide us v1ith the forecast of things to come in Canada, 
or are they unique, made for the States in the States, a function of 
history, of race and other pecularities of a unique situation. That 
is a question that has been raised not merely by Canadians but certainly 
is front and centre in European city nlannino. The city of Paris, 
for example, is very much concerned on the same ooint, as well they 
might be. There first enclosed shopners mall opened several years 
ago with a million square feet and there are six or seven more on the 
drawinq boatds and more to come. German cities. where stronqer land 
use controls exist, still experience considerable vigor. There is some 
question, however, on the future. The English cities are consumed '"th 
a decline of real income. london is suddenly the victim of apolyinq the 
right type of tool at the wrong time, i.e. a cutback in allowable industry 
and jobs \'tithin the city just as the city peaked out. It provides a very 
chastening lesson in making sure that your tools do not renresent the 
lesson of the past but rather are targeted to the future. 

\~hat are the cities in the States like. First, and primary, eight 
out of the ten largest cities in the United States, lost population and 
very substantially since 1970. ~lot only are they losin9 oeople, but they 
are also losing in buying power. This results from an enormous level of 
selective migration both into and out of the central cities. Take all of the 
roughly 250 central cities in the United States and multiply all the people 
who moved into those cities from 1970 to 1974, a four year period, by their 
average income, then take all the people who moved out of central cities, i~~~ 

' .;;~f~--- .. 

that same brief four year period and multiply ther.1 by their average income:~>/: 
-,-... ;::~ ... .. -/-
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Compare the total resident incomes that ~oved into central cities 
versus those which moved out of central cities in the four year 
period, and you have a reduction of aporoximately 30 billion dollars 
a year in resident buying power. Now 30 billion dollars is a very 
1 arge number. Let us think of it in terms shall we say of housinq 
buying oower, using the conventional rules of thumb, 25% of income 
going for rent, you suddenly are bereft of ?!2 billion dollars of rent 
paying capacity. He will nush that number a bit further. The value 
of oroperties is a function of their income, not of the bricks and mortar 
in them, but generally their income oroduction. A conventional rule of 
thumb for used buildings of one kind or another is four or five times the 
annual rent roll. That 7Ja billion dollars of rent paying capacity lost 
reoresents 30 to 35 billion dollars worth of ratable, of tax base lost. 
You do not lose it all in one year, but ultimately you will lose it. 

The gross population migration is movi nq im b1o different 
directions at the same time. One of them is perhaps quite relevant 
here, the other perhaps less so. The latter refers to the fact that 
now the migration out of central cities, both in terms of total number 
and in terms of selective characteristics, has encompassed not merely the 
centra 1 city but also the standard metropolitan area, i.e. the city and \'that 
we conventionally thought of as its suburbs. As a result, older major 
metropolitan areas of the States with some exceptions, are either stagnant 
or losing population. The fastest gro"~h segment of the United States is 
nmoJ in exurbia, a ring of develonment 30 to 60 miles aNay from our 
principal central cities. I will come back to the p6int of why I think 
this is perhaps less significant here, in a moment, but the reasons yield 
considerable insight on the unique character of Canadian urbanism. 

The second phenomon which may have more relevance here is the 
fact of a tremendous regional shift l'thich suddenly has hit the newspapers 
and the learned media, and unfortunately Ne practitioners of the so-called 
learned arts are running after the data. And that is the shift to the 
south and the south-1t1est. Again, from 197n to 1975 roughly a million 
whites migrated from the north of the States Nhile an equivalent number 
moved to the south. During the same period, for the first time since the 
Civil Har there was a net out migration of b1acks from the north going to 
the south. This type of regional shift is occurring in greater or lesser 
degree everywhere in the world. Hhat you have, for exannle, in the States, 
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is the emptying out of the farm belt. If v.re turn to Canada, (and 
here I tread on very dangerous ground, one can only be learned if 
one pretends, or one is very careful to avoid areas in which one is 
not learned) my impression is that a rather substantial de-population 
of the northern frontier is taking place. He do not make them rough 
and ready anymore! Everybody 11ants the sun! He have 1 ooked at 
population and at buying power shifts; we have to look at jobs. Job 
relocation is intimately related to the issue of re9ional shift. 
Hhether jobs follow people or people follow jobs, the yin-yan9 here 
we can leave really to the metaphysician. The reality is that we are 
seeing world-\<Jide nml/ a tremendous re-allocation of labour force. At 
the risk of an even greater over-simplification than many of the other 
over-simplifications which you will hear from me this evening, let me 
suggest that we are in the orocess of homogenizinq the ltJorld labour 
force. The advances in dry bulk cargo and the like simply make a variety 

. of jobs which hitherto were hiqhly localized no~tt key to the regional 
shift and increasingly the underlying enabling element of Norld wide 
shift. That is basically \<Jhat is haooeninq in the States. This movement 
sometimes has been somewhat casually referred to as the development of a 
post-industrial society; it has enormous consequences on the role of many 
of our older Cities. The bulk of our cities are not government cities per 
se and to that degree by the way are quite different from their Euronean 
equivalents. They are manufacturing cities, they are business cities. 
~en one turns to the question, snecific to our topic today of rehabilitation 
of housing, you nust say housing for whom. what are they going to nay for 
it with, and vthy are they goinq to live there? 

Going back again to this post-industrial shift, what we 
find in the States is an increasing number of people who have fallen 
off the industrial train. The basic policy response that ~tie have 
addressed to those people really reflects the following line of logic. 
He could have either said that work is a very important thing, so 
important that it must be shared even if one slo~t~s dmvn the train or 
one s:ays, ••let us accellerate the train. let us use capital intensi
fication, work rationalization of all kinds, and we wiJl make enough 
money so that we will be willing to be taxed and pay people to 
essentially stay off the train. "The issue then arises of Nhere are 
you going to keep those neople. The United States has successfully 
achieved the largest scale of shift people off the land that has been 
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accomplished by any major country. In the Soviet Union for example 
in the order of 30 to 35% of the population still is en~aqed in 
aqricultural pursuits. In the States we are down to about 3-3!2% 
level. The redundant have moved to the big cities. So suddenly we 
have the visible poor, and vJe have nolicies of government and policies 
of industry (v1hich I am not necessarily criticizing) v.,rhich make these 
visible poor no longer of siqnificance, to \"hat I shall refer to, for 
1 ack of a better term as the "machine... The entry level types of 
occupations that these people once would have pursued, whether in the 
sl urns of Toronto or t1ontreal, or for that matter, in ~,'innipeg, are 
pursued better, by the definitions of our time, in Taiwan; in the 
Phillipines; increasingly in 8razil; you name the country. the issue 
is \lfhere to put those neople. As I have indicated in the States these 
people are no longer on the farm, they encumbered the machine. These 
people have now gone to that geographic sector, of least future value. 
In part, by the way this future of least value results from their presence. 
In part their presence is alreadyattributed to the fact that the urban 
values were already going. Those are the major cities. The present role 
of a good many of the United States major cities is essentially not a 
way station for the noor - that was their classic role, to nrovide a 
bridge for rural peasantry to middle class status in tHo generations, 
but increasingly a permanent depot for the ooor. 

I have promised my host that I t.~oul d not bore anybody ~tli th 
numbers so just a few. Roughly, one out of seven of the total population 
of ilew York City is on welfare. Twenty-two percent of the total ponulation 
of Philadelphia, our third largest city, is on welfare. The proportion is 
somewhat hiqher in Boston, and one could go through a whole groun of 
cities with similar results. If I can naranhase a wonderful line which I 
have used repeatedly because I do love it and it seems to be so true, 
by 8erthol d Brecht from the Three Penny Ooera - 1'The rich 1 ove the poor 
but they hate 1 ookinq at them. 11 And it is an increasingly non-dynamic haven. 
that the U.S. city finds its current role. 

Now what is the relationship of this to the Canadian equivalent? 
You think about that and we wi 11 come back to it in a minute. In the 
meantime, we will turn to the housing situation. The housing situation has 
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moved quite rapidly, in circles. There is a cycle in housing fashion 
and in the planning industry. In all too many aspects of urban affairs, 

we are in the fashion industry. 
rehabilitation is re-invented. 

About every 5,6, or 7 years 
In between v,re discover that it is 

hard to do in large quantities by government intervention. 1·!e become 
discontented with it and we abort prograMs. That is the Anerican Model. 

In the meantime it keeps occurring, because, there is a 
tremendous level of rehabilitation unaided by government intervention, 
and it is increasing very substantially. The current expenditures 
on rehabi 1 itation in the United States are nm'l equal to one-quarter of 
the total exoended on new housing, and that fraction is movin~ uo. 
The reasons for this are several-fold. First and foremost, is the fact 
that we are no longer as rich in housing buying po~.Arer, as we thought 
ourselves to be just a very fe\'1 years ago. Again an illustration fron 
the States, you can put it into whatever framework is aonropriate for 
Canada. In the States, circa 1965 something better than 40% of all 
households in the United States, could have afforded the median price 
house built that year. The equi va 1 ent figure now is 15~;. That does 
not take into account the operating costs ,,,hich have increased enormously 
and will continue to increase. 

By fostering rehabilitation, we are (loing to go into the reuse of 
used housing and used neighbourhoods and used cities because we no longer 
can afford the luxury of not doing so. The rich thrm" aNay used goods, 
the less than rich reuse them. And just as an aside, one of the real 
problems, is to invent a whole semantic chain to make a virtue out of 
this necessity. To take used furniture for example, and call it eclectic 

or to call it a near antique so that you are not losing status by buying 
used furniture, you ·are buying a conversation niece. I \·fill digress once 
more. I did a study once on the housing of welfare receipients in flew· 
York City. My partner on this study Nas a Social Psychologist and in the 
course of the study Ne were discussing why people seemed to be so pleased 
with the housinq choices, even when the housing was terrible. The qist of 
it was that when you have to, you have to, and since you have to, you 
rationalize some reason \'lhy this is obviously the only virtuous response 
by any right thinking upstanding young Canadian counle. 
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It is fairly typical in primitive tribes to turn to the oldest 
individuals within that tribe for policy advice. They have qone throuqh the 
greatest series of occurrences, all of \'lhich are replicated. There 
\'/ere previous long periods of drought, or long periods of flood. How 
did we live through them? Let me suggest to you that your text books, 
which in a sense embody this age old tradition, and a good Many of your 
te·achers, and perhans even the individual \-.tho has the temerity to lecture 
currently, have passed into old fogydom, that much of \·Jhat we 1 earned as 
to what works, does not work. 

Hi story stopped in 1974. flow, you may v.rell say that nothing very 
nevJ has hanoened since 1974; yes enerqy costs went un; and yes I complain 
\..rhen I pay the bill, but life qoes on. There is a fl_'f"'!heel in the way 
we do things, and it takes a qreat number of years, after the underninninqs 
of some societal formats are shot dovm before those societal formats 
in turn reflect the change. But that change must result .. 

Let us move to the rehabilitation sector. · One, \'!hat is to be 
rehabilitated and how do I tell? In the States, at least Frank Kristoff 
has pointed out that the problem in the central city is not the shortage 
of housing but rather the shortage of neighbourhood. Let me stress 
that. For a very great number of years, at least in the States we could 
synonymize the provision of good housing with the provision of good 
plumbing. And if you go back to the 30 1 S when the absolute shortages of 
housing were monumental, this probably made a great deal of sense. 
Hhen you turn to the 60's and 70 1 S, leavinq out some of the rural areas 
for a moment, what you are dealing \·lith now is not so much the physical 
entity as the psychological entity. !low do you provide a neighbourhood? 
How do you provide the feeling that the housing and the context in Nhich 
this housing is located is; 1) satisfactory, 2) safe, secure, sound, and 
sanitary as Nell, and 3) soMething ~t!hich does not lower my self-esteem, 
because I have to live there. Unless you can provide this last, oarticularly 
among youth you get the level of self-induced vandalism, of tenant 
induced maintenance and repair costs and the kids who break in the doors, 
windows or you name it, of the oublic housing projects. They don't do 
that because the plumbing does not \10rk and they do not do it because the 
square footage is inadequate, and they do not do it because the mechanical 
standards to which it is built are inadequate. They do it because the 
environment where they live spells inadequacy. It says you or your narents 
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are failures. That is a very tough one. Let us consider some 
history from the United States. About tvJenty years ago, a fellow 
named Paul Ylvisaker, then of the Ford foundation, came up with a 
wonderful chain of logic. He said that most of our efforts at 
rehabilitation and revitalization of old neighbourhoods h~ve failed, 
and the reason is that \'le went into the hard core of the city and the 
neighbourhood characteristics and the like,wiped out our efforts. 
\Jhat Ne really should do, is look for a grey area. P., grey area and 
here the point of vi ev.r and the vision becomes milleni al, is an area ~.r1here 

the housing is sound but obviously is going to need some input, in 
which the people care but are beginning to lose faith, etc. etc. 

t•le should find those areas and there \•te v.lill nut our investment, 
and there is \'!here rehabilitation wi 11 make sense, and everybody 
applauded because the logic was impeccable. Again, I leave the 
applicability of this to you. The results Nere not so good. By 
the time Ne decided Nhat was the gre.v area, and got the lamentibly 
elephantine characteristics of government rolling into it, there was 
no longer a g·rey area, it was a purple area, it was a deserted area, 
it \<ras an abandonded area. The disease outran the speed \•lith which Ne 
caul d bring out our preventive measures. And Nhat you ended up \·Jith in 
some of the bad areas at least was the classic before after, and after
after sequence of pictures. The before picture, and here I am sure, this 
is visible in Canada as vtell as in the States, is a nayor or somebody 
running for the equivalent of City Council, Nho is looking at some broken 
plaster or where the sink used to be and has been rinoed out, or a rat hole, 
and mayor or City Councillor or whoever the devil it is says 11 this is not 
going to happen in my tovtn", and everybody apnl auds ~ l\nd some tines you see 
a second Picture, an after picture. 1.~here there was a ripoed out sink 
or broken down nlaster or rat holes, noN there is a nice fresh aood looking 
place and everybody is looking very pleased, including the somewhat be-

wi-1 dered ne\·t tenants. In too many cases though the after-after photograph 
was not taken several years later and this looks terribly much like the before. 
And that is a very harsh reality. 

Let me turn to a nlace like Philadelphia, which we have looked at 
in sad detail. Philadelohia has 35,0(1() of its rouqhly 600,000 total 
dwelling units abandoned. 
rouqhly 12,000 of these. 

The federal government has teen the insurer of 
Close to 10,000 have been foreclosed. At least 
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3-5,000 of these units have been ov.ned by the federal CJOvernment t\-.'0 

to three times. They are foreclosed, they are taken back, and it 
costs $6,000 - $10,000 to fix them up aqain for resale. The federal 
qovernment is not an oneratinq agency and it wants to qet rid of these 
things. It cleans them up, fixes thefl1 un, sells them with a 100~~ mortgaqe 9 

and a year and a half later it inherits them back again. Ultifl1ately 
they aet bull dozed, or they get bombed, or they get burned dov.rn. r\ 
quarter of all the major fires in a city such as Newark, start in 
abandoned buildings, and that vauld not be so bad but they do not end 
there, they go on to other buildings in which there are peonle. Nov• Ne 
have yet to develop a series of advanced indicators of urban decline which 
are sure enough in their prognostication and qive us enough lead time, so 
that \'le could bring to bear some of the modes of approach that honefully 
we still have in our armory. 

In Canada, your neighbourhoods are not that bad, your race issues 
are not that virulent, your level of suburban comoetition is much less 
developed. So at least in these areas perhaps you have less to learn. 
fron us. than we possibly from you. You have controlled your land use 
much more rigorously; the cost largely has been that a qreat many Canadians 
who with equivalent incomes in the States would ovrn their o\l.n homes, here 
can not. In a sense V·le permitted our suburban housing to compete very 
effectively with our central city housinq. You are just beginninq to. 
You have lengthened out your terms of mortoaqes, you strengthened your 
equivalent of our Federal Housing Administration so that your mortqn.qe 
rmrket suddenly, just as our~ is b~cominq much tougher, is beconing much 
1 ooser for nev1 housinq construction. The costs hoNever, mean that you are 
nrobably not qoing to build a hell of a lot of nev1 housino unless you lm·1er 
your standards very markedly and I do not think you are goinq to do that. 
So in a sense, you have an advantage in coming last. There is a wonderful 
essay by Thorsten Veblen on that noint, called "Imnerial Germany" in Nhich 
he corrments (this is written in 1918) that Great Britain had essentiC!lly 
invented the Industrial Revolution, that the Germans in turn had learned from 
all the mistakes of En~land, inherited the cream of their technoloqy and had 
ifl1nroved it very substantially and that the United States in turn had 
seized this lead from Germany and was proceeding anace. and therefore v1e 
vmul d v1in. In the 1 ast page of his essay hm'.fever. he oointed -co the fact that 
his was not the end of hi story. Others \•mul d come, others would 1 earn, 
others would do, others would succeed better, because they \'/ould not have 
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~he debris, both physical and mental of the past, and the sunk natterns 
~f the past. And to that degree I think you are ahead. 

Now, what is to done? (That is the title of a 1903 essay by 
Lenin. Look what happened after he said that.) He are much more 
expert, in our incompetent way in terms of the past than clearly we are 
in prognosticating future specifics. A couple of elements are very 
obvious. The nominal title of this session related to the costs and 
benefits, if you Nill, of rehabilitation. Let me sullrtest here that 
the economics of this situation are nm•r such that this is no lonC"Jer 
a question. It is obvious. He will have no choice but to rehabilitate. 
Secondly, I think there has been a failure of concentual thinkinrt 
in housing and particularly income related housing and in this latter 
are primitive. You may have something to learn from the States. Your 
model of housing reality, I think is probably wrong. Or it is a model 
that is beginnin('! to be rejected in the States after some very painful 
and very exoensive mistakes. That model of housinq reality in terms of 
income related housing is that there is a Pie which is called rent. The 
problem with that oie is popularly thouqht not to, lie in its size but 
rather in the allocation of v1ho gets \r·rhich share of the pie. According to 
your current scenario landlords are getting too big a share and the 
housing and therefore the tenants are getting too small a share. But 
all that is required, is a reallocation of the nie. landlords will be 
less greedy but still be making out \•rell enough for them, and the housing. 
and therefore the tenantry of that housing \'fill be handled in an approoriate 
fashion. 

l·lithout casting any doubts on the fact that there are many 1 andl ords 
whose share of the nie is too big, and without necesarily defendinq the 
behaviour o:f many landlords v1hose behaviour is very bad, and the like, let 
me suggest to you that this is a very Pleasing but faulty analysis. Increasingly 
one of the realities of our time, is that not only is the cost of new 
housing rapidly movinq out of our reach. but that the cost of rental housing 
is increasing just as rapidly. And the problem in many cases is not to 
trade-in the bad landlord for a good landlord or scaring the hell out of 
the bad landlord so that he becomes by default or by fear a good land1,ord. 
The problem is how are you going t·o keep them in business, because \·Ihen 
the city, state, province. or what have you, takes over that housin9 they are 
not going to do very much with it. In our experience at least, ma.ior cities 
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that have taken over housing in the States have run them very very 
badly. This is oarticularly true in Hew York City. The worst slum 
landlord inthe city is the city, at enonnous cost. The whole message 
of code enforcement as oracticed here and of rent control very sub
stantially, relates to what I have suggested is a mistaken view of reality. 
This essentially calls for keening the nie constant, but reallocating 
its distribution, there is plenty for everybody. Our exnerience and again 
I shall defer to your own judgements on the relevance to your scene, 
has been generally where we had concentrated code enforcement in qood 
areas, v.re probably did not need it. In bad areas we ended uo Nith the 
city o.,.ming the parcels. He ended up with abandonment, v.1e ended un 
taking down parcels and then not being able to relocate the neonle 
.,.1ho were 1 iving in them. We found the same tenants who Nere comnl aining 
bitterly against their landlords, then complaining bitterly against the 
city, and/or the state or the federal government, either in terms of 
its operation of that self same narcel or because it was denolished 
because of health, safety, and sanitary reasons. That is a very, very. 
hard reality. 

There is a weakness shared I would assume, by a 11 of us, to find 
nice easy answers to very hard problems. .1\nd the easy answer in terms 
of housing maintenance in the rental housing stock is to assume there 
are the bad guys and the good guys, and you convert the bad guys into 
good guys by a sock on the chin. Hould that it Norked that simnly. 
Again if your exnerience is anything like our O\m, you are qoinq to discover 
v1hen you get into your older areas, first, that your biqqest single problem 
is going to be elderly gentlemen and elderly laides, who O\'m a parcel and 
they can not maintain the narcel, an·d they sure as hell can not rehabilitate 
the parcel, and you are in no position to out them out in the street. 

All cities are different. It took us an awfully lonq time to learn 
that. \·le had national housing legislation of one kind or another and 
the track record of the last 30 years indicates that it Nas an enormous 
bonus for certain low cost areas while terribly inadequate or irrelevant to 
high cost areas. Let me qive you a case in noint. Again, this may or 
may not be significant to your situation. Eight times as r.1uch government 
aided housing was built in our south states per capita as was built in 
the north. Now, the north had much 1 0\'ler vacancy rates, and by most 
definitions had a greater housinq shortage. 1t.Jhat happened .,.;as very 
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simple. l"e nassed national legislation, Ne had some lanauaqe in 
there about high-cost areas, that language simoly was not adequate, 
the programs were irrelevant or simply could not be made onerative 
in the north. The housing that was built provided a bonus, an 
enonnous bonus incentive, for people to migrate to the South, where 
the housing was a lot cheaner. These are programs by the way that 
included mortgages dm·m to the 1% interest level. 

What has haopened in response in the States and here you find 
a dynamic which sometimes simply evades party lines, is increasingly 
rather than having cateqori ca 1 programs, ~t!hi ch says that you must do 
thus, be specific, and follow these guidelines; increasingly our 
federal proqrams, at least, are being "'ritten as block qrant prograr.1s. 
The specifics, for better or worse, (and sometimes it is \•:orse) 
being left to the local municioality. The concept is increasingly one 
that says, it is a very large country and no group, no matter how 
wen intentioned, can write legislation \'lhich vmrks effectively within 
the immediacies and idiosyncrasies of a soecific location. So \•:e started 
off vtith revenue sharing and the block grant oro gram and then we took 
all of the housinq and urban development programs and essentially put 
ther.1 all together in something called the community development Block 
Grant Program. (By the way, one level of soohistication in Hashington 
is really gauged by hoN fast you can spit out the alnhabet, so if you 
say CDBG, that shows you really understand what it is, and hopefully you 
say it quickly enough so that your listener does not really hear it and 
that sho\'fS you are one un.) 

The CBDG program in any case represents, denendina upon your 
tastes, either a victory for local initiative or a victory of provincialism; 
and you may take your nick, but for the moment the reports from the 
field are very interesting. Let me share them with you. I looked at 
about 300 of these local community develonment block grant programs to 
find out what the recipients were doing in housing. They are doing a 
variety of things, some of which may be relevant here and some of 1//hi ch 
may not. 

1) In Boston if you rehabilitate your house, you take your bills 
for rehabilitation to City hall and you get 20% off their face in a cash 
rebate. The number of stipulations are very limited, the level of 
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supervision is scarily limited. I am sure there will a scandal 

sooner or later, but for the moment it is easy and it is generating 
some very, very, real response Nithout dissipating most its energies 
in an enonnous bureaucracy and slowing do\'tn the v1hole orocess. 

2) A number of cities, Baltimore would be a very good case 
in point are essentially using block grants as front end money for the 
purposes of rehabilitation, thus reducing the carrying costs of a 
loan from let•s say a conventional, 9%, do~~ to 3~o/, money. 

3) In New Jersey the state level of activity has been launched 
with a hundred mi 11 ion dollar bond sale for the ournoses of rehabilitation. 
The money is being lent to banks in turn to ensure money for rehabilitation 
loans at beloN market interest rate tenns. There is a Multinlier built 
in to this of private lending as well as some effort to ride on the 
Federal !lousing Administration, but again this is primarily local 
intervention, in the scheme of thinqs. In other localities there are many 
versions of this tyoe of public/nrivate racka~ing taking nlace. But 
this must be viewed realistically. 

There is no point in rehabilitating your housing or building 
new housing unless you are going to have a market for the housing. The 
single biggest problem in that little scenario that I suggested to you 
earlier of the nie and the division of the pie, is that landlord behaviour 
is a function of tNo fiscal realities. One is current yield: Hhat is 
this parcel returning for our money? /\nd the second .and perhaps even 
more important certainly to the larger scale landlord it, "Is this 
parcel going to be worth more in the future than it is right no\'1? 11 If 
it is v1orth more in the future than it is right nm·!, I will take a loss 
in the short tenn (if I have the resources) S\'leating it out ri !lht now with the 
feeling that ultimately I ~tfill be able to cash in). The nroblem in a good 
many of my cities is that the values in the areas to be rehabilitated 
are going no place or have gone dm·m. The issue then becomes maintaining 
a market in which those properties go up in nrice. If the nroperties go 
up in value then you can have code enforcement, you can have anything you 
damn well please, and you will get your owner and operator to hold still, 
~erhaps squawking, but holding still). 
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That raises again that very basic issue of v1hat is the econor.1i c 
function of your central cities? And of this central city very speci
fically. In the States the question is being ansv.rered more and more 
frequently in the negative. It is not fashionable to admit to it, but 
if you look at the reality of congressional votes, and the like - I 
think I can say that quite safely. In a good Many cases psychologically 
and financially, we have largely \vritten off our central cities. It is 
a very broad generalization, there ~;muld be Many exceptions and many 
people would disagree with me. I think however, that it is realistically 
the way it is. 

In Canada your cities are islands of population, they float 
in space. And this protects them in many cases. You cannot support 
a level of suburban infrastructure because you simply do not have the 
population base, peripheral to your cities. To what degree are they 
comparatively buffered from macro shifts, however? That is the issue 
of regional shifts coupled vlith the changes in technology which make 
them practicable. A case on the latter point would be the linkage in the 
role of the railroads and the growth of Winnipeg to the degree that its 
role as railroad pertains to it. This is a very important area but I 
shall confine my comments to the symptoms, and that is the question of the 
regional or regional centre, v1hen raised fifteen or tv1enty years ago, 
one could not scratch a regional economist in the United States without 
first drawing blood, and secondly without getting a list of 10 cities 
which even if all the other cities were to go would remain. The 
regional city was obviously a bulwark, a mainstay, an essential of the 
society. Hell not everybody would have the same citie·s on that list 
but everybody had a list and everybody bought the concept oretty much .. 
. . and the numbers Nould run 8, 10, 12, 14 and the like. I think if you 
v1ent through the same process today, that list \'!Ould be much smaller. 
You really don't need; this is going to sound heretical, you do not need 
for example, a regional facility both in San Francisco and Los Angeles. 
And the odds are high that you go wherever success is and success is 
stronger in southern California than northern California and San Francisco 
is losing its job base. It is a very charming place, with a rare 
capability of serving as a personal lure, but that is the functional, 
economic reality. The role of a place like Denver I think is much more 
threatened than the people in Denver would agree with. 
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One might ask the question here, do you need bb.th ldinnipeg. 

and Calgary? Or does the rise of one, by definition mean the 

decline of the other? There is a popular concept that I think 

is symbolized by the title of that nlay of some ye·ars ago called 
. . 

"Stop the Horld I Hant to Get Off" v>~hich says that ... •1,-Jhat is 

good about groHth? It is noisy. obnoxious, and I do not 1 ike the 

people vtho are moving in and besides I can not get to my lake home 

'. - ,. 

as rapidly as I once did. Rents are going up and my favourite boot 

black is always occupied; and the like•. Instead of course boorish 

grm·1th will be graceful, vte Hill be learned, we will be cultured, v1e 

wi 11 knovt each other better. He wi 11 have the good 1 i fe. The romance 

pours forth endlessly and I am the last man in the world to be cynical 

about these beliefs. But I must warn you that they are very difficult 

to attain and even more so to be sustained. I can not think of any 

success stories. For the moment, it is either growth, with its costs, 

or decline, and decline is very unrleasant. I can report the latter no~tt 

authoritatively, because in decline the expenses of a municipality or a 

province or any government unit do not go dovm. The tax base, hovtever, 

does, and the internal dynamic of decline in services and increases in 

costs is painful. That is Hhat is happening to aew York right now. 

It is rractically impossible to really cut costs, yet the tax base is 

eroding very rapidly. 

flow, how does one secure grovtth and avoid dissolution? One of 

the things that may be required is much more in the way of creative 

compaction so that you have critical masses of activities vlithin the 

city that feed upon another. The example of your main street comes to 

mind and not happily, (and here I speak with all the authority of someone 

\'iho has spent 10 minutes on it). I refer to the 6 block lag betvteen your 

two major department stores, the reality of your old main retail street, 

Portage Avenue, versus BroadvJay, Hhere your new office buildings are, the 

development of that new office building thing, as a long continuous strip 

leading no place and v1ith no centre, and competing with your older facilities. 

If you have an opportunity to get more grov1th and I hope you do, in 

deference to the future, you had better do it better. 
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The best rehab program in the States right now is in Baltimore. 
so I want to take a look at that for those of you who are involved in 
the process 1 ocally. It is being· run very well, very successfully, 
that is \rlell documented. There are few mysteries to the process. They 
are doing everything that many others are doing, but d6in9 it better. 
This operation is successful because they use a combination of municipal 
and state funding, in order to g~t very generous and very good and 
very aggressive inputs from their local private financing institutions. 
They are getting a multiplier out of this thing. They combine that 
with superb supervision and some very talented people. There is no 
replacement for the latter functions and group. There are other success 
loci as \-Jell. In many cases by the way they are combining rehabilitation 
with historic preservation. This can yield some very nice housing and a 
very good ambience that adds to the cities. 

The target of preservation and regeneration is ir.1portant. It is 
achievable but it is not going to vtait around too long. Housing once it 
gets past a certain point will not come back, and neighbourhoods once 
they get past a certain point are brutally difficult to bring back. That 
we have 1 earned in the States the hard \-Jay. Yet this is not an area that 
permits immediate high level production prograrnning. He are back in the 
retail business, largely dependent on local initiative in part because the 
federal government simply does not have the will, nor increasingly the 
capacity to do the job. I think you have much to learn from the mistakes 
of the States. !Jut you are going to have to innovate your own Hay. 
I can only end by wishing you my very best in that effort. 
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QUESTION PERIOD 

Dr. Blake: (session chairman) Dr. Sternlieb has kindly agreed to field a 
few questions. 

Question: Dr. Sternlieb, can you exp~ain again why the alternative to growth 
is decline? 

Dr. Sternlieb: I would suggest to you that rema1n1ng stable requires fantastic 
balancing ability. Let me just give you an example. t1inneapolis is in 
many ways one of the best governed cities, perhaps the best governed city in 
the States. It•s done everything right: regional ~overnment - the tax 
problem is not as big an issue there because of reallocations and the 
C.O.G. (Council of Governments) has worked out quite well. It does not 
have some of the infrastructure problems and municipal union situations 
which are really quite well. It does not have some of the infrastructure 
problems and municipal union situations \'thich are really quite painful in a 
good many other areas. It does not have a minority group issue - they 
are about 2 or 3% Indian, and perhaps 1-2% non-white. It has a good 
industrial base. In sum it has all of the support for good solid no-gro\'tth 
in the most significant areas. The problem is that your white oopulation 
begins to age and nov1 if you look at the median age of heads of households 
in Minneapolis, the question you have got to raise is, who is going to live 
there in 20 years? There simply has not been the retention of younger people. 
No growth requires stability, not only in numbers, not only in socio-economic 
characteristics. but in those age cycles. It is a fantastic balancin9 job. 
I am sure somebody must be doing it, but offhand I do not know of any one 
doing it. 

Question: I don't know if its a moment of insight or not, but you talked 
about a trend which is a byproduct of our energy-efficient/reduction, goods, 
food etc. This as a bynroduct produces a large redundancy for the future 
labour force, and these people sort of shift into our metropolitan centres. 
Ue do happen to have a movement like that 9ninq on in our province. Northern 
people are reproducing themselves at a rate of 3% ner year and not finding 
employment anywhere. I am just \'JOnderinq what is the scenario if this is the 
reality that has happened in the States and happened in Europe. 1:1hat are you 
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going to do about providing l•torthuhile lives, let's say later on there 
may be population adjustments, but in the next 20 to 30 years. 

Sternlieb: There are two points of view here. Let me give you the 
historical point of vieN. The historical point of view says that the 
history of Canada and the United States is the history of nigration; 
that what has basically made both of them very. successful and very rich 
has been this fl ovJ of human capital , across the ocean·, and the 1 ike. 
That each and every one of these groups Hhen it 1 anded as a ne\'1 group 
was viewed as being the absolute living end, the absolute bottom of 
the barrel. There is a wonderful document that a friend of mine, Sam 
Warner, unearther in a coal bin in an old Settlement House in Boston, 
and written by its director before tlorld Har I. It was called "The 
Zone of Emergence'~ It discusses the various ethnic qrouos that had moved 
into Boston. It points to the fact that 85% of all the prisoners in 
jail were Irish. It points to these enormous families of nev1 migrants, 
eight ten, twelve children packed into two rooms. About other ethnic 
groups - "tuberculosis is rife; prostitution is breaking loose; they 
are violating every one of the health codes; and clearly they mean the 
end of l3oston" - that was the Jews. And it goes on to each and every 
one of these groups and it is very clear that Sodom and Gomorrah have 
been dumped on Boston. And we knoN that in the course of time things 
change. (I do not think it was that the Irish dried un sn ~uch as that 
everybody else began to drink and the like.) Be that as it m?y, each 
and every one of these groups in its ovm way contributed to the ultimate 
success of the society. And the point can be made, that the current 
neN emigres in town, after some period of problem, 'Vfill do so similarly. 
Hopefully that v.rill be the case, that is if history continues r.JUch as it 
has done in the past. ~1y thesis is that history is probably discontinous. 
Rather, this ne\'1 human capital whether tutored, untutored; prepared for 
the machine, not prepared for the machine; just as good, bad or indifferent 
as other groups that have come in here and have been broken to the machine, 
are no longer required, are no longer comnetitive, as against capital 
intensification or the newly available labour resources of the third world. 
In some cases, by the way, \'le have T'lade them non-competitive. The benefits 
of welfare are not generous despite all the folklore and all the scandals 
to the contrary. But at 1 east in my own section of the States, a vroman 
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with three children on welfare, depending on rent payment, food stamps, 
and the like according to a congressional survey with all the benefits 
throvm in, makes the equivalent of $8,500 a year. For a man, \'life, 
three children plus social security, work clothes, carfare, an occasional 
beer ~1i th the boys, I vrou 1 d guess the break even point is some~t1here over 
$10,000. 

He no\'J have the affluent poor, affluent only in terms of people 
who are much, much poorer, terribly poor in comparison to the values 
of our range of affluence. So we end up with a dual nroblem; 1) our 
r.oor are priced out of the market and 2) our poor are terribly resentful 
because their standards of comparison are standards nromul~ated by new 
Mass-media of what is the right way to live. They and their children know 
their current situation is not main stream, is not "the right ~tray to live", 
and that is very hard. 

In terms of your migration in from the north country and the like 
I think a great deal depends unon your ovm policies. If they are welfare 
policies you are going to end up in the same situation Ne are in. I say 
that sadly. If they are make-work policies and hopefully some creative 
make vrork, there may be some hope for them. To a degree in the States, 
the cities that are probably working best, (I have a feeling I am not going 
to be welcome after saying this, but let me say if an~~ay) are those cities 
~trhich are basically boss-dominated. The cities 111hich are working Norst 
are those cities which for better or worse, simoly do not have a strong 
pm11er structure and thus cannot provide continuity, not merely of pol icy 
but of implementation. Give me a second rate plan executed and continued, 
and perpetuated over a long term anyday in the week rather than the best 
of technology with a weak government fluttering around trying to placate the 

...("~ 

electorate. t'le pay muchtoo high a premium on brains (I do certainly, I'm 
an academic, it's my business -we sell it by the pound) than we do on 
throughput. The analogy of \•!attage comes to mind. As you know it's volts 
times amps. Your comment on the technical cor.1petence, we ~tlill call that amps. 
~.Je will say that the voltage is the capacity, gained no -matter hm11, to 
put together a constituency of enough breadth and enough capacity to override 
opposition and to push that amperage through the line - that is how you get 
effective power. Now there are many different combinations of volts times 
amps which when multiplied by one another equal pretty much the same thing. 
In general, however, in academia, and oerhaps even in nlanning agencies, \'le have 
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placed too much of a role on the techno10f1Y ~ on beinq clever anJ 
the like -and too little on ~ow do we implement somethin~. let 
me suggest to you that it does not take any great talent to figure 
out where you would like to be, it is how you are going to get there 
that distinguishes the young ladies from the women. And on that 
parting note • • • • . . 

Dr. Blake: Dr. lloyd Axworthy is a professor of political science in 
the University of rJinnipeg. He is also the Director of the Institute 
of Urban Studies. In case you may think I am going to introduce another 
speaker, and I v1ell could because their careers are remarkably parallel, 
I am simply going to say that Professor /\xworthy is novr going to thank 
our speaker. /\nd if I know him as well as I think I do, he is going to 
put in a plug of his own. lloyd .... 

Dr. Axworthy: tk. Chairman, Dr. Duch.rorth, ladies and gentlemen. One 
of the interesting opportunities that the Bonnycastle lectures have 
afforded over the oast several years is the chance to listen to the 
insights, and knowledge of those 1t1ho come from other countries. As I 
vtas listening to Dr. Sternlieb tell us about how v1e have an opportunity, 
here in Canada, to learn from the trepasses that the Americans have made, 
a comment that another visitor to this country made passed through my mind. 
He said that Canada being a relatively young country once had the opportunity 
to take and learn and borrow the best of French culture, British parliamentary 
democracy, and American industrial know-how. But somehmrf alonfl the way 
we got mixed up and ended up vrith French parliamentary democracy, Rritish 
industrial know-how, and American culture. So I am wondering if the 
opportunity to try and unclutter that particular mixture is afforded us now, 
but I want to thank Dr. Sternlieb for in a sense setting fon·tard this evening 
both for me, and I hope for other people, some of the particular lessons 
that we have to come to grips with in our own city. 

I think two things stuck in my mind, Dr. Sternlieb. One is that 
we are at the threshold you talked about, that we are nm'l an old city and 
that the issues we have to face are those that you began to describe. ·Secondly, 
you pointed out that the solutions to these are not public relations exercises 
but take a great deal of hard grasp and a lot of hard work. 
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That is the point at which I- come to the plug that Dr. Blake 
mentioned and that is what we will be spending a full day tomorrtn·r 
at the University-here, trying to do, exactly that. Trying to work 
through these problems, trying to come to grips \·lith them as they 
affect our city, to see if we can work out practical solutions, not 
just in terms of where Ne want to go but hot-1 to get there. . 

I thank you for coming from Rutgers, its a place I knoN well 
I wouldn't want to tell you how I know it because it was-close to 

an alma mater of mine and my association is one that •.• well, my 
~;life isn't here tonight so I could probably feel someNhat free to tell 
•.. but it is one that remains dear to my memory. But, nevertheless 
I am very pleased that you were able to come to heln us learn something 
of these lessons and to launch what I hope will be an important exercise 
in the t~Jorkshop Ne are having tomorrow at the University. 

On behalf of the Board of Regents, the faculty, students, and 
guests of the University, and certainly on behalf of those who were 
involved in the Elonnycastle foundation, we thank you for your participation 
this evening. 
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I1Ji!ER CITY PROFILES Arm PROCESSES OF CHANGE 

1. Purpo~ 

Analysis and assessrtent of the inner city 'in Canadian cities by 
planners and acadenics is heavily based on the J\nerican experience. 
Cnmparatively little research has been undertaken, which analyses and 
conceptualises problems and strategies for Canadian inner city areas, 
even though they have unique characteristics and needs. An earlier 
review of literature on the inner city undertaken by a former Institute 
of Urban Studies researcher1 illustrates this dil em1:1a for Canadian 

researchers and policy-makers. His article is rich in illustrations 
from American authors such as Gans, Sternlieb, Hard, Boyce and Selley, 
but references relating the Canadian experience are sparse. A nore 

') 

recent article by ~lclemore et al, '- shm:s that the situation has not 
greatly improved since then and suggests there are large gaps in our 
kno\'Jledge of inner city areas in Canadian cities, narticularly in the 
prairie and maritir1e provinces. One of the main objectives of the seminar 
for Hhich this paper has been prepared is to extend the body of know
ledge available and stimulate discussion about the inner city in Canada, 
particularly i11 connection with Prairie cities such as Hinnipeg. 

The inner city is often defined in simply physical terms as the 
central core of urban areas and the residential and mixed areas 
surrounding this core. This provides a neat, spatial and geographically 
precise definition which provides a manageable focus and framework for 
orgamz1ng information about the inner city. There are· disadvantages in 
using this kind of spatial definition. These would include: 

-------
1. David Vincent, The_..J..!!ne!' Cill_.:._l\ ~Jinn_ipeg Exarnn~~ in L. Ax\rmrthy et. al, 

"The Citizen and Neighbourhood Renewal .. , Institute of Urban Studies, 
University of l·linnipeg, 1973. 

2. R. Mclemore, Carl Ass, Peter Keilhofer. The Changing Canadian Inner Ci!l 
r1inistry of State for Urban 1\ffairs, June 1975. 

:;-, 
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a. Inner city conditions r·1ay not be confined to this delineated 

geographical area and may appear in pockets.outside the inner 
city area. 

b. For particular cities such as lJinnipeg, there has been no 

consensus about what area constitutes the inner city. As 
Vincent points out, "The former 11etrooolitan Corporation of 

Greater \linnineg determined both urban renewal and rehabilitation 
areas for the city but specified no inner city area as such, 

Nhi 1 e the Social Service Audit referred to the area. of greatest 
concentration of social problems as the Core Area of '.~innipeq 11 • 3 

c. Also a spatial definition is essentially static. It does not convey 
an image of the dynamics of the inner city in terms of the people 
who live there, the kind of social and economic opportunities 
avaliable to them, the kind of land use and housing stock, the pressures 

to which it is exposed and the patterns of in and out migration etc. 

Reg tklemore et al have developed a definition of the inner city 

\'lhich recognizes its special characteristics and the unique pressures 

to \~hich it is exposed. Their description of the inner city (as generally 
the first part of the city to be developed, characterised by a~:linq housing 
stock and subject to pressure for drastic change; in form, different from 

the rest of the city, a dense, finely meshed mixture of land uses, served 
by narrov1 congested streets or bisected by r.1ajor transportation routes; 
its location between the central business district and the suburbs, and 
its function as a recreation area and first area of settlement for nev1 
imriligrants and in-migration from rural areas) fully recognizes the dynamic 

characteristics of inner city areas. In operationalising their definition of 

the inner city, they use the age of the housing stock as the index. They 
show that the area that emerges when this index is used is a cluster of census 
tracts around the centre of the city. They define the inner city as those 

----------
3. Op. cit. David Vincent, p. 43. 

··" 
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generally contiguous census tracts where the percentage of housfng 
built before 1946 is more than double the metropolitan figure. 4 

Hinnipeg •s inner city area, that part of the city centred by 
Hain Street, including major parts of the central business district and 
substantial portions of the older living areas of central and north 
Winnipeg has a wide diversity of people, a heterogeneity not uncommon 
to inner cities of large metropolitan centres. Historically it ii 
the area of first settlement in t~innipeg; commercially it is the 
central business district of Winnipeg; physically it is the oldest 
area of the city, diverse in building and housing types; socially it 
is a gathering place for migrants and transients from a variety of 
ethnic backgrounds; economically, it is the location of the poorest . 
people and many marginal businesses. 

In defining the inner city for this paper, an amalgam of physical, 
social and administrative factors ~ttere used to delineate a particular 
geographical area. ·In addition, a boundary line which corresponded as 
closely as possible with Statistics Canada census tract boundaries was 
defined, in order to facilitate the easy use of Census statistics. The 
boundary of the inner city used for the purposes of this paper is illus
trated in Map 1. 

3. Outline of Paper 

This paper first describes the pressures and processes currently 
operating in the inner city and attempts to identify some of the major 
planning and policy problems and responses which affect present conditions 
in the ctnner city. The next section attempts to provide a profile of the 
inner city from the perspective of inner city residents. It examines the 
needs, aspirations, attitudes, problems and housing conditions of inner 
city residents and is based on a recent survey undertaken by I.U.S. The 
following section describes various 'dinnipeg scenarios of different types 
of inner city neighbourhoods which allow the heterogeneity and sub-systems 
of particular areas to be examined. 

4. Op. cit., R. t1clemore, et. al. p.2. (A tract ~trhich does not emerge but 
which is generally surrounded by other tracts 1r1hich do emerge is included). 
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Finally, this paper gives some preliminary consideration to the 
kind of policy responses ~hich are requi~ed to deal with the problem~ 
and processes operating in the core area. This theme vii 11 be further 
developed by subsequent papers presented to this Seminar. 

4. Pressures and Processes Operating in the Inner City 

a. A large proportion of housing stock in Hinnipeg•s inner city area 
is reaching a threshold in terms of age and condition. Approximately 85% 

of the housing stock was constructed before 1946, 70% being constructed 
before 1920. As a result, there exist significant pockets of deteriorated 
dwellings and a high rate of substandard housing. The 1971 Census rated 
only approximately 9% of the housing stock in good conditionand more than 
20% (22.7%) was rated as poor or very poor. In the inner city the ratio of 
tenant occupancy to owner occupancy is three to one and the rate of 
tenancy exceeds the outer city by 40%. 5 

b. Because of new and rigorous municipal legislation, fire loss and 
development pressures, many housing units which in the past provided low 
cost accommodation for lov1 income people have been lost to the housing 
narket. A recent report by the Commissioner of the Environment states 
that 210 dwelling units were demolished because of by-law contraventions 
in 1976. In addition, fire accounted for the loss of 87 dwelling units in 
1976 and 200 units in 1975.6 However, the Manitoba Landlords Association 
estimated that by the end of 1976~800 - 1,000 units may have been taken 
off the market as a result of the Apartment Upgrading By-La\<1 and the 

7 r1a i ntenance and Occupancy By-Law. A 1 so, factors such as the aporova 1 by 
Centennial Community Committee of demolition orders for a total of 1200 

units during the 16 months ending December 1976, suggest that loss of 
housing units from all causes is very great.8 Inner city areas have 
traditionally provided housing for varied population groups including a 

5. Axworthy, et. al., Core Area Report, !.U.S. 1976. 
6. Commissioner of the Environment, Report to City Council, ~1arch 1977, reported 

in the Winnipeg Free Press, Sat. March 5, 1977. 

7. Christine r~cKee, et.al., I.U.S. 11Towards a Planning Strategy for Older 
Neighbourhoods, Policy Paper, Jan. 1977. 

8. A. Riegenstrief, Address to United Church Hinnipeg Presbytery 7 Feb.8, 1977 
This paper estimated that 1500-1800 units of housing per year 1s lost from 
all causes in the City of tlinnioego 
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signifi~ant number of low income people such as the elderly, the 
new immigrant, the student~ the young \'!orker and the single parent family. 
Under present policy arrangements, it seems unlikely that alternative 
accommodation can be provided for these groups \'lithout deep public subsidy. 
Also, there is likely to be a significant gap between the number of 
units lost and the number of units provided. For example, r·1anitoba Housing 
and Renev-1al Corporation projects that in 1977, 932 units \'fill be built in 
the inner city for both families and elderly persons. 

In addition, public housing can only offer one housing option to 
the people displaced, and can deal only with the problems of the lowest 
income groups. 

c. Older historic buildings often converted into multiple dwellings have 
been demolished or are threatened with destruction and there seeMs to be a 
general lack of interest and concern amongst public officials and the 
private sector in conserving existing buildings. In the case of older, 
historic buildings, it is not suggested that these should be treated as a 
"sacred cow", but rather than offering them as an automatic sacrifice to 
speculators and developers, there should be mechanisms for delaying demolition 
until the merits of saving buildings in good structural condition and 
with features of historical, architectural or aesthetic interest have been 
fully investigated. In Hinnipeg, a recently enacted by-lavJ should provide 
a useful tool to allow City Council to control the demolition process. 

d. In and near the Central Dusiness District, particularly in the 
South dmmtmm area, present activities indicate the replacement of existing 
structures by more intensified land use. Demand for residential land is 
modest but high for commercial property, particularly along major arteries. 
A study of real estate sales for an eighteen month period ending in December 
1975, showed that land values are some of the highest in the city. 9 Existing 
residential land use is therefore being consistently encroached upon and 
the character and shape of the area is changing in a spasmodic and ad hoc way. 

9. Rick Badger, et. al., The South Do'W!ltown l.finnipeg Study, Department of City 
Planning, University of ~1anitoba, ~1ay 1976. 
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e. The kind of new building that has taken place in the inner city 
and is projected tends to indicate a pre-occupation amongst public 
officials with new development and visual monoliths rather than 
demonstrating· concern for conserving existing-buildings and aimi.ng at a 

. balance between old and new. Examples of recent new buil d·ing includes 
the Convention Centre, the Osborne Street Bridge, the Trizec Complex and 
a new Autopac l3uilding. One of the few examples of planning·: for a blend 
of old and new in redevelopment in the inner city is the redevelopment of 
the Albert St. area which involves the conservation of aesthetically pleasing 
old frontages. However, this will mainly affect commercial rather than 
residential establishments. 
f. In the field of transportation, although it is declared city policy 
to encourage the use of public transit, the city is envisaging the 
implementation of projects such as the Trizec development (one thousand 
additional parking stalls)~ the Bestlands proposal (one thousand parking 
units), Rupertsland Square (five hundred stalls) and the Uinnipeg Library~ 
which is nm'l completed, providing 675 stalls. 10 Such increased provision for 
parking facilities can only accentuate the use of the automobile, produce 
a reduced demand for public transit and increase the already substantial 
congestion of inner city streets. 

g. The city appears reluctant to provide. resources to improve and upgrade 
existing capital infrastructure in inner city areas, preferring to place 
its thrust in capital spending in providing servicing for new development 
in the suburbs. The City of ~Jinnipeg proposed five year capital budget for 
1977-1981 showed that capital resources are almost entirely devoted to 
providing regional services for the servicing of new suburban develooment at 
a cost of $380,000,000.00. No major improvements to existing systems are 
included- i.e. no new inner city transportation, no neN park developments 
and no improvements to the transit system - only maintenance of existing 
service levels. This policy wil~ tend to contribute to the acceleration of 
decline in inner city areas. Emphasis on suburban rather than inner city 
development also tends to reflect inner core versus suburban rivalry in 

10. Ibid. 
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City Council and the greater strength of the latter faction. Also, 
because there is a virtually non-existent party structure in City 
Council, polarisation tends to occur along geographical lines rather 
than being based on group votes which represent and support particular 
issues and philosophies. 

h. Although the City of Winnipeg Act created an elaborate framework 
to encourage public participation and grass roots involvement at the 
Community Corrrnittee and Resident Advisory Group level, there is little 
evidence that the needs and desires of inner city residents have a major 
influence on current planning and recent Council decisions. Issues such 
as the ban on overnight parking, aimed at expediting the flow of traffic 
through inner city areas, affects inner city residents much more drastically 
than outer city residents because front driveways are unusual. This 
issue was greatly opposed by inner city residents. However, the ban was 
supported by a majority of City Council. The reader is referred to the 
following section for a study of inner city needs and values. 

i. A final problem which contributes to the process of decline in 
inner city areas is the lack of confidence and investment which the 
private sector is willing to offer in inner city areas. This is 
reflected by reluctance of some financial institutions to grant mortgages 
on older houses in some inner city areas, reluctance to allow loans for 
upgrading and rehabilitation, higher than market interest rates and in 
some cases, red-lining of particular 'high-risk' areas which effectively 
places an embargo on loan capital for particular areas. 11 

11. a. Marianne Bossen, The Role of Private Financial Institutions in Older 
Hinnipeg Neighbourhoods. (Unpublished) Consultant's Report, done for 
I.U.S., October, 1976. 

b. Mortgage Loans Association of Manitoba - Results of Questionnaire 
to Member organizations - February 1976. 
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5. Profiles of the Inner CitY 

The examination of present pressures and processes operating in 
the inner city area of Hinnipeg, presented above, suggest tttat some 
changes in policy direction are necessary if decline in the inner city 
is to be halted and its diversified residential and commercial role is 
to be preserved. However, any changes in policy direction should be based 
on a detailed knowledge of the inner city and its sub-systems. The 
next section of this paper therefore attempts to present a detailed 
profile of the inner city, based on a recent study undertaken by I.U.S. 
In this section, the tenn •core area • is used synonymously with the terin 
o inner city'. 

t1clemore et al describes a general ir.1age of the inner city emerging 
from statistics collected from ten cities across Canada. It is summarised 
as follows: 

"The inner city population is older, poorer, less educated, 
more often unemployed, more mixed ethnically and composed 
of smaller households (and thus, probably fev1er families) 
than the suburban population. The inner city housing stock, . 

. when compared to the suburbs tends to be apartments rather 
than single family houses, with smaller dwelling units, 
cheaper rents, and a greater proportion of tenants. 1112 

To what extent does the data collected and analysed by !.U.S. in connection 
with Winnipeg mirror this image? 

HOUSWG NEEDS AflD ATTITUDES OF II~NER CITY RESIDEIHS - A PROFILE 

During the sulllTier of 1976, personal interviews were conducted with 
393 residents13 of the core area of l~innipeg, the area bounded roughly by 
Arlington Street, Church Avenue, and the Red and Assiniboine Rivers. 

12. Op. cit. 
13. Interviewees were selected by drawinl) every 50th address from Henderson's 

Directory in order to represent a random 2% sample of the area's households. 
This yielded 413 addresses, for which 393 completed interviews were obtained. 
The remaining 5~~ were dropped because of refusal of resident, because no 
one was home on three ca 11-backs over a one-month period, or because the 
address was a vacant lot and incorrectly listed in the Directory. 
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This paper wi 11 present the findings of that portion of the interview 
that dealt ~tlith citizen attitudes, needs and infonnation in the field of 
housing and neighbourhood conditions. 

It has been said that the best way of finding out what people 
need is to ask them. This is only partially so. The data yielded by 
this process is interesting;, at times provocative, and potentially usefu], 
but must be interpreted with caution since, by the very nature of self 
reports, the researcher is getting a mix of 11 real" conditions, and social, 
psychological and cultural problems, no less real but demanding of 
different social service responses. By asking the residents what they 
like and dislike about their environment, \'that state of repair it is in, 
and vthat they know about 'it, we are learning something about actual housing 
conditions, but we are also, by inference, learning something about. 
residents• heeds, values, fears and expectations, both from what they say 
and what they don•t say. The results of this survey, though non-definitive, 
suggest some program directions for the future in the inner city. The 
preceding section has delineated the external development and planning pressures 
being brought to bear in the core, but, as it also pointed out, the needs and 
desires of inner city residents have so far had little impact on the many 
changes taking place in the core. The present effort should be viewed as 
an initial attempt to document internal needs and pressures, in order to 
deve 1 op a. more balanced approach to· the core. 

a. The Sample Population 

The demographic characteristics of residents of the core area of 
Hinnipeg has been well documented in previous institute reports. 14 The 
sample population of the present survey was found to correspond roughly 
with what is already known about the area population so only a brief 
description will be presented here. (See appendix for detailed findings.) 

The interviewees, as expected, represented a highly mixed ethnic 
group, including residents of British, French, German, Italian, Chinese, 
Japanese, Greek, Scandinavian, Portugese, Indo-Pakistarli, East European 
and income were lo\'ter than for the city as a whole; incidence- of single 

14. In particular, Winnipeg•s Core .Area: An Assessment of Conditions Affecting 
Law Enforcement, I.U.S., 1975. 
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parent families, of senior citizens, and of immigrant groups vtas higher. 
In general, residential mobility in the core area is higher than that 
for the city as a whole, but there is also a sizeable portion (nearly one 
third) of long term residents, those who have lived at the same core 
area address for over ten years. t·1edian length of residence for this 
group is 18 years. ~1edian age of interview population was 30 years, with 
a range of 15 to 92 years. A little over half (59%) the interviewees 
were fema 1 e. 

~~ost (70%) of the interview population live in rented dwellings; 
29% own their dwelling. Most (63%) live in some kind of multiple dwelling 
unit -- apartment building, duplex, triplex or rooming house - -with 
32% living in single detached housing. About half the renters paid between· 
$100 and $160 per month for rent, and about one quarter paid more. Almost 
half the owner-occupiers valued their houses at between $20,000 and $29,000; 
14% valued their houses at less than $20,000 and 33% at $30,000 or more! 
A fairly large proportion (19%) of ovmer-occupiers rent part of their house out 
to others. Amongst owners and renters, 4% reported they are landlords elsewhere. 

b· Housing and Neighbourhood Attitudes for the Sample as a \!hole 

Residents \'/ere asked, on a completely open-ended basis, what it 
is that they like about their present accommodation and the neighbourhood 
in which it is situated. Respondents were permitted to give whatever and 
as many answers as they wished. Of the 393 respondents, 37 or 9%, could 
come up with nothing. Among the remaining 356 people, 662 responses were 
produced, averaging about tvm responses per person. 

The single most common response given emphasized the convenience of 
living in the central city. This was phrased in various \'Jays: about 
30% (of all intervieNees) said they liked being close to the centre of the 
city, 30% referred to the easy access to the centre, and 35% mentioned the 
desirability of being close to specific facilities. 

These findings are consistent with those of other studies15 of 
central city residents of older neighbourhoods, where respondents surveyed 
persistently cite the central location as the most liked aspect of their 

15. For example, studies conducted by Albert Rose in Toronto. 
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living situation. 
The next most popular amenity, accounting for 13% of the sample 

population, was the people living in the neighbourhood. Responses 
indicated that intervievtees had friends or relatives in the area, or 
that the people living in the area were in some way desirable as 
neighbours. Although low costs undoubtedly plan an important role in 
residents• being in the core, only 15% of the interviews pointed to a 
low rent or ·purchase price as something they particularly liked about 
their accommodation, and even fewer (11%) cited the dwelling unit itself, 
in terms of its physical or aesthetic condition. This too is in keeping 
with other studies of inner city areas, one of Nhich16 noted that "low 
rent is rarely mentioned .in discussing aspects of ... the apartments 
that 'Vtere sources of satisfaction (but) that the neighbour relationship is 
of particular importance •.. 11 

Seven percent of respondents mentioned the quiet surroundings, 6% 
safety from crime, 4% open spaces of greenery, and 4% cited 1 ongevity as 
a factor ("I like it because r•ve lived here all my life," for example). 

Residents were next asked to say what they dislike about their 
accommodation of neighbourhood. Here, 115 persons (30%) could offer no 
answer, and of the remaining interviewees, respondents averaged only 
about one response per person·. In general, psychological research has 
shown that people are much more aware of what is wrong with their environment 
than what is right with it. The fact that exactly the reverse occurred 
with this particular population, i.e. inner city residents with high social 
problem indicators, is of considerable interest and more vJill be said about 
it further down. 

Unlike responses to the question of 1t1hat is liked, there was no 
single strong common responses to the question of what is disliked. Answers 
included, in descending order of frequency: the neighbours; the condition 
of other houses on the street; the condition of their ovm housing; fear of 

Y6. Fried and Gleicher, "Some Sources of Residential Satisfaction in an 
Urban Sl um 11

, 1961. 
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crime; poor city services; and the general urban condition: noise, dirt, 
traffic. crowding. Each of these responses was_ given by betv1een 8 and 13% 
of the interviewees. In addition, 6% cited the lack of adequate increase 
in their property value, and 7% cited a variety of personal reasons, generally 
involving restrictions of freedom (can•t have a cat, can't have parties, etc.) 

Again, the fact that the aspect r.~ost disliked was the people of the 
neighbourhood is in keeping with survey studies of other inner city areas. 
It is usually immigrant groups that are specifically cited in this regard, 
and in Winnipeg this holds true. However in addition to resentment of 
immigrants, in ~Jinnipeg there was a considerable amount of racial comment 
directed toward the Native population as well. 

Also of interest is the finding that so few people (47 out of 393) 
volunteered dissatisfaction with the condition of their housing, despite 
the fact, as mentioned in the previous section of this paper, that 
independent surveys of the area point to a high rate of substandard 

* accommodation. 
Although only 10% of residents named crime, or fear of crime, as 

a reason for disliking their neighbourhood, other findings to be discussed 
further dm·m suggest that for this group of people, the effect is very 
marked. Twelve percent of residents had actually been victims of crime 
over the past year. About one quarter of residents view their neighbourhood 
as being more dangerous than other neighbourhoods in the city, with a strong 
tendency for those who had been victims of crime to be more fearful. In 
response to further direct questioning, about one third think their 
neighbourhood is getting worse, in terms of crime, compared to only 11% who 
feel it is getting better. 

After the open-ended housing questions were concluded, residents were 
asked specifically if in their dwelling unit they had serious problems, 
slight problems, or no problems at all, with the following housing features: 
roof, exterior walls, structure or foundation, insulation, interior walls, 
and ceilings, heating, plumbing, wiring, floor surfaces, or other feature. 
It was hoped that by calling the resident•s attention to specific areas of 

* This is in keeping with the findings of Dr. Sternlieb•s study on 
housing of \tJelfare recipients. in New York City mentioned on p. 8 
of his paper included in this publication. 
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housing need, one by one, more information could be elicited. And to 

some degree this was successful. 17 But 82% to 90% of respondents sti 11 

answered "no problem" in response to each item listed, even though the 
interviewers sometimes informally noted obvious and serious problems. 
Of the remaining 10 to 18% of respondents, most rated problems as "slight", 
\vith only about 2% citing serious problems for any given housing feature. 

Interviewees were asked if they had ever heard of any of the 
following assisted repair programs: Residential Rehabilitation Assistance 
Program, LJinnipeg Home Improvement Program, and Manitoba Critical Home 
Repair. Only 13% had hear of RRAP, 28% had heard of WHIP and 13% had 
heard of MHRC. Of the 393 residents surveyed, only 12 (about 3% of the 
total sample and 9% of those who had heard of any assisted repair programs) 
had actually had assisted repair work done. By contrast, 35% of the 
sample had done their ov.:n, unassisted repair work over the past year, 
including roof, interior and exterior wall, door and window, plumbing, 
and heating repair work. 

For those who had heard of any of the assisted reoair proqrams, but 
had not used them, chief reason given was that repairs were not needed 
(by resident•s own estimation). Other reasons given included: the 
particular repairs desired were not eligible under the program; resident•s 
address was not covered by the program; would require too great an expense 
on the part of the resident; too complicated to get grant; and refused 
by program, with no reason given by resident. 

In sum, then, findings suggest that what residents value in the 
Winnipeg Core are its central location, mainly, and its people. The 
condition, appeal or cost of the d~'lelling unit itself does not appear to 
be a salient feature in evaluating their environment, for good or ill, 
and in fact core area residents seem indifferent to housing condi.ti ons and 
uninformed about housing programs. 

17. Of those who initially could name nothing about their house that they 
disliked, over one third v1ere later able to identify problems in response 
to the interviewer's list. 
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c. Housing and Neighbourhood Attitudes for Selected Sub-Groups 

1) Ethnic Origin 18 

The finding for the total core area sample that people were unable 
to articulate what they dislike about their housing must be modified 
somewhat by the ethnic analysis: Asians tended to be rather r.~ore vocal 
about disliked features, followed by Europeans and Canadians. and finally 
the least likely to voice dislikes \'tere native Indians and blacks. 

Sociologists19 often speak of 11 repressed preferences 11 in a related 
context~ meaning that those who have been repressed by society, both 
socially and economically, cannot formulate preferences effectively 
because opportunities are perceived as impossible. Or, as Herbert Gans 
states, 11Class is the r.~ost sensitive index of peoples•s ability to choose ... 
It provides a clue in understanding, at least partially, the apparent 
inconsistency betv1een substandard housing conditions on the one hand and 
relative absence of overt resident dissatisfaction on the other. 

Central location and personal relationships were valued by most 
ethnic groups with certain notable exceptions. Black residents tended to 
name 11 safety from crime .. and 11 quiet" as 1 ike features of their environment, 
while Indians named the low rent or purchase price of their dwelling. 
Europeans and Canadians tended to voice greater concern over the condition of 
other houses on the street, which may reflect the status of these groups 
3S property O\~ers, with a correspondingly greater stake in the area. It 
may, in addition, represent a kind of euphemism for racial prejudice, it 
being possibly more acceptable to report to the interviewer "those peopleu 
1 et their house run down, rather than a more direct reference. \,~estern 

Europeans tended to complain about crime more often than other groups. 
Although numbers involved were small, the core area Asians interviewed over
whelming}y voiced dislike of the people living in the neiqhbourhood. 

18. For purposes of analysis, the data on ethnic or1g1n were collapsed 
across categories to yield the following distribution: ~·!estern 
European (183), Eastern European (84), Black (21), Asian (9), 
native Indian (20), and Canadian {57). 

19. Notably, Eyles. 
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Familiarity with existing repair programs was higher for Europeans 
and Canadians (36% of whom has heard of RRAP~ WHIP, or t·1CHRP) than for 
Indians, Blacks or Asians (10%). Not surprisingly, then~ the users of 
assisted repair programs were Europeans and Canadians. However, substantial 
proportions (over 25%) of Blacks and native Indians had done their own 
unassisted repairs over the previous year, but no Asians reported doing any 
repairs, perhaps a further reflection of the great antipathy the latter 
group appear to have for the area. Informal knowledge of the core area 
by IUS staff suggests that the Asian residents are very strong in their view 
of the core area as merely a tenporary home and leave for other areas as soon 
as possible. 

2) Immigrant Status 

In a related vein, data were analyzed by length of residence in 
Canada: born here, here for more than 5 years, or here for 5 years or 
less. As might be expected, findings suggest that recent immigrants are 
the least critical, the worst informed and possibly the \'torst housed, 
while older immigrants and Canadian born residents are more aware, 
critical and informed. It is interesting also to note that older immigrants 
were the ones who tended to complain more about the people living in the 
area. But all the data in this section in particular must be interpreted 
with special caution because of the problems created by language difficulties 
and cultural barriers. Recent immigrants are both more unwilling and 
more unable to express their views, even though efforts were made to supply 
an interviewer who spoke the language of the resident. 

3) Age of Respondent20 

There were some rather clear differences in housing attitudes and 
needs which appeared along age lines. The 26-40 age group tended more often 
to be critical of their housing, concerned about property values, rent or 
purchase price, to be aware of assisted repair programs, to have done repairs, 

20. For purposes of analysis, age was collapsed across the follovring categories, 
each representing about one quarter of the sample: 15-25 years, 26-40 years, 
41-59 years, and 60 years and over. 
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assisted or unassisted; in short a more pragmatic, aware and involved group. 
The oldest group, the over 6o•s, were least likely to have heard of assisted 
repair programs or to have had-~ repairs done, were more often uncritical 
of their own dwelling, complain less about anything; a more passive, less 
informed group. Does this passive, uncritical stance of older people mean 
-they have better housing, or that they complain less? Indications from
other sources are that the elderly generally have poorer qua 1 ity housing 
and therefore more serious unmet needs. 

The middle-aged group, the 41-59•s, voiced the most concern about 
crime, and the reason is clear enough - - this vms the age group most 
likely to have been victims of crime over the previous year. This group 
also valued people more often (34% of 41-59•s) than either the youngest age 
group or the oldest, both of whom shared a common and lm·.' (18%) tendency to 
cite neighbours as an environmental asset. The youngest group in addition 
shared with the oldest an appreciation for central location of core area 
dwellings as well as an ignorance of assisted repair programs. 

4) Level of Education 

Although level of resident•s education is apparently related to housing 
attitudes in a number of ways, there is at least a partial articulation 
factor operating here in that the lower the educational level, the less likely 
respondents could think of anything liked (but not disliked) about their 
environment. It is possible that those with less education are living in 
less likeable environments. It is also true, ho'>'tever, that the ability 
to articulate what is good and right about one•s surroundings represents a 
fa1rly sophisticated level of critical analysis, because environmental 
features that are 1 ikely to impinge upon alttareness are those that are wrong 
i.e. disliked not those that are right, and so the latter are more difficult to 
verbalize. 

Nevertheless the findings still suggest differences in attitudes between 
those with lower and those with higher formal educations. For people ~tlith 

lower education, the neighbours living in the area are an important factor 
both in liking and disliking their accommodation. Lov.1 rent or purchase price 
is also a more valued feature of their housing and high crime rate is a matter 
of concern. By contrast, those ~tlith higher education rarely mention the 
neighbours as a factor in their liking or disliking their housing, but stress 

instead its central location and safety from crime, and worry about the 
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condition of other houses on the street. 
Education is strikingly related to awareness of assisted repair 

programs, with 51% of university-educated residents having heard of some 
or all of the programs, 39% of high-school educated residents, 20% 
of junior high school educated residents, 17% of grade school educated 
residents and none of the residents who reported no education. 

The residents with high school educations, the largest group, 
represent in some ways a singular population. These were the most 
vocal about what they disliked, the not-so-silent majority. Their 
chief complaints were that their core area property does not increase in 
value as much as property in other areas of the city, that the other houses 
on the street vtere not in good condition, and that the crime rate vtas too 
high. This group also were the most active in carrying out their ovm, 
unassisted, house repairs. 

5) Income 

The higher the total household income, the more residents It/ere 
able to or wanted to articulate attitudes, both positive and negative, 
toward housing. Those with higher incomes (above $15,000) like the 
central location and safety from crime of their neighbourhoods; they 
tend to dislike the condition of other houses on the street, to fear 
their property is not increasing in value, and to be dissatisfied with 
city services. Interestingly, the higher the income, the more apt 
peop 1 e were to name 1 ow rent or purchase price as a 1 i ked -fe·a-ture ·of their 
accommodation. This may reflect the high income earners • propensity to 
talk more, but it may also be due to the proportionately smaller bite that 
housing costs generally take out of high income budgets than out of lo~;r 

income budgets. 
The lower the income, the more 1 i kely were residents to cite 

house condition as a reason either for liking or disliking their 
accommodation. Middle household income groups ($10,000 - $14,999) 
value friends and neighbours as important plus or minus features of a 
neighbourhood. This income group was also most likely to do their own 
repairs, and the next higher group ($15,000 - $19,999) ~ttere the most likely 
to have heard of the assisted repair programs, a disconcerting discrepancy 
there. 
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6) Tenure 

It is widely assumed that the high incidence of absentee landlords 
is a major cause of deteriorated housing stock in the core~ but little 
support was found for this in the present survey. Differences in attitudes 
toward housing and in estimation of house condition between owner-
occupiers and renters were found to be minimal or non-existent. For both 
groups, house condition was of equal unimportance. There were differences 
between ovmers and renters, but i ri other respects. Owners seem to have more 
at stake in the neighbourhood - - they are more concerned about the condition 
of other houses on the Street, about propertey values, and about the neighbours 

in the area. Renters primarily want a central location in the city. Another 
IUS study in 1976, limited to 145 people in the Lord Selkirk area of the core, 
questioned residents on their intentions to move or remain in the neighbourhood~ 
and found that 32% of renters planned to move in the coming year, more than 
half of whom expected the move to take them out of the neighbourhood, while 
only 8% of mmers planned a move. 

Owners were not significantly better infonned about assisted repair 
programs (36%) than were renters (32%). However O\-'mers \'Jere considerably 

more active than renters {47% compared to 30%) in carrying out their O\~ 
unassisted repairs. 

The findings that m~ers and renters do not differ in their feelings 
about their housing or in their estimation of its state of repair raises 
several questions. Is it that housing in the core is not significantly 
worse (or better) for renters than for owners? Or is it that housing is not 
perceived differently, that owners and renters alike feel pessimistic or 
indifferent to housing conditions? Discussion will return to these issues 
in the final section. 

1) l!ur.1ber of Years at Address 

There was a curious development in this section. Perhaps the r1ost 
distinctive group to appear in any of the sub-population analyses arose here: 
those people, comprising nearly 10% of the sample, 1r1ho could not answer 
the question of how long they had been living at their present address. 
Although vJe do not have information specifically on t-1hy they were unable to 
answer, it would appear based on the rest of the data that this is a group of .~-:~~~ 

:ty .-.... · 
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highly mobile individuals who move so frequently that they cannot 
say how long they have been living at any carticular address. They 
represent a particularly rootless group, but one with definite opinions 
which distinguish them to a high degree from the rest of the core population. 
They value lm'l rent, central location, and safety from crime, and are 
unconcerned about the neighbours one Nay or the other, or about the condition 
of other houses on the street. They are much more critical of city services 
and of their O\"m housing, and are r.1ore aware of its condition, good or bad, 
than other residents in the core. They have not, for the most part, heard 
of any of the assisted repair programs nor have they done their own unassisted 
repairs. 

Some of the data in this section tends to line up linearily, with 
the 'unable-to-answer' group at one end, followed by those who have lived 
at their present address 3 years or less, those who have lived there 4 
to 10 years, and finally at the opposite end, the most stable group, those 
who have lived at the same address for 10 or more. Thus, for example, the 
most stable group are least likely to value low rent (or purchase price)in 
their housing, least concerned with central location, and most concerned with 
the neighbours, and with the condition of the neighbours' houses, with 
the other groups falling linearily in between. 

8) Household Coli1QO?ition
21 

Single parent families \'lith young children seem to be a sor.1ewhat 
more involved and av1are group, but possibly vJith more serious housing problems. 
They tend to value a dwelling for its neighbouring residents and closeness 
to needed facilities, and are concerned about the condition of other houses 
on the street. Unlike households with tHo parents and younq children, single 
parents cannot point to open play spaces and safety from crime as neighbourhood 
amenities. Presumably they do not have these amenities, \'lhile b!O-parent 

21. The data Has divided into eight categories: single adult living alone . 
(128); single parent family ~'lith young (all under 18 years) children (30); 
single parent family with older children (18); tNo· parents present \'lith 
younger children (88); two parents with older children husband and \'fifes no 
children (GO); two or more roommates or unrelated adults (45); and 
extended families (4). · 
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families do. They identify serious housing repair problems more often than 
do other households which may mean either that their housing is in worse 
condition of that they are more attuned to problems than other prople are, 
or both. Single parent families are more knowledgeable about assisted repair 
programs and are more active in doing their own repairs. 

In general, households without children place greater value on 
central location; those with children, on friends and neighbours. Single 
adults living along, especially, point out friends notably less often as a 
reason for liking their accommodation. Only 16% of adults living along 
cite friends as a neighbourhood amenity compared to, for example, 35% of 
the two-parent-with-children households. Thses findings closely parallel 
those for age, reported above. 

9) Cost of Housing 

Information was analyzed separately for owners and renters. Owners 
of less expensive housing (valued by the owner at less than $20,000) view 
as assets, their central location, their sense of safety; owners of more 
expensive housing consider the house itself as the prime asset. The owners 
of cheaper houses are aware of more serious repair needs in their homes, but 
are much less likely (36%) to have heard of any of the assisted repair programs; 
owners of expensive homes, who identify fewer needs and are thus presumably 
in less need of assisted repair programs, are much more likely (60%) to have 
heard of these programs. Owners of more expensive houses are also more 
critical of the other houses on the street, and of city services. But 
whatever the estimated value of the house, property owners at every level are 
concerned about the lack of sufficient increase in-value in the core area, and 
express concern over undesirable neighbours. Most (62%) owners of medium
priced houses ($20,000 - $29,999) had done some unassisted repairs over th.e 
past year. Possibly those with lower-priced houses could not afford repairs, 
and those with higher-priced houses did not need repairs. Or else neither of 
these groups felt committed enough to the area to invest more money in their 
homes. 

Among renters, few differences in housing attitudes appeared in relation 
to various rent levels. Hhatever the rent paid, all tend to exhibit a general 
lack of attachment and indifference to the area and its condition. The 
group of renters (N=30) who pay very 1 ov1 rents, under $80 per month, were less 



critical and more pleased with their housing than other intervieNees. 
Amount of rent paid is also unrelated to incidence and/or perception 
of housing repair needs, with the exception that those paying a miildle
low amount ($80-100 per month) identified more serious repair needs 
than those paying either more or less rent. This group are also more 

dissatisfied with their house condition. 

10) Neighbourhood ~afety 

Residents were asked several direct questions regarding their 
view of their neighbourhood in terms of safety from crime. Dne question 
asked core area residents to state how their neighbourhood cor:rares v!ith 
others in the city - much 1 ess dan9erous. a little less ·dangerous; about 
the same, a little more dangerous, or much more dangerous. Resuits 
suggest that people•s view of the safety of their neighbourhood is a 

major factor in their evaluation of their environment and that, for 
those who are in fear, that is one of the single, most important features 
of their lives. 

Specifically, those who perceive themselves to be livin0 in dangerous 
districts, comprising 26% of the total sample, tend not to have friends 
in the area, complain they have no facilities near-by, dislike their homes 
and the people in the area, complain about other urban ills (noise, dirt, 
traffic, etc.) as \'!ell as crime and identify r.1ore serious problems in the 
state of repair of their housing. Significantly, the only positive aspect 
they name is the low rent or purchase price of their housing, suggesting 
that they are where they are because that is what they can afford, and 
cannot r.mve out of the area. Those living in perceived .dan9erous neighbourhoods 
present the most consistently negative profile of any sub-qroun in the 
analysis. 

Information to locate the survey respondents geographically is 
available only for about one-quarter of the sample, unfortunately. :Jo 
reference has been made to this data thus far because of the small numbers 
involved, and therefore its high unreliability. However because this 
one variable - how one feels about the safety of one•s neighbourhood 
seems to represent a whole host of urban feelings and (dis)satisfactio·,,s, 
and because the nature of the variable beqs the geographical question, we 
can very tentatively identify the core area neighbourhoods involved. These 
were: the [·Jorth End (\'test of t1ain from the CPR tracks to Church Avenue, but 
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more es peci a 11 y north of 13urro\'!S 1\ venue; arid the south,;restern a rNl of the 
core, from Portage Avenue to :1otre 
The people who feel they are living 
come from these areas and appear to 
r:1any other aspects of urban life, a 

Dane, between Balmoral an.d 1\rlinqton. 
in dangerous neiqhbourhoods tend to 
have an extremely bleak outlook of 
predisposition which does not bode 

~\/ell for urban rehabilitation prospects. 

11) Discussion 

-· 

The core area of !Hnnipeg has been steadily losing population. The 
latest census figures sho\'J the decline continuing, v;ith a further drop 
of 1G% from 1971 and a gain of 7% for the rest of the city. Social and 
economic disparities between the core and the rest of Winnipeg continue 
to grow, with the exodus apparently leavin~ Lehind an increasingly 
problem ridden group. 

The results of the nresent study point to an inherent diler1r1a: 
the core consists, on the one hand, of those '<lith the least resources \•Jho 
are most attached to the core but least nrenared to improve it; and. on 
the other hand, of those with the most resources, and most able to cope, 
but least inclined to do so.22 

The situation is far from totally hopeless. There are many sources 
froPl \'>lhich \Jinnipeg •s inner city residents derive satisfaction -
convenience, accessibility, diversity of services and facilities, social 
and kinship bonds - Hith needs varying for different sub-groups, but 

these exist within an overriding context of pessimism and passivity. 
For many people the core will continue to be home. Others \'till leave as soon 
as possible, partly because of conditions in the core, partly because of fears 
and prejudices, partly because it is still the great national dream of the 
r.1ajority of the younger population23 to m•m a single family detached house 
in the suburbs, and they will continue to pursue this dream at increasing 
economic hardship, sacrificing other needs in favor of home 0\\'11ership. 

22. Similiar conclusions were reached in a study uy Orbell and Uno. American 
Political Science Revie\'1, Vol., LXVI, June 1972, pp. 471-489. 

23. A recent (1974) survey places the figure at 75% of all 17-18 year olds 
nationally. 
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Dut what of those t-Jho are· r.10re attached, Nhether by choice or chance, 

to the core? The availability of funds for rehabilitation is only one factor 

in the preservation of the inner city. The situation here is similiar 

to that of other areas, for example in England where the·take-un nf 

grants for !lome imnrovenent has been so 1 ow that the ~overnment is nov1 

conducting a national study of citizens' attitudes to housing to determine 

exactly \'lhat it is people want from their envirom7lent, rather than "official 

theories of ~t:hat they ought to want 11 ~4 The overriding factor is not the 

availability of funds, but the will or motivation of the people and their 

ability to cope. There is ample evidence in the present study that the 

l!innipeg core area provides valued amenities to people and fulfills their 

needs in a variety of ways, but the problems and unfulfilled needs -

substandard housing, crime, deterioration, etc ... cannot be solved by 

government programs with a come-and-get-it approach. There are too many 

social, psychological and cultural reasons Nhy people do not come and get 

it, so that the elderly, the less educated, the immigrants, the poor, and 

the other high needs groups continue to live in substandard conditions, 

una~;Jare, uninvolved and unheard. 

The people in this study \·rant homes in neighbourhoods that are safe, 

convenient, friendly, and undoubtedly, economical. The core still fulfills 

these needs, but lt'ith problems. The preservation of the core from destruction 

by external pressures requires increased a~;:areness and involveTT!ent h:r the 

residents-and increased government sensitivity to the diverse values, needs 

and problems of the population. 

HETEROGENEITY OF HWER CITY :JEIGHBOURHOODS -SELECTED 1HHNIPEG SCENARIOS 

Because a survey of the whole of the inner city area does not 

reflect the special character of particular neighbourhoods, this paper has 

attempted to produce various scenarios of different types of inner city 

neighbourhoods. t1cleTT!ore et al describes four different types of inner 

city areas: declining, stable, revitalizing and areas undergoing massive 

redevelopment. 25 The typology used by tkler.~ore et al is similiar to the 

24. From an article in the London Times, November 5, 1976, by D. Geddes. 

2s·. Op. cit., tkLemore et al. A more detailed description of typology 
can be found in Appendix 1. 

::. 
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classification of neighbourhoods devised by II.U.D. in its recent publication 
on the dynamics of neighbourhood change. 26 Hovtever s the fanner mode 1 
is more appropriate for describing types of inner city neighbourhoods in 
Canadian cities and has been used to organize and refine the material 
presented about ~~innipeg. As v1ith most rmdels, the typology is somev1hat 
stereotyped and can only be used as an illustrative tool for describing 
the heterogeneous nature of the inner city. ncLemore et a 1 \'larn that more 
neighbourhoods will not conform exactly to the four 'ideal tyoes• and some 
areas may exhibit characteri sties of tvro or more types. The tynol ogy 
cannot, therefore, be applied too literally but can be used to aid in the 
understanding of the complexity of the inner city and points out four 
different patterns of change occuring in inner city areas. Examples are 
included of a declining area, a revitalising area and an area undergoing 
redevelopment. Each scenario has been created from infornation collected 
directly or indirectly by an I.U.S. staff member or under the supervision 
of IUS. An example of a stable area has not been written up as !.U.S. 
has not made a direct study of a particular inner city area \vhich could be 
described as stable in t1clemore•s terms. This author hoNever, uses North 
Point Douglas as an example of this _type of neighbourhood in his own study.'?.·~~·'--

26. James t1itchell .•. The Dynamics of Neighbourhood Change, II.U.D. December, 
1975. 
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BALl10RAL HEST- !\Profile of a Declining !\rea 

The Institute of Urban Studies undertook a study of the Balmoral 

West Area of Winnipeg during 1974 and 1975. The area studied is bounded 

by Notre Dame to the North, ~1ary1 and to the 1-Jest, Portage Avenue to the 

South and Colony/Balmoral to the East. It corresponds to Statistics Canada 

Census Tract 22. Data used to indicate the forces of change working in 

Balmoral Hest included 1956, 1961, and 1971 Census material and original 

survey data collected by intervieH. 

In many respects, the area is a classical example of a declining area 

in t1clemore's terms. The population of Balmoral \·Jest is declining and in 

terms of occupational groups, both males and feMales are concentrated in 

job categories which have below average wages and require lower levels of 

education. Although population is declinini, the number of hous~holds 

is increasing and there is a trend tm•rards smaller households, an exodus of 

young families from the area and a more than proportionate concentration of 

young adults, singles and neople over 55 years of age. The ethnic composition 

of Balnoral Hest has changed considerably over the past decade with relative 

declines in the number of people Nhose ancestry is fron the f1ritish Isles, 

Germany, the Hetherlands, Scandinavia and Eastern Euronean countries. The 

number of people \'lho are Asiatic, Italian, Portuguese and Greek have increased 

in the area. Calmoral \Jest is also attracting nany ethnic groups Hho have 

recently arrived in Canada. 

The degree of transiency in Balmoral ~·Jest, measured by length of 

occurancy, has increased although there still remains a significant group 

of neople (approximately 25% 27 of the population) 1:1ho have lived in the 

area for more than ten years. 

The number of tenant occupied dwellings in the area in relation to the 
')0 

number of ov.rner occupied dwellings has increased, more than 81~~'~u being tenant 

occupied in 1971. As in 1-klemore•s stereotype, pronerty values are 

colilparatively lm't and are increasing at a much slower rate than the r:1etro average. 

The housing stock in Balmoral \Jest is quite old, 7n% of the housing stock having 

been built before 1920.29 A significant proportion of the residents interviewed 

27. 28. 29. • . . 1971 Census. 
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in Ualmoral \Jest felt that the housing in the area was deteriorating. It 
was also indicated that properties of absentee landlords seemed to IJc 
deterioratin9 at a faster rate than those 1r1hich are ovmer occupied, 
although this is not ahJays the case. However, so111e rehabilitation of 
housing has been undertaken, notably by members of new immigrant groups 
in the area. Other environnental deficiencies of the area include a 
serious shortage of recreational space, 30 and increasing tr~ffic volumes 
which involve air and noise pollution. 

One major respect in which Balmoral \\lest deviates from f1clemore•s 
stereotype of a declining area is in relation to the health of the area•s 
commercial sector. Almost half the 137 businesses located in the area 
had been established there for ten years or more and between 1967 and 
1974 there was no significant increase in the intention or desire of 
businesses to move away from the area. 31 

One of the prime and most useful urban functions of Balmoral l~st 

is that of meeting the critical housing needs of low income groups, 
particular ethnic groups, the elderly, single people and recent immiqrants 
to Canada. Yet its very existence as a residential neighbourhood is 
threatened by the pressures and changes described above, and others related 
to its close proximity to the dovmtown area; the prospect of major planning 
interventions such as a proposed freeway and major roadHorks program; the 
expansion of particular establishments 1r1hich are located on the boundaries 
of Balmoral t1Jest such as the University of Hinnipeg, C.B.C. and t1olson•s 
Brewery; and the continuing decline of its housing stock. Hnat should be 
the future of Balmoral West? tJhat feasible interventions could be·made to 
prevent further decline? Should it be abandoned to the process of natural 
change? Should its useful housing function be preserved and hov1? 

30. 1966 ratio of recreational acreage per 1,000 pooulation was less than 
one acre. However, public open space standards 8 acres of space per 1,000 
population. (City of Hinnipeg, Parks and Systems Standards study, 1969) 

31. Downtown Economic Survey, 1967, 14.2% of businesses in area indicated 
intention to move. Commercial Survey 1974 indicated 16.7% of businesses 
located in area intended to move. 
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FORT ROUGE -A Revitalizing Area 

As an example of revitalizing inner city areas, we have chosen an area 
of Fort Rouges closest to the Central nusiness District, the triangle 
bounded by the Red and Assiniboine Rivers, extending vrest along Md1illan. 
As in any attempt to fit a real-life situation to a theoretical scheme, 
the description of this area as 11 revitalizing 11 implies some previous period 
of deterioration, and not all of this area can be said to have undergone 
deterioration. Furthermore, tklemore et al pointed out that, in more 
familiar terms, revitalizing has been given the name "vrhitepainting 11 and 
there is no area of Winnipeg where whitepainting is going on, at least not 
on a scale comparable to that found in, for example, Toronto's Cabbagetown. 

. . .... 

But in many important respects, develorments in thi_s area of Fort Rouge 
are very like tklemore's model characteristics of a revita,lising area: 

influx of upper middle-income households 
displacing loN and moderate income groups 
improving physical conditions through private rehabilitation 
rapidly rising housing and land costs 
considerable pressure for redevelopment, but controlled through influential 
community organizations and zoning. 
high proportion of home owners 

- maintenance of a mix of family and non-family units 

The revitalization process is relatively recents so changes are not· 
yet documented in census statistics. From 1951 to 1971, census data reflect 
a relatively stable, perhaps modestly declining, but mostly unchanging area 
of predominantly lm..,r-to-middle-income residents, with a diversity of housing 
types ... rooming houses, single detached, low-rise multiple ... and a 
diversity of population types, including higher proportions of single, elderly, 
ethnic, student and renter groups; and area described in a report of the mid 
1960's as 11 doormat". 

Beginning in the mid 1960's, though, the nature of the neighbourhood 
began to change with the grov1th of transportation facilities, nev1 high-rise 
residential construction, and expanding commerical facilities. The process 
of change accelerated in the 1970's and, vlith its nroxir:1ity to dovmtovm, 
the area has become an increasingly desirable neighbourhood for those who 
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want an urban lifestyle. 
Infonnal knovrledge of the area shows an increase in family and 

unper-middle-income households. Families with children are moving into 
older single detached houses, previously occupied by el!derly residents. 
and are often carrying out extensive physical rehabilitation. Older 
buildings, including converted rooming houses and small apartment buildings, 
are being demolished and replaced by new high-rise buildings, with a 
corresponding decrease in the number of dwei ling available to lov!-income 
groups. 

The area now has the highest density of residential development in 
the entire city, but retains a good deal of its neighbourhood feel, thouqh 
whatever remains is under heavy threat. A study of the River-Osborne area 
conducted by Institute Staff in 1973-7432 reveals some of the stren9ths, 
problems and pressures operating there. 

The study population Nas of a hiqhly self-selected samnle of 3R9 
persons 33 who were suffi cinetly interested in the. area and in development of 
a district plan to attend a series of nublic meetings and workshops soonsored 
by a local planning group. Eighty-five percent of the sample were renters; 

-~-... 

15% O\'.ner-occupiers. r1ost (77%) had no children; 11~0 had one child and 12% 

bto or more children. About 10% earned over $16,000 per year in 1973, 67% ,'{· 

earned $11,000 - $16,000 per year and 25% earned less than $11,000. Twenty 
percent of the ovmer-occupiers had lived there less than five years. The area 
draws from all over the city, with 20% of sample residents comin~ from the 
inner core, 31% from the suburbs, 30% from outside Winnipeg, and the remaining 
20% were from Fort Rouge. Almost half (45%) the sample said they moved to or 
lived in the Fort Rouge area for its prime location. 

The study reveals that the area is nov1 one of great attraction, coh~sion 
and small-scale quality, but with growing oressures for change that could,.~either 
revitalise or destroy the neighbourhood. There are many sources of urban 
satisfaction for the people of the area ... questionnaire resnonses showed 
residents like the shops, the character of the residential buildings. the bus 
service, Fort Rouge Park, the people (almost half the respondents had four 
of more friends in the area) the diversity of the population, the dNelling 

32. East of Osborne District Pl anni nq Group Reoort, June 1975. 
33. Of these, 266 were East of Osborne area residents and 123 were planning 

officials, politician-s, students, and other 11 Visitors 11
, mostly from the 

Hest of Osborne area, interested in the whole River-Osborne district. 

··_ .~ 
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units thenselves (size, layout, style and character), the larfje old trees, 
the river, and tile scale (most - 77% -local residents ~,o,ralk to the shops 
on Osborne rather than go by car or bus and 18% v1a 1 k to \'rorl:) . Cut the 
difficulties threaten. ~1any, espeically the older residents of all ages 
complain of the traffic and noise; many voiced dislike of the deteriorated 
houses and a significant proportion complained of pbor Maintenance in 
their m,m apartment buildings. Residents also voiced concern over 
artificially inflated property values caused by new, high-rise construction. 

The purpose of the study v1as to develop recommendations into the 
District Plan By-Law Policy. The report generated 88 recommendations based 
on analysis of inforlilation obtained from the sample population. The general 
thrust of all the recomnendations was to retain the area as a diverse, 
viable, usable, pleasant and small-scale urban neighbourhood, that would 
benefit fran all the forces of revitalisation, but not be destroyed by 
massive re-development. 

Community organizations in the area have had limited success in 
controlling re-zoning and redevelopment, but pressures are often irresistable. 
One reconmendation, for example, called for abandonment of plans to widen 
Osborne Bridge, because widening would generate even more noise and non-
local traffice in the area. The Bridge was widened anyvmy, the following 

34 year. , 

Local community groups have been successful in protecting prize 
property from commercial developmen~ preserving river bank land, keeping 
a city school operating, maintaining single-faMily zoning .. in discrete 
instances, but with housing and land costs mounting, the pressures for massive 
redevelopment are increasing and it is probably fair to say that so far 
community groups have lost more battles than they have won. 

34. The City comnissioned an impact study prior to the construction of the 
widened bridge. In their report, the authors of the study admitted that 
the \'lidening of the bridge would cause increased traffic volume d·n the area 
which "may be regarded as adversely affecting the residential character 
of the streets, 11 but went on to offer vague assurances that somev.,rhere, some 
other (unidentified) street in the city would benefit by having its traffic 
diverted into the River-Osborne area, and so overall there is no increase 
in harm. 
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The area is now in the midst of change and the outcome is 
far fror:1 certain. It is clear from the River-Osborne study vrhat 
the residents want •• a lively, diverse, and livable neighbourhood, 
or, as the report stated 11 that all uses non-compatible to the residential 
area .•• shall not be allowed to further encroach into existing residential 
areau. !!hat they will get is still unknm-m. 
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TilE SOUTH DOWNTOHN AREA - An Example of an /\rea Undergoing Redevelopment 

1\s example of an inner city area \'Jhich closely resenbles ~klemore 1 s 

description of an area undergoing redeve 1 opment is the South/Dm·.rn tmrm or 
Broadway/Assiniboia area of Hinnipeg. 35 The area is bounded by Graham 
Avenue to the !Jorth, Osborne to the !-Jest, the Assiniboine River to the 
South and ~1ain Street to the Cast. 36 

Unlike the inner city as a V·thole, this area experienced a 0.1;; 

increase in population between 1966 and 1971. It is likely that the 
population increase can be attributed to the construction of senior 
citizens• homes and high rise apartment blocks. In addition, there has 
been a change in population morphology i.e. a loss of family units, 
leaving preponderance of singles, young couples and the elderly. 
Synonomously, 1971 Census data showed the education level of residents 
of the study area is higher in all categories than the outer city, and 
~1etro Hi nni peg figures show that there is a more than proportionate rate 
of inter-urban migration and that there is a more than pronortionate 
percentage of the study area workforce engaged in managerial/professional 
jobs. 37 These f;actors are strongly predicted in ticlemore•s typology. 

Housing conditions in the area are generally fair to good (77.7%) 

TABLE 21 

less than 9-13 no 9-13 with University grade nine other training other training 

Study /\rea 20.1% 
Outer City 38.0 
Metro Upg. 39.7 

35. Information for this 
Hinnipeg Study, Rick 
and Peter Traverso. 
r1ay 1976. 

\ 36. Vide Map 2. 
\ 37. Vide Tables 1 and 2. 

1!3 .1% 19 .5~~ 17 .u 
37.1 13.2 11.8 
36.3 12.8 11.2 

profile has been drawn from The South Dm·mto\'m 
Dodger, Steve Demmings, Ray Gainer, Ed Romanowski 
Department of City Planning, University of f,1anitoba, 
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TABLE 22 OCCUPATION 

rnanaqeri a 1 clerical transp. rnanuf. 
professional sales/service 1 abour 

Study Area 23.6% 35.4% 26 .0~'" 

Outer 20.2% 34.0% 33.0% 

~1etro t~Jpg. 18.8% 33.1% 34. 6~s 

The housing stock is predominantly composed of apartment 
units (98.2% in 1971) and the form of tenure almost entirely· 
rental (99.4% in 1971).' One bedroom units account for the most 
oredominant type of apartment unit (45.6%) followed by the bachelor 
unit (39.6%) with a token representation of t\'IO bedrooms (13.6%) and 
three bedrooms (1.1%). The type of units are closely related to the 
type of population living in the area. Clearly, a family unit is 
seldom offered as a choice in the study area. Housing costs cover 
a fairly wide range depending on the type of unit, age of building 
and management. 

In terms of land costs and uses, land values are amongst some of 
the highest in the city. It is the most active do\'mtown area in terms 
of land purchases, proposals and present construction. In the southern 

f)thers 

5.9% 

6.9% 

7 .2~(, 

part of the study area, relatively large tracts of open land represent 
demolition in preparation for development. At present, demand for residential 
land is modest, but demand ~rithin the commercia1 sector is high, particularly 
along the major arteries. It is unlikely that without municipal intervention 
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the area vrill attract r:1ore residential development, 1·rhcn chci1pcr 
land is available in the suburbs. Present activities represent 
replacement of existing structures by more intensified land use. 
This process is encouraged by highly flexible zoning regulations. 

There are three parks and one playground located in the study 
area covering approximately ten acres. Like most inner city areas, 
the area falls well bel01·1 the standard adopted by the City of ~~innipeg 
of 10% of the gross land area in a conmunity to be set aside as 
public open space, for recreation and relaxation. It is unlikely that 
the ratio 'f!ill change under present arrangements because of the high land 
and building acquisition costs and competing land uses \·lhich \'!arrant a 
•better• use, in the economic sense oftf'eword. Also, con0estion on 
both arterial and subsidiary streets are amajor problem, particularly 
in the northern part of the study area. 

Redevelopment in the study area has produced housing Hith good 
access to the Central Gusiness District for particular segments of 
the urban population - singles, young couples, other non-family households 
and the elderly. It has also resulted in needed comraercial and office 
space. The process has been encouraged by flexible high density zoning 
and the close access of the study area to the C. B.D. llov1ever, it has 
also resulted in further encroachment of residential areas, high density 
land use and the destruction of large older single family houses (e.g. 11 
Kennedy Street) which characterised the area in the past, particularly 
the Southern portion. 

People \1-lho 1 ive in the area are concerned about traffic., poor 
public transportation vrithin the area, pollution, the grov1th of narking 
lots (often being held until greater speculative gains can be achieved), 
new building Nhich excludes family accommodation and includes too much 
badly designed high rise building which creates shadovJ problems for existing 
buildings and residents. 

Hhat development policies should be enacted by the City to encourage 
or direct various types of development in the area? Hhat measures can be 
taken to control the escalating cost of land? Should more family accommodation 
be encouraged? Should some of the older, historic structures be preserved? 
Should the City exert more control over bad design and site location which 
cause problems for existing residents? How can public transportation services 
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for residents be improved? Or should the area be abandoned to the 
vagaries of tile market system? It is hoped that sane of these questions 
and those raised by the other scenarios described above can be discussed 
and examined during the present seminar. 

6. Final Reflections 

The neighbourhood scenarins described above indicate that 
although comprehensive planning is necessary, blanket policies cannot 
be applied to the City as a whole because the neighbourhood sub-systems 
in the inner city are extremely diversified. Policies should be sensitive 
and finely tuned to the needs of a particular area. Policy should be 
based on a careful and detailed analysis of need. For example, N. I.P. and. 
R.R.A.P. has worked well in North Point Douglas but it is unlikely that 
it would be appropriate for Balmoral \!Jest ltthich is characterised by a very 
large proportion of renters and a high level of transiency. Rehabilitation 
and conservation strategy through the vehicle of a city non-nrofit housing 
corporation could, hov1ever, be highly effective. 

This paper has atten1pted to briefly describe the process of chan0e 
operating in the inner city and has offered macro and micro profiles of 
inner city areas. It has posed many questions about present policies being 
applied in the inner city and about future policies VJhich might be aprl ied. 
It is ho!Jed that subsequent papers rresenterl to this seminar \'ill exar1ine 
the strength and weakensses of present policies and suggest innovative options 
v1hich night be used to encourage the reneNal of our older neighbourhoods. 
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APPE!!DIX 

The following tables present the denographic characteristics of 
the sample population in the survey, as well as the distribution of 
responses to the housing and neighbourhood questions. 

TABLE NO. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 
13 

14 
15 

16 
17 

13 

19 
20 

21 
22 

t1AP 1 

TITLE 

Age of Respondents 
Ethnic Origin of Respondents 
Sex of Respondents 
Immigrant Status of Respondents 
f·1arital :ltatus of Respondents 
Education of Respondents 
Tenure of Respondents 
Type of :JHelling Unit 
IJumber of Years at Address 
Household Composition 
Persons rer Household 
Children per Household 
Rent Paid by Respondents 
Estimated Value of Respondent•s Property 
Household Income of Respondents 
Sources of Housing and ileighbourhood Satisfaction 
Sources of Housing and Hcighbourhood Dissatisfaction 
Respondents• Estimation of Dwelling Conditions 
llumber of ResronJents Hho had heard of Assisted Repair Programs 
Respondents 1 Vievrs of fleighbourhood Crime in Comparison 
with Older Neighbourhoods 
Education of South Downtmm /\rea Residents 
Occupation of South Oovmtm,m /\rea Resident 
Inner City Boundary 
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TADLE 1 ----
AGE OF RESPONDEIITS 

~ Freguenct f1C)G Freguenct ~ _Freguenc~ 

ilo. 0/ No. 0/ r·Jo. "!. " ;o ,o 

15 2 0.5 41 2 0.5 66 2 0.5 
16 2 0.5 42 3 0.7 67 6 1.5 

17 2 0.5 43 3 0.7 63 5 1.2 

18 9 2.2 44 5 1.2 69 5 1.2 

20 13 3.3 45 8 2.0 70 4 1.0 

21 14 3.5 46 5 1.2 71 1 0.2 
22 10 2.5 48 4 1.0 72 6 1.5 

23 14 3.5 49 5 1.2 73 2 0.5 

24 13 3.3 50 7 1.7 74 3 0.7 
25 14 3.5 51 2 0.5 75 5 1.2 
26 7 1.7 52 3 2.0 76 6 1.5 

27 17 4.3 53 1 0.2 ·n 5 1.2 

23 9 2.2 54 5 1.2 73 5 1.2 

29 9 2.2 55 5 1.2 80 3 0.7 

30 8 2.0 56 2 0.5 81 1 0.2 

31 8 2.0 57 4 4.0 82 ? 0.5 ,_ 

32 5 1.2 58 5 1.0 83 1 0.2 

33 5 1.2 59 2 0.5 85 2 0.5 

34 4 1.0 60 16 4-.0 86 1 0.2 

35 12 3.0 61 4 1.0 . 89 1 0.2 

37 3 0.7 62 5 1.2 90 1 0.2 

38 6 1.5 63 5 1.2 91 1 0.2 

39 1 0.2 64 4 1.0 92 1 0.2 

40 8 2.0 65 14 3.5 NA 5 1.2 

Total 393 100.0 
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TABLE 2 

ETHNIC ORIGIN OF RESPmiOEt!TS 

Ethriic Origin 
Frequency Fremum~y 

No. D/ Ethnic Origin Ho. % /0 

British 100 25.4 Portuguese 2 0.5 
French 19 4.8 E. European 84 21.3 

German 25 6.3 t·lest Indies 17 4.3 
Italian 14 Native Indian 20 5.0 
Chinese 5 African 4 1.0 
Indo-Pakistani 3 Canadian 57 14.5 

Japanese 1 Other 15 3.8 

Greek 6 NA __L 1.0 

Scandinavian 9 
Netherlands 8 Total 393 100.0 

TABLE 3 

SEX OF RESPONDENTS 

SEX FREQUEilCY 
No. % 

Hale 162 41.2 
Female 231 58.7 
TOTAL 393 100.0 

T/\BLE 4 

H1~UGRArn STATUS OF RESPONDENTS 

STATUS FREQUENCY 
flo. % 

Born in Canada 272 69.2 
' 

Immigrated more than 5 years ago 97 24.6 
Immigrated 5 years ago or less 21 5.3 
tlot born in Canada. No other info 3 0.7 

--
393 100.0 
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TARLE 5 

t1ARITAL STATUS OF RESPmlDENl5 

f1arital Status Frequency 
rlo. Of 

I~ 

Single 123 31.2 
Married 164 41.7 
Separated or Divorced 4-4 11.1 
Hidowed 59 15.0 
tlA 3 0.7 

--Total 393 100.0 

TADLE G 

EDUCATIOU OF RESPONDENTS 

Education Frequency 
No. % 

None 5 L2 
Grades 1-6 42 10.6 
Gr.ades 7-9 102 25.9 
Grades 10-13 163 41.4 
1-2 Years Unjversity . 47 11.9 
3 or more years Univ. 32 8.1 
~~A 2 0.5 

--
Total 393 100.0 

TABLE 7 

TENURE OF RESPDriDEliTS 
Tenure Frequency 

No. Of 
/0 

Own 115 29.2 
Rent 275 69.9 
Other 3 0.7 --
Total 393 100.0 



single detached 

dupl ex/triplex 

multiple 

rooning house 

:·11\ 

TOTAL 

tlumber of years 

3 years or 1 ess 

4 - 10 years 

over 10 years 

~II\ 

TOTAL 

73 

TABLE 8 

TYPE OF DWELLING UNIT 

Freguenc:t: 

llo. of 
/0 

126 32.0 

47 11.9 

190 48.3 

12 3.0 

18 4.5 
393 1on.n 

TABLE 9 

Nut1BER OF YC/\RS l\T ADDRESS 

Frequency 

rio. Of ,, 

181 4G.1 

88 22.4 
ge 2t1.9 

26 6.6 --
393 100.0 
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TACLE 10 

HOUSEHOLD COI1POSITION 

Composition 

Single aJult 
Single adult, young children 
Two adults, young children 
T\ro adults, older children 
Single adult, older children 
l!usband and t~ife 

Roor.1ma tes 
Extended Family 

TOTAL 

iJur.1bers of Persons 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

7 

8 

Total 

TAI3LE 11 -----
PERSOr!S PER HOUSEHOLD 

Fregu~ 

rlo. 0/ 
/J 

128 32.5 
Jn 7.6 
nn 
(J(J 

')') .... 
'-'-·.J 

20 5.0 

1C 4.5 

60 15.2 
45 11.4 

4 1.0 

393 100.0 

Frequency 
Ho. of 

;.; 

128 32.5 

120 30.5 
5S 13.9 
1!6 11.7 
22 5.5 
1~ 3.0 

7 1.7 
3 0.7 

393 100.(') 
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T/\BLE 12 

CIIILDREi~ PER HOUSEHOLD 

flo. of Children Frequency 

r·lo. Of 

/o 

None 254 64.6 

1 55 13.9 
2 49 1~.4 

3 22 5.5 
4 9 2.2 
5 4 1.0 

·--Total 393 100.0 
·=·-... _.,.._ 

TABLE 13 

RENT PAID BY RESPONDEtlTS 

Rent/t1onth Frequency 

no. of 
/J 

Under $60 14 5.0 
$60-79 18 6.5 
$30-99 30 10.9 
S100-l19 40 14.5 
$120-139 58 21.0 
$140-159 49 17.8 
$160-179 31 11.2 
130 and over 29 10.5 
tJA 6 2.1 
Total 275 100.0 
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TABLE 14 

ESTH1ATED VALUE OF RESPONDEIIT 1 S PROPERTY 

Value Frequency 

No. % 

$10,000 - 19,999 11 9.5 

$20,000 - 29,999 52 45.2 

$30,000 - 39,999 33 28.6 

$40,000 - 59,999 5 4.3 

HA 14 7'.8 

Total 115 100.0 

TABLE 15 

HOUSEHOLD INCm1E OF RESPONDENTS 

Income/Year Frequency 

No. % 

Under $5,000 124 31.5 

$5,000 - 9~999 114 29.0 

10,000 - 14,999 85 21.6 

15,000 - 19,999 24 6.1 

20,000 - 29,999 9 2.2 

30,000 or more 3 0.7 

Total 393 100.0 
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SOURCES OF llOUSHIG Arm flEIGHGOURIIOOD S/\TISFACTIOfl 

Source Frequency 
* no. Ol :o 

Low rent or purchase price 58 14.7 
House condition or appearance 43 10.9 

Close to City Centre 119 30.2 

Easy access to City Centre 116 29.5 

Close to facilities 139 35.3 

Friends and neighbours 90 22.9 
Safety from Crime 24 6.1 
Quiet 27 G.S 
Open soaces, oreenery 16 4.0 
Longevity 16 4.0 
Other 14 3.5 

-

TABLE 17 

SOURCES OF HOUSING Aim NEIGHBOURIIOOD DISSATISFACTION 

Source Freguencx. 
No. % 

House condition or appearance 47 11.9 
Condition of other houses 50 12.7 
Property does not increase in value 22 5.5 
Poor City services 32 8.1 
Crime 39 9.9 
People or Neighbours 50 12.7 
General Urban Conditions 33 8.3 

Other 28 7.1 

* of 393 respondents 
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TABLE 13. 

RESPONDErH 'S ESTH1ATIOH OF DliELLING COf-lllHTION 

Feature of DVIelling State of Pcnai r r r. 

No nroblem Sliqht Problem Serious Prob 1 em f~o Ans\·ter 

tlo. % tlo. 0/ iJo. Of. No. of 
I> ,, /:) 

Roof 349 88.8 25 6.3 8 2.0 11 2.7 
Exterior t~a 11 s 322 31.9 48 12.2 12 3.0 11 2.7 

Doors3 windo\'/s 326 32.9 43 10.9 12 3.0 12 3.0 

Structure, foundation 319 81.1 52 13.2 11 2.7 11 2.7 

Insulation 343 87.2 27 6.8 11 2.7 12 3.0 

Interior Halls 305 77.6 62 15.7 15 3.8 11 2.7 

Furnace, heating 337 85.7 31!- 8.6 11 2.7 11 2.7 

Plumbing 347 88.2 27 6.8 7 1.7 12 3.0 

Hiring 352 89.5 24 6.1 6 1.5 11 2.7 

Floors 328 83.4 43 10.9 11 2.7 11 2.7 

Other 292 74.3 1!-0 10.1 9 2.2 52 13.2 

TABLE 19 

rlut1BERS OF RESPOiiDEilTS ~!!10 ll'\D !!EARD OF ASSISTED REPAIR PP..OGRAr:s 

Program Frequency 

:lo. Of 

h 

RRAP 52 13.i. 

\!!liP 112 23.1!-

~1CllR 51 12.9 



\ 

\ 

7,9 

RESPO!IDEfiTS I VID-l OF ;!EIGll30URil"JOD CRir~E 

IN COI!PARISO:I ~JITil OTHER :·IEIGHBOURI!OODS 

Hovr llei ghbourhood compares \1ith others Freguenc,z 

nuch less dangerous 
A little less dangerous 
/\bout the same 
A little more dangerous 
Much more dangerous 

Don • t knm'/ 

TOTAL 

TABLE 21 

:·lo. 
27 

86 
124 

78 

24 

54 
3!)3 

EDUCATIOII OF SOUTH DO!!HTOtm AREA RESIDEnTS 

,, 
/0 

6.8 

21.8 

31.5 

19.8 

6.1 

13.7 
;100 J) 

less than 9-13 no other 0-13 ,,,!ith other lJn i vc:. rs i ty 
grade nine training training 

Study area 20 .1~; 43.1% 1 g. 5/~ 17 .15~ 

Outer City 30.0 47.1 13.2 11.3 

netro \1innipeg 39.7 36.3 12.2 l 11.2 

TABLE 22 

OCCUPATION OF SOUTH 00\c/NTOWI AREA RESIDHITS 

r·~anageri a l Clerical Transr). r~anuf. Others 
Professional Sales/service labour 

Study area 23. 6~~ 35 .4~~ 26.0% 5 .9~:, 

Cluter City 20.2 34.0 33.0 G.9 

t·1et ro Hi nn i reg 18.13 33.1 34.6 7.2 
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INTRODUCTION 

The previous paper has examined what processes are at work 
in our older neighbourhoods. Also, profiles of certain "types" of 
neighbourhoods were developed. In this paper we would like to assess 
various policies and programs of both the public and private sectors 
as to their impact on our older neighbourhoods and residential buildings. 
In particular, we will examine the roles of housing code enforceMent, 
repair and upgrading programs, financing, zoning, and other urban planning 
processes. 

In so doing, one must remeMber the overall framework within 
which housing is produced, maintained, and occupied. It is a complex 
web of competing factors and interests involving the national economy. 
the social and cultural behavioural patterns of different population 
groups, and most of all, the willingness or unwillingness of individuals 
to take responsibility for understanding the consequences of their own 
actions or inactions. We would like to discuss a few of these larger 
aspects before proceeding to our assessment. 

~1nnipeg city government, it is stated by some, is not - and 
should not be - in the housing business. Therefore, it is argued, the 
city does not need a carefully articulated and integrated housing policy. 
The implication of the issuance of a housing policy would be that city 
government would have some responsibility to see that goals were met. 
With responsibility goes power, both to improve and worsen situations, 
and with the wearing of the mantle of politer and responsibility goes the 
potential to be held at fault and given blame if, for whatever reason, the 
goals are not met. 
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It is a myth that the city is not involved in housing. Many 
of the factors \'lhich determine the shaoe and feasibility of not only new 
development but also the economics, existing quality, and future viability 
of the present stock are either regulated or directly operated by the city. 
This cause-effectrelationship means it is involved not only in positive 
~t~ays, but also in negative ~tJays. After all. the choice to allow the status 
quo to continue is just as much a decision as one to try to bring change 
about. fiat only does the city regulate and set many of the rules of the 
game (ie. zoning, transportation, property tax system, to name just a few), 
it also directly pays the housing bills of low-income people on welfare. 
Furthermore, as the shortage of those types of housing which are appropriate 
in size, location, price and form of tenure for the low and moderate income 
persons (both families and individuals, the young and the elderly) gets 
worse, overcrowding in general and the cost to the city for hotel bills will 
only go up. And with the increase in dollar costs also goes the increase 
in family instability and social tension, as people are forced to increase 
their transiency with a corresponding loss of sense of security and stability, 
especially for the school age population. 

Additionally, the ~anagement of gradual change over time of land use 
and housing requires a very different type of manipulation of details than 
the process of creating the new from raw land. At any point in time, existing 
residents have to be able to have a viable living environment. Recycling the 
old requires a change of attitude of all the participants, a cultural recognition 
that to continually destroy or leave behind what exists as it gets old rather 
than remolding, repairing, and reshaping is, in the long run, a waste of resources, 
both natural and human. As we ponder the future course of Hinnipeg, perhaps 
the words of the well-known environmental planner Ian McHarg1 are appropriate. 
He points out that cancer and blight are conditions where one living organism 
spreads uncontrollably and overwhelms the living species in its path. He 
observed that man might be considered a planetary disease, as his growing pop
ulation and ever spreading settlement areas and their by-products increasingly 
upset the ecological balance. 

As modern cities go, Winnipeg is not large. Cities of 500,000 to 
1,000,000 population generally are considered of medium size in the ~~rld. 

-------
1. Speech at Antioch College, 1968. 
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Most such cities, however, have suburbs that make the metropolitan area'·s 
population double or triple that base figure, thereby making the real 
demand for urban services and levels of economic and cultural activities 
much higher. Winnipeg, as an amalgamated city, lacks that extra 
component. Also, being in a much younger stage of historical development, 
it does not have the degree of obsolete land use patterns, deteriorating 
buildings and physical infrastructure that other cities do. This means 
that the problems of aging buildings and declining neighbourhoods are 
more easily solvable. On the other hand the lack of necessity to face such 
problems in the past means that the management capability of the city may 
not be sophisticated enough to prevent a crisis before it occurs. In the 
present context, management capability means the total level of understanding 
of urban policy issues not only by public officials, but also be a citizenry 
which is concerned enough to force the focus of discussion to be on issues 
rather than rhetoric. 

As a sizeable, durable commodity normally tied to a fixed location, 
with a corresponding set of surrounding factors that make up the neighbourhood, 
housing requires the accumulation of considerable economic capital to set in 
motion the acquisition of land, materials, and labour to produce a physical 
product. But as Roger Starr2 so excellently explains in his book, Housin~ 
and t~e Money t1arket, it is the separation of the individual's present need 
for housing from the reasons why money is accumulated and invested in financial 
markets for future return that creates a classic dilemma. Housing demand and 
need does not necessarily create supply, just as a pool of unemployed persons 
in a place where many tasks need to be done does not create jobs. The elements 
of risk, of future expectations, and of ability to afford in one's budget 
that which is desired, all enter into this complex equation. Because housing 
development creates employment we find housing policy sometimes tuned not 
toward housing needs but toward overall economic stability. Because of the 
long term nature of the product, the investment required to built it initially, 
the continuing investment needed to keep it repaire~ and the re-investment 
needed to allow the original owner to recover his equity when his needs have 

2. Roger Starr, ~ousing and the t·1oney t1arket, (Basic Books, Inc., !Jew York, 1975) 
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changed, mortgage credit becomes crucial to the future of any neiqhbourhood. 
An individual •s confidence about his ability to recover his investments, 
whether owner occupant or landlord, is essential if continued re-investment 
and upkeep is to take place. All of these items go back to the foundations 
of human behaviour;what makes a house desirable or undesirable, what are the 
social functions that take place within it, and how \'/ell do the building 
and its environs satisfy people•s expectations, both for the present and 
the future. 

11 Expectations"is a key word here. Housing problems exist for all 
people, but in different degrees of seriousness, based on their expectations. 
As another paper mentioned, the poor, because of either a different sense of 
what is possible or a different set of cultural values, may have a different 
level of expectations about their housing than the norm in the society at 
large. To say that all persons should have good housing does not bring it about, 
and to enforce policies that eliminate all substandard housing \'lithout 
replacing it will create conflict with the goal that people be able to afford 
their housing and pay for the other needs of life. Indeed, the combination of 
traditional expectations, the issue of affordability of ownership, and the link 
with employment, has brought about a high level of government funds for the 
Assisted Home Ownership Program, rather than re-investment and movement of 
young families back into existing older neighbourhoods where society has 
already invested financial capital and needs a re-investment of dynamic social 
capita - namely, people. 

From a housing program standpoint, it is essential that there be 
an understanding of ho~J>I the translation between large scale patterns and 
individual cases works. In other words; persons involved \'tith both pol icy 
and implementation must have an aopreciation of the linkages between macro and 
micro scale events and must tailor their behaviour accordingly. We must not 
be so focused on one small objective that we lose sight of what the implications 
are for the larger system. In a society that increasingly tends toward 
greater specialization, we need to remember the side effects of each specialized 
decision and ask: 1) Is this the result we really want, at whose benefit and 
whose cost? 2) Are there other ways of achieving the same goal \'lith less 
anxiety? 3) Is the process chosen to achieve the product going to subvert the 
realization of the goal, no matter how desirable that goal may be? 

let us turn now, to our examination of some of the various public and 
private policies affecting our older neighbourhoods. 
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HOUSII~G CODE ENFORCH1ENT 
' 
1 

I 

When creating housing code standa~dsl, it is important to make 

them as understandable as possible. \ 
Enforcement procedures that mi nimiz1 confusion and uncertainty on 

the part of owners and tencints are also imp9\~tant. In order for these 
'I I 

two things to be accomplished, they must no~', be created in an ad hoc 
type way, brought about in an atmosphere ofl1nxiety and emotionalism. 

Fire safety is a motherhood type of P:R\litical issue, but this 
initial emotion must be surmounted when desi~hing and approving city 

I 

programs and po 1 i ci es. '' 
Also, the forest must be seen as well as the trees. Code enforcement 

and repair programs do not operate in isolation. They do need internal 
co-ordination, of course. But they must be co-ordinated with the other 
forces that also affect housing and neighbourhoods if they are not to be 
counter-productive. We must not place the responsibility for resolving our 
housing condition and housing stock problems on code enforcers for that is a 
task beyond their ability. Let us nm'i see how ~linnipeg is doing. 

The following American critique of code enforcement contains 
much that is applicable to its Canadian counterparts. 

Housing inspection has been for many years the wall 
flower of governmental programs, obscured by the 
brilliance of glamorous and promising adventures in 
urban renewal, housing finance, and model cities. 
No one has been satisfied withit. It is cluttered 
with tiresome little details; it is manned by dull 
narrow minded civil servants and second class • 
professionals, relegated to basements and drab corners 
of municipal office buildings. Property owners resent 
the assertion of jurisdiction over pr·ivate property 
and what they consider a free-market, enterprise; 
tenants, when they complain, are frustrated by delays 
and ineffectiveness; the general public has been unable 
to discern any appreciable improvement in the housing 
stock as a result of expenditure of tax money in housing 
inspection; and courts, the final arbiters of the 
matter, accord the lowest priority to adjudicating claims 
founded on interminable lists of trivia.3 

3. Schuyler Jackson, "Housing Code Inspection Subjected to Some Cri·tical Comments 
for the Future, 11 Journal of Housing, November, 1970, as quoted in 11Municipa1 
Housing Code Enforcement and Low-Income Tenants,~~ by Chester Hartman, et. al .• 
in Journal of the American Institute of Planners. March, 1970, p. 91. 
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Much emphasis has been placed on various types of housing code 
enforcement in Winnipeg in the last two years, covering a myriad of 
health, fire, repair, and occupancy standards. As the above quote 
illustrates, the level of hope being attached to code enforcement 
itself by the public and the politicans is not really justified by the 
level of results that can be gained under the best conditions; and, as 
the testimony at the judicial inquest proceedings of the last few weeks 
into the deaths from the 877 Preston Street fire reveals, tJinnineg is 
far from operating a code enforcement program under ideal circumstances. 

How much can be reasonably expected from code enforcement, and 
1t1hat are the dangers in it? Hhen will the consequences of a few 11 SUccesses 11 

be overwhelmed in the larger context by negative results which hurt 
the low income tenant? 

Depending on the details of the code standards themselves and the 
manner of enforcement, housing code inspection can have a dynamic pattern 
of influence on real estate markets. It can be creative or destructive. 
To see which is likely to happen requires a careful analysis of the housing 
markets and the economics of the neighbourhoods and buildings involved. 

Winnipeg at the present time really has two very different policy 
objectives for which code enforcement is being used as the mechanism of 
implementation. Furthermore. these two objectives overlap between the 
various facets of life in housing. These facets would be standards of 
health and cleanliness in the use of a building, including adequacy of heat 
and \'later; structural and physical adequacy, including conditions of wall, 
wiring, and cosmetic factors which we associate with reasonable housing, 
like non-peeling paint; and other considerations relating to safety, ~trhich 

include design characteristics of a preventative nature that only become 
important if a fire starts. 

One policy objective - the traditional concept associated with 
code enforcement - is the maintenance of conditions that originally 
existed when a dwelling unit ~ttas built. The second policy objective represents 
a) a changing of standards and b) applying them retroactively to existing 
buildings. The latter objective is the response that has been taken in 
dealing with potential fires. 
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In the last couple of years four different by-laws have been 
passed specifically concerned with fire. Another comprehensive by-lav.r 
has been passed for occupancy standards, the Maintenance and Occupancy 
By-1aw. 4 This is in addition to the city health code, the construction code 
for new buildings, the electrical code and assorted provincial fire and 
building codes, rent control laws and the landlord and tenant act. 
(Other fire requirements passed in the last fifteen years by the city 
were subsequently repealed, a distasteful memory still clear to a number 
of civil servants.) 

As testimony at the 877 Preston Street fire inquest showed, codes 
and enforcement processes can be confusing. Each by-law essentially 
has a different group of city inspectors for its respective enforcement. 
These varied groups have three categories of higher supervision within the 
administrative structure; fire and licensing departments report to the 
Finance Commissioner; all the subsections of the building department and 
the health department report to the Environment Commissioner; and one by
law is enforced by the semi-independent and part time Building Commission 
(with staff from the Building Department). This body reports to the City 
Council Environment Committee. 

4. These are: 
a) By-law 1004 (passed June 25, 1975), Rooming Housing licensing 
b) By·law 1046 (August 20, 1975), Apartment Upgrading, for fire. 
c) By-la\'1 1322 (July 27, 1976), adopting the National Fire Code of 

Canada for existing buildings to replace all previous fire prevention 
by-laws. 

d) By-law 1484 (February, 1977) requiring fire alarm systems in 
all existing buildings 4 stories and over. 

e) By-law 763 (August 21, 1974), f·1aintenance and Occupancy, for 
any type of rental dwelling or apartment. 
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The by-laws also take different legal approaches to the problem. 
The rooming house by-law uses the technique of requiring a license for 
the user to operate, with the improvement of a smoke detector in the 
hallway of each floor as a pre-condition to get the license. The 
administration of the maintenance and occupancy by-law operates on a 
complaint basis from citizens, and assumes that compliance with the code 
should be the normal condition, as does the health code. The health 
code is administered on a total coverage basis in some parts of the city 
and on a complaint basis in others. The apartment upgrading by-law, 
which does not define an apartment, is one which changes the accepted 
standards of the past, as does the rooming house by-law; but because 
it takes more of a building structure modification approach to fire 
safety, it assumes no legal requirement to meet its standards until 
after a city inspector has been through a building and an order has been 
issued by the Building Commission. This by-law is being administered 
on an oldest-buildings-first basis throughout the city. The most 
recent by-law requires all buildings four stories and over, not just 
residential, to have a manual, local type, fire alarm warning system with 
automatic heat detectors in storage room areas Nithin one year of the by
la\'l's passage. 

The only by-law enforced by the fire_department's fire prevention 
inspectors is the recently adopted National Fire Code of Canada. They 
are not directly involved in the field enforcement of any other by-laws 
passed with a fire safety aspect, and, in most cases, are not involved 
indirectly either. (The most significant exception probably is the 
electrical code, enforced by a division of buildings department.) 

Interestingly, the fire department feels that it can only enforce 
the proper maintenance of existing physical conditions or those things 
which were intially required by some other city agency, i.e. if fire 
extinquishers are voluntarily present, they must be in working order; 
if they were never there, it will not order their installation. To the 
belief of some that the National Fire Code gives the fire department the 
right to issue orders that involve an up-grading of standards, the response 
is, as stated at the Preston Street inquest, that it does not have this power. 
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Moreover, it is clear to persons who have been involved in the system 
that high level fire department officials generally do not want such 
responsibility and power bestowed on them if it is true that they 
do not have it already. 

Since all these laws are rscent, the same set of politicians and 
the same set of city officials have been involved in creating this total 
package. Each has been an ad hoc response to an individual situation. 
In other words, it is not an historical accident which has created this 
structure, but the intent and thought of the present personalities in 
the system. 

To say this, however, is to try to get us to look at why people 
have taken these routes, and to try to shovt how code enforcement orograms 
can be improved to produce fewer of the negative effects of housing 
stock loss and rent increases. It is to try to get us out of the unpro
ductive process of looking for individual blame which leads to efforts 
at face-saving because no one wahts to have responsibility for admitting 
a mistake. The fact of the matter is (as many of the city employees 
here know) that the prevalent phrase privately being used by many of 
the involved city employees is "cover your ass." 

People are more afraid of being blamed for another fire death, 
for that is an immediate emotionally filled motherhood issue, than they 
are of creating personal hardships for many people with increased rent 
costs. Fear is a greater bureaucratic motivator than the pleasure of 
looking forward to the challenge of being part of an innovative effort 
improving the quality of housing while keeping the level of relocation 
and rent increases to a minimum. For, as mentioned earlier, the level of 
demolitions and closures is rapidly increasing, widening the demand/supply 
gap. 

Major impediments to achieving better results from code enforcement 
are: 
1. The narrow specialization of the program, without creative linkages 

to the rest of what motivates economic behaviour of o\'mers and tenants 
in areas of poor housing; 

2. The orientation toward refusing to creatively involve tenants and 
owners in the various inspectional process because the building 
inspettion-enforcement process is one of paternalistic, elitest 
indifference to the tenant•s legitimate committment to the future of 
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his home. There is an unconscious presumption that no tenants might 
be capable of intelligently improving their homes. The bias of the 
system is understood in a "street-wise way" by the tenant, \'..'ho, in 
adjusting his behaviour accordingly, conforms to the role model 
ascribed to him. 

3. The refusal by both politicians and professionals to transcend the 
artificial gap that issues are either technical or oolicy, as if 
there were no interplay between the two. (This situation increases 
the tendency for lack of individual initiative by career officials.) 

After Winnipeg's experience several years ago with the controversy 
over transportation plans for the city, it should have become clear that 
virtually all so-called technical urban issues have as their basis a 
broad set of assumptions about human values, activities, and choice. This 
is what policy is all about. Yet we still see a sequence of discussion 
on housing and fire issues where politicians assume a posture of saying 
"that~s a technical issue and we follow the advice of our experts" while 
the so-called technical persons state that discussion of certain consequences 
of their technical requirements is not permitted because "that's a policy 
question." 

That's exactly the position we are in ~ttith regard to ~tthat ways 
we try to improve overall fire safety. On the one hand the Building 
Commission, which always meets behind closed doors, states that consideration 
of the effect on housing availability and cost of the apartment up-grading 
by-law are beyond its discussion. On the other hand, it recommends that 
the coverage of the law be extended to supersede the fire safety approach 
taken by the rooming house by-law. Yet both by-laws were passed in response 
to the same original question: How do we try to provide people with a 
"reasonable" chance that they will not die in a fire? These two by-laws 
came up with different approaches to the problem. One required changing 
the physical characteristics of the public areas within a building, the 
other opted for immediate installation of smoke detectors in hallways. 
This was because a couple of people at that time in the bureaucracy had 
a greater degree of influence over the rooming house approach than they 

-I 

did over the other, and they analyzed the parameters of the problem differently 
than did other people. 
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Furthermore, to believe that the fire requirements of our 
upgrading laws represent a policy by council to achieve a defined 
level of protection is to ignore what everyone privately knows. 
City councilmen have a very limited understanding of 1) the details 
of the requirements, 2) the theories behind fire spread and 1 i fe hazard, 
and 3) the associated probabilities that the strategies proposed 
really will work well enough to justify their social and economic costs 
of implementation. Council passed whatever various administrators suggested 
because it was under pressure to act. They did not develop a reasoned 
urban life-safety policy for existing buildings based on present data of 
the nature of residential deaths from fire. 

To place this in the long-term perspective of our age, urban 
anthropologist lisa Peattie has observed: 

Our cities are more and more publicly managed 
environments. Private actions take place within 
a generally narrowing network of public inter
vention, public policy, and public planning. 

One way in which we have handled this trans
formation has been by recasting questions of 
public policy as problems for technical solution. 
11 ~4uch of the history of social progress in the 
twentieth century ,•' says Harvey Brooks, e• can be 
described in terms of the transfer of wider and 
wider areas of public policy from politics to 
expertise!' Often the problems of political 
choice have become buried in debates 
among experts over highly technical alternatives • 
In a rapidly changing world of pluralistic goals, 
the casting of policy into a technical framework 
makes possible an operating consensus that is 
necessary to keep our cities running even as 
well as they do. 
But as a consequence, we have developed a set 
of bureaucratic management institutions which 
often seem impersonal and alien to human feelings.5 

5. lisa Peattie, 11 Reflections on Advocacy Planning", AlP Journal, March, 
1 968, p' 80-88. 
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Decisions should not be left to accident via behind-the-scenes 
power influence of administrative civil servants with no chance of 
public scrutiny and understanding. In the court system we subscribe 
to the adversary process in the belief that an open presentation of 
opposing viewpoints will lead to the most informed and best decision. 
Yet in our process of city government we subscribe to the opposite view
point. For the most part we make items public only at the last minute, 
after whatever reasoned discussion occurred in the formative stages, and 
then pass by-laws unanimously the same day they are placed on the agenda. 
It is a) that lack of an insistence by council on a reasoned analysis 
of why one approach to a problem is favored over another, b) the 
simultaneous unwillingness of enough of council to do the prerequisite 
homework for questioning administrators about the weak points in their 
analysis (an aspect ironically which sometimes leads to frustration on 
the part of administrators who desire a reasoned exchange of viewpoints 
from the body politic),and c) the divergence between what council states 
is policy and what it does in its day to day decision process, that all 
contribute to the overall housing and urban problems we have today. 

Several aspects of residential code enforcement in Winnipeg are 
notable: 
1. Except for the sma 11 Neighbourhood Improvement Program areas, the 
enforcement process operates on a building-by-building basis rather than 
on a co-ordinated small neighbourhood or block-by-block basis in v'lhich 
all owners and residents are deliberately informed by the city that a 
concentrated program is under11ray. This maximizes the negative aspect of 
that classic quandary of the investment process in private property: 
if one building is improved while none of the surrounding ones are, then 
the investment is not reflected by a corresponding increase in the 
building~s market value because the influence of the surrounding area 
predominates. Conversely, if an owner puts no money into his buildings 
while all his neighbours improve theirs, then his market value will 
increase without cost to him. 
2. ~1ost code enforcement programs can be considered to be aimed at what'j 
for 1 ack of a better term, we shall call a 11 devi antu sector of the 
population: those who have not conformed to what society considers to 
be a normal condition. Hinnipeg, by imposing standards for fire safety that 
virtually no building built more than five years ago will meet, and by 
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allowing a vast backlog of deteriorating buildings to accumulate over 
the years before the maintenance and occupancy code was passed, has on 
paper expanded the "deviant" sector to include a major portion of our 
housing stock. If almost everyone is deviant then only voluntary 
compliance is feasible because the police function will be haphazard and 
inequitable, unless there is a general consensus among most of those 
involved a) that they want the standards to change and b) that they 
understand what is being asked of them and believe it to be fair. 

By keeping the inspectional staff to a minimum, the city has 
exacerbated the pressure on inspectors to move as quickly as they can 
from one building to the next. Personal contact with owners and tenants, 
and thus the ability to establish lines of communication, knowledge and 
personal trust, is minimized. This, combined with the lack of simultaneous 
enforcement of the various codes during one inspector's visit means that 
the feelings of risk and uncertainty about the city•s future actions are 
maximized in the minds of everyone concerned, both tenants and landlords. 
It increases the likelihood that a building will be closed rather than 
funds being used for repairs. Hhat is needed is a co-ordinated inspection 
program like that in the Neighbourhood Improvement Program. 
3. Because of the pressure on the city to 11 do something visible" 
regarding poor living conditions in buildings, there is beginning to apoear 
to be a misuse of the emergency powers in the Health Code. Health emergencies 
are not vague. They refer directly to the possible spread of disease through 
accumulated rotting garbage, raw sewage, rat bites, etc. It was because of 
the immediate and overriding need to protect the public health from 
contageous conditions that health inspectors were historically given the 
power to order people out of a building with no notice. That is not the same 
as conditions which, however upsetting, are not a true health problem; and 
that includes the fact that a wood frame structure may burn quickly if it 
catches fire. There are degrees of hazards. A furnace in danger of 
exploding or padlocked exit doors are violations which inspectors have the 
power to either order corrected on the spot or to order neople who were not 
responsible for the condition to leave the premises. A potential but non
imminent condition does not confer the same pOI'IIer on the government to displace 
the ordinary right of tenancy as quickly. Time must be given to correct 
the situation, not only from respect of the o~mer 1 S rights but also of 
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the tenant's right not to be arbitrarily displaced. 
Finally, standards are not as scientific as many would like to 

believe: 

Traditionally, standards for the physical aspects 
of housing and the residential environment have been 
justified in terms of health, while in practice, 
standards applicable to housing of low-income families 
h~ve been greatly influenced by middle class values 
held by the professional and public officials 
responsibly for the setting of standards •••• 
Moreover, the definition of desirable housing quality 
- what constitutes a standard or a substandard house -
is often determined less by science and knowledge 
and more by what society considers economically 
feasible, socially desirable, and politically acceotable 
at any time.6 

6. Robert Novick, "The Physical and Hental llealth Aspects of Code Enforcement ... 
Urban lawyer (1971, no. 3), as quoted in "Municipal Housing Code Enforcement 
and low-Income Tenants," op. cit. 
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REPAIR PROGRM1S 

Residential code enforcement is the government•s stick. The 
availability of private or public repair programs is the carrot. The 
hro are not necessarily 1 inked. People involved in the the promotion 
of repair programs recognize that voluntary efforts by consumers are 
more socially desirable than enforcement procedures~ for people are 
then more able to satisfy the other value trade-offs involved with 
housing decisions - budget levels, aesthetics. location, etc. However, 
whereas repair programs not linked to code enforcement do not produce 
negative side-effects on the physical housing stock, code enforcement 
not linked to repair programs does. Thus, it is essential that the 
program become linked operationally. 

Of the three publicly funded repair programs - Manitoba•s 
Critical Home Repair Program, the non-profit but provincially supported 
lHnnipeg Home Improvement Program and the federal Residential Rehabilitation 
Assistance Program - only RRAP requires that the building getting aid must 
meet all applicable minimum standards after work is completed. Under present 
federal regulations, the RRAP program, which has by far the largest amount 
of dollars available per unit of housing, is applicable for owner-occupied 
and apartment buildings within NIP areas and for buildings not in NIP 
areas that are 0\'lned by non-profit groups. 

One of the interesting dichotomies is that code enforcement is 
most strongly aimed at rental properties, whereas rehabilitation assistance 
programs are most strongly directed toward owner-occupied single family 
houses. Only RRAP allows apartment owners to get aid, with the trade-off 
that the O\~er submits to supervision of his rent levels by Central Mortgage 
and Housing Corporation. A serious drawback is that rooming houses are 
not eligible for RRAP funds, yet these are precisely the kinds of units that 
are prevalent in some low-income areas. So, whereas the old buildings most 
likely to have tenants with social and economic problems are the ones that 
will be most focussed upon by code regulations, they are the ones which 
economic resources most ignore. 
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Apparently this stems from a belief a) that public funds should 
not be used to defray a cost which a landlord should pay for out of 
his presumed profits or b) that improved conditions will allm·t the 
landlord to raise rents, thereby hurting tenants. On the other han~ 
in a system which believes in private property, we are \'tilling to 
give grants and loans to owners vrhich increase the value of their 
property, and we also agree that there is a legitimate need for the 
rental apartment and roominghouse market, but we \oJould rather have the 
tenants live in poorer conditiorts if the alternative is the possibility 
of some landlords getting a grant from the government of which they might 

not be deserving. The pejorative image associated with the slum landlord 
is all pervasive, applying to the entire class of landlords perhaps more 
strongly than it should. 

As the data mentioned in an earlier presentation shows, it is 
important not to forget the importance of private savings and commercial 
home-improvement loans in addition to government funded repair orograms. 
In this regard, it is interesting to observe that the value of National 
Housing Act insured home improvement loans has declined significantly over 
the last 15 years. Of added significance is the observation that a sense 
of neighbourhood is an important factor behind one's motivation to do 
repairs, thus adding another linkage between city government's actions in 
a variety of fields and overall housing conditions. 

Moreover, with the reliance by municipal government on property 
taxes for educational and general city revenues~ the long-term fiscal 
importance of keeping a neighbourhood in good cm'ldition Nith the renovation 
and maintenance of housing is clear. For a downward cycle of physical 
conditions not only causes social and physical problems Nhich lead to 
greater demands for city services, it also leads to a do\'mward assessment 
of property values and loss of tax base. 

In this context, it is clear that our concept of code enforcement 
must change. Code enforcement, in the final analysis, should not be 
viewed as a punishment for poor conditions, either through imposing fines 
on owners for non-compliance or through the boarding up or demolition of 
buildings that could economically be repaired. Our emphasis must shift 
from looking at punishment to actually correcting the conditions by a 
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variety of means. 7 For example, the best way\to 

is to change the way we look at the role of c~de 
link repair and enforcement 
inspector, from a person 

who is a mere physical inspector to one who promotes and encourages 
change. He should be able to advise on availability of help for 
repairs. If a building must be demolished then he should set in 
motion steps to replace it with either a new building or with another 
productive use of the land. To do othen-iise should be viewed as a 
fa i 1 ure by an inspector, not a success, as is a 11 too often the case. 
This, then, leads to our next major consideration: the process of urban 
change. 

7. Frank P. Grad, legal Remedies for Housing Code Violations, Research Report 
14, The National Commission on Urban Problems nfashington D.C, 1968} 
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THE DYNAf\UCS OF TilE CITY 

Since cities rarely remain static~ an understanding of the 
ways in which they change and the causes of these changes 
become vital if urban man is to shape his environment intelligently. 
Changes in the city proceed at an irregular rate. Particularly 
during periods of rapid growth, the structu§es created in the 
past and the needs of the present conflict. 1 

I 

' 

To this, t1itchell and Rapkin add, 11 Change in land use is the 
reflection, sometimes delayed, of more fundamental changes in what people 
do on the land, in the manner of their doing it, and in the means and 
processes they employ."9 

In this context, Grigsby and Rosenburg identify nine themes of 
images of the inner city housing problem at the macro level, as 
contr.acted to their micro level analysis in which good management 
in housing was shown as a key variable to individual housing 
success. The nine themes are: the filtering process, inner-city 
obsolescence, spatial concentration of low-income families, low income 
itself, problem families, greedy investors, exploitative system, racial 
discrimination, and the deteriorating social fabric of inner-city 
neighbourhoods • • • • The special case of housing abandonment (is also) 
analyzed ... lO 

What becomes clear is that each theory or image contains some element 
of validity, the degree varying in each local case. Thus, if we are to have 
a code enforcement program that will try to convince present owners to 
repair their buildings or, failing that will try to shift ownership to someone who 
either has the motivation or the resources, then one thing becomes evident. 

8. Ernest Fisher in 11 Urban Traffic, A Function of Land Use 11 by Robert B. Mitchell 
and Chester Rapkin (New York, 1954), introduction. 

9. Robert B. Mitchell and Chester Rapkin, ibid. 

10. William Grigsby and Louis Rosenburg, Urban Housing Policy (New Brunswick, 
New Jersey, 1975), p. 195. 

I, 
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Code enforcement cannot take place in a vacuum. The inspector in the 
field must be knowledgeable in the other factors motivating people -
zoning and rent control regulations, availability of loans, and yes, 
fear of the city bureaucracy itself. (RRAP officials, for example cite 
the ethnic background of their particular clients as the reason the new 
CMHC requirement for a mortgage rather than a personal note for a repair 
loan over $5,000 is killing the program. They say it is necessary to 
understand the fear and suspicion of government which elderly former 
emigrants from totalitarial countries have. Those potential recipients just 

cannot believe that it will not eventually be a way for the government 
to take their house away). 

What does this mean in practical terms? It means that district 
planners in ~linnipeg's Environmental Planning Department must be involved 
in the code enforcement process. It means that the inspector must be able 
to work out Nith each o\'mer \'!hat the budget alternatives are for his 
property, and try to show how repairs can be financed. If the inspector 
cannot perform this communication and counselling role well, then someone 
else should be available. 

If a stumbling block becomes insurmountable, then someone in that 
neighbourhood planning process must be the facilitator to try to bring 
about an ownership change or have repairs done by the city itself. 

Private Financial Investment 

A major force in the shaping of our older neighbourhoods is that of 
private financial institutions. These influential institutions include 
such varied groups as banks, credit unions, mortgage and loan companies, 
insurance companies, and trust companies. Although their activities are 
numerous, we will concern ourselves \'lith only two, mortgage loans and 
home improvement loans. Not all of the groups above are involved in 
the latter activity, some are perhaps limited by legislation, but they 
all are involved in mortgage lending. 

In this section, we will concern ourselves with an analysis of the 
policies these institutions have regarding the activities of mortgage 
and home improvement loans. He will not examine how these policies are 
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affected by the workings of the national economy. For instance, the 
questions of how much money is allocated to Winnipeg for these activities, 
and by whom. are beyond the scope of this paper. This is not to say 
that they are unimportant; \'le simply have not been able to collect 
information in these areas. Let us turn our attention then to home 
improvement loans. 

1. Home Improvement Loans 

The objective of financial institutions, as the creditor for home 
improvement loans, is to get the best possible return on the dollar. As 
home improvement loans are generally small, on the average less than $3,000 

in 1974~1 these loans are expensive to administer by the financial institutions. 
We would expect them to favour investing in other more profitable areas. 
Another factor at work is the ability of the home o~~er to finance himself, 
particularly if the amounts are small and carried out over a number of years. 

In Winnipeg, the participation of the banks and other credit agencies 
in this market has waned considerably over the years. Whether this is 
a demand or supply problem, perhaps complicated by rising home improvement 
costs, is unknown to us. The facts 12 hoNever are that loans peaked in 
1958 and have dropped off considerably since,reaching a low in 1973, 

as shown below: 

No. of loans No. of units Total ] oan ~g] ye 
1955 - 25,000 27,000 $27 mill ion 
1958 - 37,000 41,000 $40 million 
1973 5,500 6,000 $14.5 million 

Needless to say, a drastic shift has taken place. Some banks for 
instance tell us that demand is low. Could it be the cost of money? Or 
maybe it is the preference of banks not to deal \'lith small loans- some 
credit unions report a good business in this area. 

11. Based on confidential information supplied to I.U.S. 
12. Ibid. 
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2. r~ortgages 

Mortgages are the legal assignment of property, generally real 
estate, to a creditor as security for a loan. Purchasing a home, with 
the aid of a mortgage, is often the biggest investment a person will 
make in his lifetime. 

The financial institutions mentioned play the role of creditor 
in this process. Their principal objective as creditors, as with 
home improvement loans, is to make money. However, to ensure that they 
do make money, these institutions will only lend on certain types of 
investments. The following is an analysis of these policies. 

Most lenders 13 will give mortgages on single family dwellings, and 
new or existing commercial and industrial prooerties. Mortgage types 
include: Conventional, NHA, High Ratio. Not all lenders, if any, 
will offer mortgages on all sectors of the industry or offer the full 
range of mortgage types. Very few, for instance, consider mobile homes 
or churches. Some lend on property outside of the perimeter, and some 
lend on properties with no or only partial basements. Not all lenders 
consider multiple dHellings and few are interested in absentee owner 
single family dwellings. 

An important factor in evaluating a loan is the age of the dwelling. 
The majority of lenders will not lend on properties over fifty years of age. 
Obviously, mortgage shopping is much more difficult for those interested 
in buying dwellings in many of the older areas of this city. Other important 
factors include the minimum term available, amortization period, maximum 
loan amounts, interest rates and mini,m!im equity needed. These can vary 
considerably from company to company. 

Generally speaking, companies do not seem to divide by type. i.e. 
banks, credit unions, etc., in the type of loans they will consider, 
but rather individually. However, there are some interesting tendencies 
in the amount of interest they express in certain types of loans. Table 1 
illustrates this point. 

13. Most information for this section comes from a questionnaireundertaken 
by the Mortgage Lenders Association of ~1ani toba, February 26, 1976. 
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TABLE 1 

NORMAL IrJTEREST IN LnJI,NS 

Institution New Single Existing Single Apartments Cornrrte rc i a 1/ 
Family Detached Family Detached Industrial 

Bank #1 75% 25% 
Bank #2 30% 65~', 2% 10f 

10 

Bank #3 90% 10% 
Bank #4 20% 70% 5% 5"' /0 

Bank #5 50% 50% 
t1ortgage #1 20% 40% 40% 
Mortgage #2 15% 20% 40% 25% 
Mortgage #3 30% 20% 25% 25% 
~1ortgage #4 10% 75% 5% 20~/, 

Credit Union #1 50% 50% 
Credit Union #2 * * 15% 10% 
life #1 10% 30% 60~(, 

Life #2 20% 2m~ 25% 35~~ 

Life #3 2% 3% 20% 75% 
Life #4 55% 25% 20~ 

Life #5 30% 
life #6 10% 40% 50~~ 

Life #7 20% 20% 30% 30% 
life #8 25~~ 5% 20% 2m~ 

Trust #1 70% 15% 1m~ 5% 
Trust #2 30% 70% 
Trust #3 30% 50% 10% 10% 
Trust #4 5% 80% 10% 5"' /) 

Trust #5 100% 
Trust #6 100% 
Trust #7 5mG 50% 
Trust #8 10% 70% 15~~ 5% 

* 75% not broken do\'m between new or existing single family detached housing. 
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It can be seen that banks, credit unions and trust companies are 
generally more interested in single family dwellings than are the others. 
Within this group variations remain, with individual companies differing 
over their involvement with new or existing dwellings, although, it should 
be noted, trust companies seem more likely to invest in existing dwellings 
than any other i nsti tuti on a 1 type. li·fe insurance companies and mortgage 
firms seem to prefer apartments and commercial/industrial investments. 

The impact of such policies could be significant. However, more 
importantly, in what parts of the city they are willing to invest in is 
crucial. Talks between IUS and various people associated with lending 
institutions, indicated some int~resting patterns. 

Some of the lending institutions have almost their entire portfolio 
in the suburbs, while others prefer the North or West Ends. One bank 
indicated that they try to keep out of North Point Douglas, the city 1 s 
first NIP area. This is in line with suggestions that North Point Douglas 
and other areas of the inner city are being 11 red-lined 11

• In other words, 
the lending institutions generally refuse to lend any money to property 
owners in certain parts of the city or provide fire insurance. The direct 
impact of such policies will only lead to the gradual or increased rate 
of decline and deterioration in these areas. 
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THE SUBURBAN DEVELOP~1Et!T PROCESS 

Im~lications for Older Neighbourhoods 

Almost all new housing units in Hinnipeg are beino built in 
suburban areas and this pattern is likely to continue into the foreseeable 
future. The suburban development process is unlikely to change greatly 
over the next decade due to the long period of time now required to 
develop new housing. A 1975 study found the total process to take from 
43 to 59 months in Winnipeg. 14 Of the many steps involved in development 
from the initial design process, through the subdivision approval stage 
and land servicing, to actual housing construction and marketing, the 
most time·-consuming is the complicated ol an armroval process. This 
alone can commonly take from 18 to 24 months 1 ~ •• Aoart from the inspections 
and approvals required from each of the many departments and government 
agencies Nith an interest in housing development, the proposal must 
receive the approval of the local community committee, City Council, 
and the Provincial Minister of Urban Affairs. Frequently a rezoning 
procedure is required, as well, to change the permitted use from agri
culture to residential use. Hhile all of these steps are desirable, 
there is no doubt that in sum they become very time consuming. 

Due to climate imposed limitations on building in Hinnioeq, an 
unexpected delay in the approval process can disrupt servicing and 
construction schedules sufficiently to prevent house construction 
commencing before the onset of winter. 16 Hhen this occurs almost all 
activity must stop for several months with the result that delivery time, 
holding costs, and house prices all increase. 

Further lengthening of the housing delivery timetable arises from 
the need to provide major regional 11 hard 11 services such as sewer, water, 
and drainage in advance of the local servicing required for individual 

14. 

15. 
16. 

H.R. Bloxom, 11The City of Hinnipeg: Steos in the Land Development 
Process.~~ (Hinnipeg: Planning Secretariat of Cabinet, 1975), p. 39. 
Ibid. 
Ibid., p. 36 
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subdivisions. Althouqh the water and sewage systems in Hinnipeg apparently 
can accommodate new growth by extension of existing trunk services, a 
critical point has been reached in regard to land drainage. All readily 
drained lands have now been developed so that 11 new development must 
consider the future drainage needs of vast areas beyond the urbanized 
areas. ul 7 This will be both a costly and time consuming nrocess. Three 
years lead time may be required before drainage services can be extended 
to developing areas thus enabling local servicing to commence. 18 More 
than $30 million in capital expenditures are required for land drainage 
purposes to service new development areas in Hinnineg for the five year 
period from 1977 to 1981. Sewer and water services nlanned for these 
areas will require an additional $16.43 million and $47.23 million, 
respectively. The areas to be serviced by these nroarams are primarily 
in Transcona, St. Boniface, St. Vital, Fort Garry, and North-Hest Winnipeg. 
By comparison, capital expenditures for similar services in the inner 
city will be largely restricted to an on-going storm-relief program of 
$15 million. 19 This latter is subject to the availability of funds and 
has a 1 ower priority than that enjoyed by the program to service ne\'1 areas. 

A third major element in the suburban development process is that 
of land assembly. Today most of the land inside the Perimeter High\1/ay 
that is likely to be developed lies in public or private land banks. 
Four major private development comoanies owned 12,878 acres in 1976 while 
the two public land banks operated by the Manitoba Housing and Renewal 
Corporation and the City of Winnipeg between them now own 7,588 acres. 20 

Over the next fifteen years an average of 650 acres will be required 
annually for new residential development in Hinnineg. 21 This means that 
enough land now lies in public and private landbanks to meet new housing 

17. City of Hinnipeg, Five Year Capital Development Program 1977-1981~ 
(Winnipeg: 1976), p. 6i. 

18. Ibid. 
19. Thld., p. 92-95 
20. H.R. Bloxom, ••Housing Needs and Development Potential of Existing 

landbanks 11 (Hinnipeg: A report prepared for the leaf Rapids Corporation, 
June 1976), p. 7. 

21. Ibid., p. 4 
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needs for thirty years, assuming that all of these locations meet 
planning ~equirements. Most of the oublic land bank is unfavourably 

, I 

located re1ative to privat~\ holdinqs and the probable course of future 
de vel opme,~,('· Consequently ,1\oubl i c 1 and ,,ri 11 not be ab1 e to have much 
effect on t~e residential l~nd market until the mid-1980 1 s at the 
earliest. 22\ r1ore than $20 million has been spent on public land purchases 

I 

for suburbah 'development with,out much prospect of a return on the invest-
ment for several years to com~. 

The suburban development process is therefore long and costly 
but current plans for the next ten years call for almost all ne\'1 housing 
units to be constructed in suburban fringe areas on currently undeveloped 
land. Some 85% of all new housing will be built in the suburbs. Family 
housing will continue to dominate these areas but the number of apartments 
built in the suburbs will almost equal the number of new single detached 
houses. ~1eamoJhile in the inner city area the only new housin(J nlanned 
to be built in any significant numbers \'till be apartments (Table l), 

according to Hinnipeg Environmental Planning Department Projections. It 
is probable that many of these new apartments will be built on land that 
is now occupied by family housing. Undoubtedly most of the aoartments 
will be in high-rise buildings unsuited to family living. Therefore 
families will be increasingly encouraged to move to suburban areas. 

However, the new family housing being built in the suburbs may be 
priced beyond the reach of many families. The average price of a new 
three bedroom bungalow in Winnipeg has tripled in the last 15 years 

(Table 11). At an average price of over $47,000 a typical neN suburban 
house can today only be afforded by few. Hhile it is to be honed that 
new single family housing will remain out of the reach of most families. 

The costs of servicing new areas Nill, in nart, be borne by the 
whole city and these costs are likely to rise substantially as large 
drainage projects become necessary before new areas can be developed 
for residential use. As the city spreads further out, transit service 

22. J. Barber, 11 Land Ownership in the Hinnipeg Fringe Area," (Winnipeq: 
A brief submitted to the Winnipeg Land Prices Inquiry Commission by 
the Institute of Urban Studies, Jan. 31, 1977), p. 11-12. 
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wi 11 have to be extended to these nelft outlying areas at the exnense of 
improved service in the inner city. An alternative must be found to the 
continued outward spread of the city and the increasing dependence on 
the suburbs as the site of our family housing stock. 

TABLE 1 
Projection of New Housing Demands in Winnipeg 1975-1 986 

Housing Type Suburban Areas Inner City Total 

Single Detached 25,100 25,100 
Single Attached 4,600 4,600 
Townhouses 5,300 5,300 
Apartments 24,900 10,600 3 5,500 
Total 59,900 10.600 70,500 

Source: City of \~inni peg, Five Year Capital Development Program, 1977-1981, 
(Winnipeg, 1976), np.8-9 

TABLE 11 

Average Prices of New 3-Bedroom Bungalows in ~Jjnnjpeg; 1962-1976 

Year Average Prices 

1962 $15,600 
1966 18,300 
1970 23,000 
1973 27' 100 
1976 47,000+ 
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Municipal Planning 

Planning in Winnipeg is comprised of a number of comoonents. 
For instance, there is subdivision control, district planning, zoning, 
and neighbourhood imorovement, to name some of the more major elements. 
In this section, we ~rill concern ourselves with district planning, 
zoning and neighbourhood improvement. The subdivision approval process 
is dealt with e1sewhere in this paper as part of the phenomenon of 
urban development. 

1. District Plans 
Plans in general are intended as guides for development. The 

~1etropolitan \4innipeg General Plan was intended as one such guide. 
However, it is so ~eneral that its degree of utility is likely to be 
small. District Plans, in theory at least, are an attempt to oive sane 
real guidance for develooment considerations. let us see what has 
haopened in reality. 

The most noticeable thing about District Plans in ''linnipeg that 
have legal force is their paucity. As a result, the imnact of District 
Plans on development is practically nil. 

This conclusion is further reinforced if those that do exist are 
examined. According to a fev1 of the planners \'Jho use them, 1) these ol ans 
are often too general to be of any use, 2) the most important elements of 
the plan \'~re eliminated before final aporoval, or 3) zoning has taken 
precedence over the olan, at least in the way it has been used. Hhat we 

'i 
i/ 

are being told is that District Plans, as they have been used, are virtually 
ineffective and of little use in controlling development. This does not 
imply that the District Plan should be abandoned. To us, the ineffectiveness 
of these plans is symptomatic of a larger problem. 

The problem is not a technical one. A few examples of draft District 
Plans which are quite good do exist, although admittedly improvements 
might be possible. Ultimately, the problem is a political one. For instance, 
policies exist in this city affecting numerous facets of our daily life, if 
Ne are preoared to use them. 

Where does this leave us? In terms of the olanninq process, on a 
rudderless ship. Planning has been jettisoned and the pragmatism of the 
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political process is in control. In such a void, the planning process 
becomes the administration of zoni.ng. 23 

2. Zoning 
Zoning is a planning tool that v.ras developed in order to control 

development, either through encouragement or prohibition. In planninq 
theory at least, zoning24 is only a tool and is supposed to implement a 
plan. Others have seen zoning as a tool which would ensure adequate 
air and light for the populace, resolve the sPatial conflicts inherent 
in the market due to Adam Smith•s invisible hand, preserve property 
values, or as a means by which to resolve quick Profits. These are the 
various justifications or theories25 of zoninq. 

As we have suggested earlier, zoning is a political tool. Whatever 
justification one might have, ultimately the zoning process becomes a 
part of the political process. Thus, how it is used becomes of qreat 
importance. Zoning can either protect a community from the landowner 
seeking to build a hiqhrise or it can allow a home to bask in its cold 
shadow. 

As observers and sometime participants in the zoning process a 
number of observations might be offered. First, current zoning does little 
to protect anyone. Rezonings are relatively easy to come by. t1ore often 
than not, it seems the onus is on the neighbour of a Property to be rezoned, 
or on the planner, to prove why a particular case should not be approved, 
rather than on the owner of the subject property to justify his intentions. 

Secondly, a great deal of this city•s older housing stock is overzoned 
for its current use. That is, many areas have been zoned for commercial, 
industrial or higher density residential usage. The net effect is to 
encourage the decline of these areas because of escalating property values 
and future uncertainty. 

23. Gerecke, K. A. Whittle, et. al. Towards a New Canadian Zoning, University 
of Waterloo, (Waterloo, 1974). 

24. Zoning is used here in its broad sense of being concerned with landuse control. 
25. Gerecke, K. et. al • .Q._Q. cit. 
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1\ third observation, follot>ting from the second, concerns the 
quantity of commercially or industrially zoned areas. In the dov.mto\"m 
and parts of the older inner city, a greater aMount of land is zoned 
commercial or industrial than can possibly meet supoly over the next 
few years. In addition, developers have tended to take their proposals 
to other parts of the city in order to avoid the existing hi~h land prices 
and to obtain the gains from a rezoning for themselves. The net effect 
is to encourage the decline of certain areas and to discourage to a degree, 
its redevelopment. 

So far, we have only talked about how zonin~ has been used. There 
do exist some inherent technical problems in zoning as it is presently 
construed. Foremost is that aspect of zoning that encourages homogeneity 
of land uses. 

Based on the principle that certain land uses are inherently in 
conflict or undesirable, zoning oroduces vast areas of undifferentiated 
usage. Suburban housing developments are perhaps the most glaring example 
of this. They are often viewed as sterile by their residents and outsiders 
because of their sameness. Also, the resulting nattern of segregated land 
uses requires the use of a car v1hich makes that pattern highly inefficient 
in energy consumption. Additionally, many developers have oerhaps rightly 
charged that such zoning is inflexible to innovation. 

In summary, zoning can be used in a number of Nays. In Hinnipeg it 
would not be unfair to say that certain groups have probably benefitted 
more than have others. 

3. neighbourhood Improvement Program 
NIP is a tri-level partnership of the Federal, Provincial and ~unicipal 

governm~nt that is administered by the city. NIP was created in order to improve 
the living conditions in neighbourhoods. 1·1ore specifically, its objectives 

26 were: 
1) To improve those residential neighbourhoods which show evidence of 

need and of potential viability. 
2) To improve and maintain the quality of the physical environment 

in the neighbourhood. 

26. Taken from ~~~liP Delivery ~1anual" C.t1.H.C., 1976. Used for the national 
evaluation of the NIP. 
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(3) To improve the amenities of neighbourhoods. 

(4) To improve the effect of related programs. 
(5) To improve neighbourhoods in a manner Vthich meets the 

aspirations of neighbourhoods, residents and the community at large. 
(6) To deliver the program in an effective manner. 

NIP Has designed to affect the physical and institutional· structures 
in a neighbourhood. It provided for olanning, urban infrastructure, community 
facilities, social housing and others. It is to be used in conjunction 
~t!ith its sister program, the Residential Rehabilitation Assistance Program 
(RRAP). RRAP enables property ovmers to fix-up their properties through 
a system of loans and grants. 

Perhaps the best example of fHP in '.!innipeg is the North Point 
Douglas site. Other areas exist in the city but they are not as far 
along. 

Through ~liP, the North Point Douglas area has seen a considerable 
resurgence. Homes and apartments have been and continue to be repaired, 
streets and physical services have been upgraded, recreational and community 
facilities provided, and inadequate housing torn down and in many cases, 
new housing put in its place. Perhaps the most significant aspect of the 
program has been the increased awareness, concern and activity of the area's 
residents. Although the program is not complete, various positive effects 
of the program can be seen already. One must admit that some improvements 
have already come to the physical environment of North Point Douglas. 

Hm'iever, all is not roses. Sor.1e concern should be expressed over 
whether or not increasing values in the area will displace all or certain 
portions of that area 1 s community with a newer community, mostly middle class. 
This is not to say that some turnover is not desirable, the question is ho~tl 

much and \'lho is displaced. There is already some indication that Nelfare 
tenants may be slowly purged from apartments that are being upgraded through 
RRAP. Also, the area may become more attractive to absentee landlords who see 
nurchasing a rundown home in the area and rehabilitating it through RRAP as 
an excellent opportunity to increase their equity cheanly. 27 The lonq run 

27. Percentage-\'lise, absentee landlords are more likely to have rundown 
prooerties than resident ovmcrs and landlords. 
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consequences of such activity might result in another cycle of deterioration. 
In summary, one must conclude that NIP does seem to be offering 

a better physical environment for residents. Possible lonqer term effects 
may become serious, however • 

.1\s we have seen, municipal planning as practiced in Hinnipeg is 
diverse in its effectiveness and benefits. There are many winners and 
losers and sometimes an individual may be both. Further checks nust be 
made on all the NIP orojects, but particularly an increased awareness 
must develop of how the political orocess affects individuals and particular 
segments of the oopulation. 

Conclusions 

In relative isolation, \'le have discussed various programs and policies, 
both public and private. However, these separate programs are at work within 
one urban area. They are not mutually exclusive in their effects on the 
city. Together, they have several impacts on housing in this city, 
particularly with respect to the quality, quantity and cost of housing. 
BeloN, \'te Nill mention briefly what some of these imnacts are. 

1. Oyality of Housing 
Perhaps the most direct effect on housing quality comes from the repair 

programs. Repairs done under these nrograms have significantly imnroved 
the quality and longevity of many homes and apartments in our older neighbourhoods 
and, in turn, have often sparked private rehabilitation in certain areas. Code 
enforcement, particularly in the NIP areas and Nith regard to older apartments, 
has also directly affected the quality of our older housing stock. The 
combination of RRAP funds and code enforceMent is particularly effective. 
NIP also affects the general quality of an area. 

On the other side, overzoning and rezoning have contributed to the 
decline of certain neighbourhoods. Combined with the hiqh cost of money and 
disinvestment in some areas the problem is exacerbated. 
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2. Quantity of Housing 
As we described earlier, through suburban development, some homes 

at generally high nrices are being provided on the city 1 S fringes. As 
fewer people can afford new homes, many turn to ourchasing older, 
somewhat cheaper homes, sometimes reconverting homes occuoied by tenants. 
Since the filtering process works very slm.,rly or not at all, certain 
segments of society are getting squeezed out. At the same ti~e, many older 
homes are demolished or boarded up because of code enforcement and overzoning. 
For many landlords, the vacant land is the only thing of value. Again, 
this action tends to squeeze a certain segment of society, often the working 
poor, young couples, the aged, the roomer and others. As was mentioned 
earlier, in another paper, some housing is being provided through t·1HRC. 
This housing goes mostly to senior citizens and some to families who are 
unable to find adequate and inexpensive housing in the orivate market. 

The net result is this. He are producing housing for the extreme 
ends of society and this, combined with deteriorating housing. demolitions, 
and high prices, is effectively shrinking the quantity available to.the 
rest. As a result, rent controls may become essential, public housing and 
other subsidies will increase and the city•s welfare department will have 
to place more and more people in hotels for lonqer and longer periods of time. 

3. Cost of Housing 
The cost of housing is affected in many ways. Few if any of these 

programs tend to reduce it. For instance, we have shown earlier how land 
monopolies and, to certain extent, delays in planning add to the cost of 
new homes. More and more public housing must be built at high cost only to 
be filled with people who can't oay the full rents. Also, because new 
homes are so expensive, competition for and interest in older homes increases, 
leading to an inevitable increase in value. Overzoninq often drastically inflates 
the value of a property often making it uneconomical to rent oro~~ as a 
residence. Code enforcement often requires costly repairs and the repair 
programs increase the value of homes and apartments. 

In brief, the cost of housing, as all are are aware, is increasing 
and both public and private actions are affecting it. 

It can be seen that the pattern of housing development is unlikely 
to change greatly in the next five to ten years if present plans and 
policies are maintained. Family housinq will become increasingly concentrated 
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in outer suburban areas to the detriment of older, inner city neighbourhoods. 
At the same time, new houses will be too costly for most families so that 
many families will be forced to live in apartments unsuited to the raising 
of children. Since most new housinq will be developed on land now held 
in privatly o~med landbanks, lot prices are liable to remain high, thus 
contributing to continued high housing orices. 

In conclusion, we are having many impacts on our older neighbourhoods 
and our newer ones as Nell. Some are desirable, some not so. In many ways, 
it appears that the net result is destroying many and aiding a few, perhaps 
only for a while. Our older neighbourhoods can orovide good chean housing 
in the context of a good environment. However, it is necessary that ~re 

enhance and not hinder these areas. To do so, \'le must bridge the gar between 
the specialized functions of our governmental and institutional systems if 
we are to achieve better housing. t:veryone involved in nev1 construction of 
housing knows the many variables that must all be co-ordinated if a new 
house is to go from the idea staqe to brick and mortar and then to beinq 
successfully sold. That game has been mastereq by many. He nm., must do the 
same for the even more complex web of considerations involved in improving 
older inner-city housing and neighbourhoods. Not to do so wi 11 entail huge 
social and real economic costs in the future. The nroportion of the population 
requiring public subsidy for housing in one form or another will increase, as 
will the degree of dependence on government institutions to manage, as \'lell 
as to build and renovate, housing. The latter is not necessarily bad, if 
~~ do not do it blindly and if we are able to create the large administrative 
structures required while at the same time keening them responsive to individual 
choice by the recipient. 
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1. Formation of Toronto Housing Corporation: General Context and 
Factors Underlying Decision 

I want to talk first about the general context in which the 
City of Toronto took the decision to form a municipal non-nrofit 
corporation and the factors which caused the city to act. A major 
factor leading to that decision was a change in both policy and nrograms 
at the senior levels of government. The federal government had created 
new programs which would allow the municipality to become a direct 
deliverer of housing at no cost to the municioality other than its 
payments for staff time. Many of these \Atere recoverable. Programs 
such as the non-profit housing nrogram, the residential rehabilitation 
program and the land assembly orogram, as it was implemented, are ooerated 
by the City of Toronto at no cost to the city. 

At the same time, the nrovince, which was having difficulty with 
its m·m public housing program, supported additional efforts by the 
municipalities both by providing subsidies and by amending the necessary 
legislation to allO\'! municipalities to take advantage of both federal 
land assembly and non-profit proqrams. These factors, coupled vlith 
dissatisfaction with both the private and oublic housing oroduce orovided 
the general setting under which the City of Toronto decided to act. 

The basic decision which the city took, was to become a co-ordinator 
of all housing produced within the city and to become resoonsible for 
the administration of all government housin(l nrograms operated within the 
city. It assumed responsibility in a Nay that the city never had before 
in its official plan for target amounts of new housing to be produced, 
for setting targets for the amount of assisted housinq to be nroduced 
in the city, for the number of units to be renovated and for taking the 
necessary action to ensure that those targets were met. 

I should interrupt at this point briefly to make a point which I 
always have to make in addressing an audience outside of Toronto. The 
situation which I am describing is, at least in a Canadian context, peculiar 
to Toronto. The policy prescriptions and administrative solutions that apply 
there, do not necessarily apply here. 
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The subject of today • s seminar is inner city problems. '~hen 

you talk about inner city nroblems, I take it you are talkinq about 
a particular part of the city of Hinnipeq. To some extent we view 
the city of Toronto as the inner city within a metroPolitan area of 
2.3 million, if you just take the metro boundaries,and up to 3 million, 
if you take the housing market. So, when I talk to you about inne~ 
city problems I consider the inner city as Toronto. 

The city set a target of 4,000 new units to be oroduced of 
which half were to be assisted, assisted defined as housing which 
would serve families with incomes belo\'t the median. Of that assisted 
housing ~ of a ~ (or a ~) \'/ere to be lmt income (for the bottom!4) and the 
second %were to be moderate incone. A quarter of all the housing 
produced was to be family housing. In order to ensure that those 
targets \~re met, the city had to carry out its role as co-ordinator. 
It took a direct, active role in three programs, land assembly, housing 
renovation and housing production. 

First, it began to assemble land throughout the city on \'!hich 
assisted housing could be built both by the city and other assisted housing 
producers. To date, we have committed about $26 million for some 65 acres 
of land. It also established the non-profit housing corporation to take 
advantage of the new federal programs which allowed both acquirino and 
renovating existing housing,and building new housina. That was not 
intended over the long term to be the primary source of assisted housina. 
Land has also been made available to private non-Profit co-operative groups 
and over time. if they showed the development capability. The city Nould 
prefer to see them develop more and more of the city's non-Profit housinq. 
The city should then do 1 ess and 1 ess of the ne\'~ housinq beinq Produced. 

The new housing built under the non-profit program is intended to 
serve moderate income households, using the subsidies Nhich T think rr~ost 
of you are familiar \•tith, from the federal and provincial government. J\nd 
then anywhere from 14 to !2 of the units are rent sunnl emented to low 
income households. That is one of the big qarr~bles under the program which 
as far as \'te can see to date, is working. Council r.mde efforts to ~et away 
from ghettos of lo~tt income housing, to provide buildings and pro.iects in 
\·fhi ch both 1 O\AI and moderate income households lf.ere mixed. The city had no 
intention of bec01nin<1 the sole or major producer of housinn. However, qiven 
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the private sector•s present inabil~ty or unwillingness to produce 
rental housing, Ne are now if not the Major, a significant producer of 
this type of housing. At the moment the city has completed 400 
new units, 800 are under construction and another 500 are goina into 
construction next year. There are a further 800 going into construction 
by non-profit co-operative groups this year. 

I said the city would nrefer to see the co-ops and the non-orofits 
take over a larger share of the development responsibility. This in 
part is a matter of philosoohy, to the extent that the city believes that 
if the people living in the housing can operate it, and control their 
own destiny, we vrould all be better off and avoid the necessity for 
our O\•m housing department becoming too big and bureaucratic. He have 
already had substantial growing pains in building our administrative 
structure to a point that we are able to handle the 1600 units ""'e have 
got no~tt, ~tdthout lookinq at the 3,000 lt!hich v.e will have in a year and a 
half. 

There has, therefore, been throuqhout the ,:wagram. substantial ernohasi s 
on self-reliance both to get co-ops to develop and rnanaqe housino and in 
tems of the City Non-Profit Housing Corporation•s management policies in 
connection \'lith its o\A.n housing. It continues to establish tenant 
Management coMmittees wherever possible and encourages tenant 0rouos to 
form co-ops and take over projects. The latter involves transfer by way 
of lease or sale to the co-ons and, in face, allo'lrs them to ooerate the 
projects without city involvement. 

So if I could recap quickly the five key elements of the city•s 
housing policy. Firstly, equity and emphasis on roth lo\.'1 and moderate 
income households Hith, in fact, the city of Toronto being the only level 
of government producing any low-income family housing in Southern Ontario. 
Second, integration, the move away from the traditional nublic housing form 
towards building projects in which there is a mix of incomes, a mix of 
household types and a mix of housing forns. Third, an emphasis on 
oreservation, flowing from City Councils • concerns that ne~;r private housing 
Nas being nroduced through the demolition and redevelopment of existing 
neinhbourhoods. Council out emohasis on the oreservation of existing houses 
as part of the preservation of existinq neinhbourhoods and the social 
infrastructure they nrovide, and also to nreserve historic buildinas Nhich 
~t1ould other'lrise have been destroyed, \·thile at the same time providinf'J lov~ 
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income housing. 
A fourth main feature of the program is innovation. It is not 

a goal in itself but it is something that comes through at every turn. 
Innovation both in the nolicies being implemented and far more so, 
innovation in the administration of the program. By stacking of 
various federal and nrovincial subsidy programs, by the constant re
internretation of national guidelines for housinq programs which seem 
to fit our situation, and to some extent by innovation in form, although 
that is really the minor asnect. 

Finally an emnhasis on participation1 ie. the involvement of neonle 
~J~A1o 1 ive in the projects in the oneration and manager1ent, whether O\lmed 
by the city or a co-op, and in the develonment of the projects. The 
establishment of neighbourhood \•torking committees ensures their particination 
in the planning of each of the projects. Although this tends to be a very 
time consuming, frustrating exercise (from the administrators• persnective), 
it helos to ensure that the projects do in fact proceed. In some cases it 
is hard work ~Aiearing down onposition from people who say ~'no assisted housing, 

' thank you. 

2. The Acquisition and Renovation Program 

I don•t know the extent to which you have had a similar nroblem in 
l•1innipeg, but in Toronto there has been substantial concern that the 
neighbourhoods iMmediately adjacent to the dol~rntO\'m, which had for twenty 
or twenty-five years lost population to the suburbs, were no\'/ becoming 
attractive to middle income people who \ltere movinq back in, buying up family 
stock, and whitepainting or sandblasting it. Renovated houses are frequently 
occupied by households v.~ithout children. That stock had previously served 
lmr income households. There was very substantial concern, particularly from 
the inner vrard alderman in the city and much of the program has been concerned 
\'lith coping \r.fith the problems of dislocation of 1 ow and moderate income households 
in the inner city. 

Three years ago ~tte set up the housino corPoration anri on ~1ay 1st 
the city•s housing department was formed. TNo \'leeks before the department ~tms 

formed and before staff were hired, Council had decided to buy t\'10 projects. 
The first one \'las the Bain Avenue Anartments, a project of 260 units built 
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60 years ago. There were hundreds of housing standards work orders 
outstanding against the oroject. The developer decided he was not 
going to fix it up and operate it as a rental project. He had sold 
off 40 units as condominiums, subject to the anproval of the provincial 
minister and the residents aporoached the city indicating that they 
wanted to form a co-op and asked the city to acquire and renovate the 
units and then to transfer the project back to them ~,orhen they had 
reached the stage vthere Ct-UIC would fund their acquisition. The 
target date for the transfer of the project is June 30th of this year. 
which will be some 2 years and 9 months after we acquired it. It is 
virtually completely renovated. The rents in the oroject are about a 
hundred dollars a month belo~tt market. Again, although part of that is 
what has been happening to the market, the market for renovated tenant 
units in that form, in the inner city, is quite high. 

A second similar project, is Spruce Court, desioned and built 
by the same group; a groun of nhil anthropi sts, who \•!ere nrobably the first 
builders of housing for working people in the country. The Toronto 
housing company built this project in 1913. This is in the Don Vale 
part of Toronto, probably the area that has gone under the most intensive 
whitepainting nressure. Here the owner did not nrooose to renovate or 
sell to condominium purchasers but to onerate as luxury apartments. Again 
the residents requested the city to acquire the oroject and the decision 
to acquire it was taken before the departmer.t was even formed. 

~le have a number of ctJther projects that we have acquired. Possibly 
the best of them is Colleqeview, in the north end of Toronto, in what is 
probably, if one divides the city into quadrants, the upper income end of 
it. He have not been able as yet to do any other assisted housing in that 
part of the city and so we bought this oroject. Renovations are done 
within the CMHC rehabilitation grant, generally some $2,500 to $3,00 a unit 
~tmich winds up being something to bring the building un to housing standards. 
Another building typical of property we try to purchase \.'there nossi bl e is 
right on the lake. It is a nair of six-plexes. Again the rents here are 
some $50-$60 a month belov.r market. 

We have had extended discussions with Central Mortgage and Housing 
under the program about the characteristics they wish to see in the 
buildings Nhich we purchase. It is intended primarily to be a family housing 
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program and wherever nossible they \-vant us to buy existin~ buildings 
in which more than half the units are family; that is two bedrooms 
plus. The problem is that the economics of development have been such 
for a long time, that most apartments don•t have these characteristics, 
(half the units, bto bedrooms nlus) at least in Toronto. r'ost of them 
are composed of two-thirds one bedroom or smaller and one-third larger. 

Probably the best building that \'/e•ve bought for that kind of 
mix is a btenty-four unit building with bto and three bedroom units 
with dining rooms, which ~tte ~ttere able to buy for$13,000 a unit. This 
is probably the best price we have ever had \'lith the city. There is a 
reason for that; the operating costs are very expensive. The heatinq 
system probably should have been renlaced, but this was not done. Another 
one of the scattered apartment buildings that Ne have boug~t, again 
sits right on Lake Ontario in the beaches area, a fine nart of the city 
in Nhi ch to 1 ive. 

I \-vas tal kinq before about St. James toNn, 30 acres of hiqh-rise 
towers. A lot of the housing that we have bought, we bought from 
developers who assembled it and intended to tear it down and re-develop after 
obtaining a rezoning. A lost battle of some 7 or 8 years was fought in 
south St. James town, the area south of the existing large development. 
You get a sense of the low rise scale of the neighbourhood that continued 
to exist there and in fact used to exist in the area to the north before 
the apartments \'Jere put up. The deve 1 oper was going to tear dm-.'11 these 
houses and over another area of nrobably 20 or 25 acres was going to again 
repeat his 30 storey towers. The City Non Profit Housinq Cornoration bought 
those, renovated them, in this case more money having gone in. It required 
probably $10 or $12 square foot for all of these houses. Three quarters 
of the houses were occupied by roomers. 

The roominq house stock in Toronto has been under intense pressure for 
a number of reasons. One was because it was situations like this which 
provided some of the inner city roominq house stock, the source being 
developers assemblies Nhich were turned over to middlemen while they were 
held for redevelopment. As they stooped assembling land for redevelopment, 
that source of supnly dried up. A second reason was that houses like this 
were being bought up by the white painters, and ceased being operated as 
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rooming houses and became either family housing or in some cases 
housed just couples. And thirdly, the city decided to crack do~m 
on sub-standard rooming houses, adopting a rooming house by-law 
withruch imnroved upper-standards including the requirement that 
there be a resident operator in each house. A number of rooming 
house operators in resoonse to that, simply decided to go out of 
business. Under those three pressures, the rooming house stock 
has been dwindling and has prompted the purchase of city homes by 
the City•s non-profit housing corporation, to the point where it 
now operates about 250 rooming units. This ~li 11 probably be un to 
the level of 350 or 400 by the end of this year. This initiative is 
one of the most successful parts of the program. 

So far, I have described how we bought, houses at Bain Ave. 
and Spruce Court to avoid conversion to luxury housing and rooming 
houses bought from the develooer Nho intended to demolish them, 
and which are now operated as rooming houses by the corporation. 
The third arm of the program is scattered houses. He buy scattered, 
semi-detached houses. They are scattered throughout the east end of 
Toronto. Initially we were buying them for anywhere from $31 - $33,000 
dollars. He are now paying about $37,000 Nhich is still some $7,000 or 
$8,000 cheaner then we can produce a new family unit in either an apartment 
building or a rov1 house form. Almost all of these houses, I would 
say about 90% of them are rent supplemented. 

t1any of them are occuoied by single parent families or welfare 
families. It is our sense that these groups are much better off scattered 
in existing residential neighbourhoods than they would be in a 200 unit 
aoartment building, some of which we have built as you will see. There 
has been not much of a problem in the way of neighbourhood reaction. There 
have been a few problems where the tenants have not looked after the house. 
But they have not been much of a problem, nor caused negative political 
feedback on the program. 

The show piece part of the prograM is historic nreservation and 
neighbourhood preservation. For examnle, eleven houses at Dundas and 
Beverley Sts. Nere bought by the City from the r1etropolitan Corporation. 
Metro had assembled them and held them for 3 years intending to demolish 
them and build a police station there. The city S\-Japoed a parking lot 
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which it had O\'med 3 blocks away for these houses, renovated them and 
they now provide 60 housing units, some of them rooms, but most of 
them flats ranging anywhere from 1 - 4 bedroom. I v.rould stock that un 
against publicly m·111ed housing that you vlill find anyv-.1here in the 
continent, perhaps any\'there. Renovation cost here \'las some $22 a 
square foot, not a great deal cheaper than building new but you could 
not build it new with the materials and forms that are oresently there; 
and even Nith the $22 - 23 a square foot cost, the rents are very 
substantially below market. The units are located about a 7 or 8 minute 
Nalk from the City Hall; they are immediately opposite the Art Gallery; 
they are 2 blocks from the new area in Nhich China Town has developed in 
the city; and situated in one of the most attractive parts of the city 
to live. 

And again, as distinct from some of the other areas in \'thich 
\'le have built, where we are turning the area around; this is a situation 
where if the city had not taken this opportunity~ there would be simply 
no way that low income people could live in that part of the city. It 
would just be too expensive. 

A second simi 1 ar project, is on Sherbourne Street. If the first 
project \'las 7 or 8 minutes walk west of City Hall, this one is 7 or 8 
minutes east of City Hall. Sherbourne Street \'!as the location of 17, 100·

year-old houses which the provincial housing corooration had entered into 
an agreement to demolish, and to erect a 30 storey tower for Senior Citizens. 
Instead, the city acquired the houses and renovated them. The 17 houses 
have produced 74 units, which are of the high quality nossible under this 

tyne of orogram. A third similar project, which again rescued a neighbourhood, 
is one knm~m as the Hydro Block, a group of houses bought by the provi nee 
initially for demolition and the construction of a hydro sub-station. That 
was fought off by the community in which the rHnister responsible for 
Ontario Hydro had his riding. He then moved on to become the Minister of 
Housing and they convinced him to transfer the project to Ontario Housing 
for development as a public housing project. Ontario housing Nas havinq 
difficulties with the oroject and transferred it to us. The renovat,ions 
are now completed. In both this case and the previous case, the way in 
\'thich it has been possible to carry the land cost involved in the acquisition 
was by renovating the existing houses and refillinq the land to the rear. 
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3. New Construction 

In designing and developing our new projects. we spend as 
much money as we can on landscaping and on detail. Again we buy as 
big and as well developed a tree as we can find within the budqet 
so that a project does not look like something new and looks like it has 
been there for a while. 

At the start of our new construction program, the first property 
to be acquired by the City Nas exprooriated. It was the former site 
of the Valleyview Dairy. It is a block from our east-west subway line. 
The site was exoropriated at the request of the neighbouring residents 
who understandably objected to milk trucks starting up at 6 o•clock 
in the morning. Their preference was for a nark, but given the fact 
that the area \<tas well served by park 1 and, they were nrepared to accept 
housing. He made every effort to ensure that the housing fit in with the 
neighbourhood~ Ne were not able to erect high rise to\'ters which would 
not have been appropriate and which our working committee would quite 
simply not have been orepared to tolerate and for which rezoning would 
have been opposed. The solution has been to build row housing at about 
one times coverage, thirty-four units, a mix of ones, two•s and three•s 
and an attempt to mix the height of the units and the form. In a location 
on a subway line and fairly close to the city centre, there has been no 
problem at all renting them. Three-quarters nay full recovery rent. 
One-quarter are rent supnlemented. 

1n our new construction program it is fair to say that there 
are basically 3 or 4 models \'thi ch we have followed and 3 or 4 sources of 
1 and which \<te have been able to find to keep our oro gram qoinq. One is 
obsolete industrial sites like the dairy mentioned above. A second one 
is sites previously assembled by developers. The third type has been 
publicly owned land; and a fourth has been major new neighbourhoods in which 
there is a combination of all of the first three. 

Another industrial site that Ne acquired, again at the request of 
the community is a derelict foundry. The community approached us and 
asked us to acquire the foundry. It had not yet deteriorated to that 
extent and the owners had gone bankrupt. They were concerned that someone 
else \'/auld acquire the foundry and bring it back into use. There \'tas good 
reason for their concern. The back wa 11 of the foundry v1as dead uo against 
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an existing residential street. Again this is a situation in which 

\'le had substantial neighbourhood support for the project. 

The project is neither low density nor is it high-rise. It 

represents an attempt to do something that fits in and blends with the 

neighbourhood. It is an attempt, as I indicated from my earlier remarks, 

to do something that isn 1 t foreign, and to create housing that in 

several years will look like it belongs and is an integral part of the 

neighbourhood. He have run a new street through the site, created a 

crescent on \•lhich there are 76 row housing units, 2 arid 3 storeys along 

that crescent on both sides of it. This is the family housing component 

of the project and wherever possible we have put houses on streets where 

there will be cars, or v.rhere there Nill be people walking. More oeople 

will have a front door and an address. Our clear attemnt is to move 

away from the philosophy of architects and planners of the sixties who 

attempted to create a suburban housing Project in the middle of the city 

\'lith no cars running through it, no streets and merely pedestrian Nalkways 

~Jthich make it immediately recognized as a project. He attempted to renroduce 

the street pattern in the neighbourhood that exists. Subject to the 

requirement of economics there is an 8 storey apartment building that is 

protected by the two storey housing from the family neighbourhood to the 

west and it will house primarily senior citizens. 

An example of the second source of land for new housing is a 

developers assembly. ~lherever possible and where the buildings merit 

same, \'le wi 11 restore or renovate them. In some cases, hovrever, they 

simoly were not worth the effort. The cost \'lould be too hiqh and the 

quality of the buildings does not warrant this kind of expensive renovation 

vmrth\.,rhile with better quality buildings. This is an incomnlete assembly 

put together by a developer of about 60,000 square feet in the middle of 

a particular block \IJhich we found suitable for new construction. The 

housing further up the street is low rise and then immediately around 

the corner a lot of white painting is taking place in the area. For 

those of you who are familiar with the area, it is at King and Dufferin 

streets in Toronto. Both of those are major thoroughfares. \'!hat we 

have done is put in along the residential street 10 new row housing units 

to replace the ones that V.Jere boarded up. At that part of the site \•te 

have not added any density but ~tte are producing new housing because the 

existing housing was not worth nreserving. 
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Stepping back from Dufferin and facing away from the major 
thoroughfare, bordering an interior park, is an apartment building 
which steps up to 6 storeys and which \•!i 11 house about 100 units. 

Dundas-Pembrooke is the second one of these assemblies, 
assembled by tbe developer of St. James to~m. This is. about half a 
mile, maybe three-quarters of a mile from St. James tovm. It shows 
the extent to which the centre of Toronto was about to be demolished 
if the plans had been able to proceed. Across the road on the other 
side of Sherbourne street are tNo existing 30 storey toNers, which form 
the backdrop for a further development site. This nroject has involved 
mixing new construction \'!ith renovation of some existing buildinos. 
He are also building 7 storeys of non-family housinq onposite the 
thirty storey toNers on Sherbourne street and then facinq back on to 
Pembroke, four storeys of stacked family row housing, 44 units backing 
on to a school on the other side of the road. This project renresents 
our effort to respect the form and scale of an existinq street. In 
the new city projects like this one, and like the ones around the Art 
Gallery, up to 50% of the units are rent supplemented and the other 
50% full recovery. 

Another project is about a block up from the one that I have 
just described. This is the one with the 17 houses Nhere the Province 
had an agreement with the developer to tear them dovm and out uo a 
30 storey tower. He renovated the houses on Sherbourne Street and in
filled behind it. The infill is six and seven storeys, in effect a 
thirty storey apartment building on its side. It is two buildings really; 
a hundred units in the north building and 200 units in the south building. 
Many of them bachelors and one bedrooms in an attempt to serve in this 
area the tnaditional older single person market who are being driven 
out of rooming houses. 

Another of the i nfill projects is the Hydro mock, the one where 
the provincial government was going to tear the housing dm·m for the 
hydro sub-station. Some houses were renovated and a five storey 
apartment building, now under construction, \~11 be comnleted in the fall 
of this year. Another example of one of our infill projects is two 
single family detached houses. He don•t find many sites like this. 
Hherever possible ~1e enjoy this type of infill even though it takes as 
much staff time as a nroject ten times as big. l·!e bouqht the two houses, 
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and renovated them. They are each a single family house and each one 
had a double lot. He then infilled with two dunlexes. The sum total 
was 6 units. It took a tremendous amount of staff to do it but again 
this project is in a street that is being white painted and movinq more 
into middle i ncor.1e hands. Because of this project, we ~t.rere ab 1 e to 
produce soma reasonably priced houses in that area. 

The third source of land for housing is publicly ovmed land. One 
was a parking lot at Yonqe - St. Claire. Across the street were 35 to 
40 year old houses that sell in the $85 - $90,000 ranqe. Generally an 
upper income area, with good shopping, sitting on a subway line and a 
major traffic artery. Except for parkinq lots such as this, vJe have 
been totally unable to find, or afford to pay for, land for housinq in 
that area. He have done adeal with the narking authority of Toronto 
under which we acquire the land and the cost to us of acquiring it is 
puttinq the parking in tv-10 levels below grade. Fe pronase a mixture 
of housing, conmercial office space and 15,000 square feet of retail 
snace for the site. The retail, Hhich is not our primary business, will 
carry, given the area and the amount of shopping traffic in the area, 
half of our land costs, if we can convince CMHC to fund it. It will 
provide 108 units of very good, very affordable housing in north Toronto. 

He have had substantial opposition to this project althouqh \'le 
went through an entire working committee process and managed to convince 
a task force \-JOrkinq on a part 2 official olan for the area to supoort 
the project. ~~ have not been able to convince the neople across the 
road. Some of them own the houses speculatively and they are opposing 
us at the f)ntario fvlunicipal Board. They are onoosinq us on the basis 
of traffic and parking and a few of them honestly on the basis of 'vte 

rlo not need assisted housing in our neighbourhood'. He are hopeful of 
getting a hearinq date shortly and of being able to proceed with the 
project in the fall. 

Our second parking lot is a joint venture. This one, again on 
the Yonge Street subvray line about a nile north, bto blocks from Yonqe 
and Eglinqton for those of you who know Toronto, is in an area in which 
there are a number of high-rise buildinqs. In this case the oarking 
authority had received council anproval for a 500 car garage at a cost of 
some $2 million dollars. The community wanted the garage improved. 
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They wanted changes in desi9n. They \'lanted a v~alhtay to the garage 

site and a nark, and approached us and asked us if we would joint 

venture a housing project with the parking authority, which vmuld 

achieve those objectives. t,Jhat we intend for the site is family 

housing, and then on too of the garage, ten storeys of apartments which 

again will be prir,arily for seniors. He put a park on the deck of the 

garage and a Nalhray to the Project. That project is nast the tendering 

stage, the contractors have been chosen and construction will start 

in two weeks. A last project usi:ng publicly o\'med land is .a small 50 unit 

which we are building in ~1etro Toronto on subway lands. In effect it 

was 1 and that was 1 eft over when ~1et ro exnronri a ted 1 ands for the 

subway along Bloor Street. 

r1ost of those orojects that I have described were on sites of one 

to tNo acres, small neighbourhood infiHs using existing community. The 

two projects I \'lill next describe are not. They are major ne\·! neighbourhoods. 

One is just in the plann1ng stage, 20 acres assembled, almost dead 

centre in the city of Toronto at Christie and Davenport Streets. The site 

is a ten acre steel nlant which is moving out. We bought the nlant. It 

backs again right on to existing residential streets. Immediately adjacent, 

there is ten acres of land owned by the City, Metro and the Province and 

operated as health labs and as portables for a separate school. The 

project is in the planning stage and ~:~e hope to be in a nosition to start 

construction in about a year or year and a half. 

The first of our new neighbourhoods is St. Lawrence. It is the 

site of the original town of York from which the city of Toronto grew .. 

The area is a mile long by anyNhere from 600 to 1200 feet deep. It 1 S 

foot is at Yonge Street \'thich is the centre of the city, the main subvtay 

line and the railway station. \~e decided to make this a housing oroject 

because of the uses of the site and because half the land was oublicly 

owned. All of the land on the site \<!as being used nreviously for parking 

and transnortation uses both at the beqinning and the end of the life 

cycle of the vehicle and for warehousing. ~e hooe construction ,,!ill be under 

way by the fall of this year. The project was hovtever, slovr to get to the 

point \</here construction could be started. I have exnlained that the parkinq 

lots were on publicly 0\'llled land, a public resource. !\11 we had to do \<!as 

assemble the rest of the land some of Nhi ch \•Fe have done by negotiation 

~-------·----···------------···--
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and some by expropriation. That v•as fairly easy. He thought it would also 

be easy to convince public aqencies to move, when all they were doinCJ 

\·ras parking cars, or buses or whatever. The city af")encies have 

co-operated like gent'lemen. The other agencies have been very diffault. 

It took two years of fairly stronq arm blistinq to get them to agree 

to sell. However, at the end of the day the oroject had obtained 

sufficient momentum that they simnly decided to sell. 

The St. lawrence area has undergone very substantial renovations 

in the last 10 years. It is an area where if we had not made our decision 

to acquire the land some two or three years a9o and begin acquisition 

at the time>we sirrtply could not have afforded it today. Some indication 

of the kind of improvements and uogradino of the area that is going on 

are an old firehall that operates as a theatre, row-housing that has 

been renovated and is rented commercially as offices. The area also 

contains historic buildi·ngs not yet renovated, another firehall onerated 

as a theatre, and the St. laNrence market immediately adjacent to the 

site. Our second plan for the site Hhich calls for some 2500 units of 

housing, 9 acres of park running in a strip up the middle and which repeats 

the 1 essons that we have 1 earned from the sma 11 er oroj ects that we have 

done, no super blocks, cars running t·hrough the site, streets running 

through the site, apartment buildings facing on the nark and on the major 

streets, apartment bu.ildings acting as buffers for the family housing. 

The first ohase of the project would not justify a major school and 

so what we are doing (to the best of my knm·rl edge again for the first time 

in the country) is puttinq a school, or to be more nrecise two schools in the 

bottom t\-ro fl oars of the first apartment bu i 1 ding to be bu i 1 t , both public, 

and separately approved by both the school boards. He are fairly confident 

that support will be gained from the Provincial ~1inistry of Education. 

He are not yet sure vrho will o~t-m and ooerate the qymnasiurrt separatinq the 

two schools. t·1aybe \'!e will have to do that. He are attempting to use 

materials and forms vrhich bring to the mind of the peoole who will live 

there, of who we will try to convince to live there, the feel of St. 

Lawrence and the Old City of York. What vJe are tryinq to do in the detailing 

of the architecture is not to reproduce the old detailing but do something 

\•thich picks up that same kind of feeling, that does not look w.odern but fits 

in with all of those renovated buildings. 
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Nils Larsson 

I've sort of a 9rab-bag of jottings~ most of which should be 
modified on the basis of what Ne've heard this morning. One of the 
thinqs that's come through to me, both in the evaluation of NIP, and 
from what \'las said this morning, is that Ne've really suffered in 
the past from a kind of categorical approach, both in our definition 
of urban problems and in our programmatic solutions to them. For example, 
when \'te refer to "municipalities", we place toronto in the same cateqory 
as Hakaw, Saskatchewan. it's just not feasible to make that kind of 
statement. It's not even feasible to say that Toronto is like hfinnipeg. 
There are different capacities, different skills, different needs, in 
each of these places, and NIP \·tas an attempt to reflect these differing 
conditions -an attempt which hasn't quite made it yet. It is, I think, 
a step in the right direction, because it moves away from the narrow 
single-use programs of the oast. 

Although rHP was meant to be flexible and to enable municipalities 
to do a variety of things within it, lite only went ha 1 fl'tay in the orogram 
designs. He didn't specify the kind of products that should come out of 
NIP except eligible tyoes of categories and~~~ didn't specify the process 
very much. He tal ked about citizen participation and it v:as very much an 
undefined and soft kind of message. The same Kind of loose approach was 
used in the NIP approach to housing code enforcement and program co-ordination 
objectives in the program. So these NIP features are really permissive, 
objectives \•thich can ootentially be taken up where desired, but not mandatory. 

Where tiiP is taken up by a municipality like Toronto or as in the case 
here, in north Point Douglas by Winnipeg, there tends to be an annroach to 
NIP which is in accord with the objectives and there is the staff to carry 
it out. In this kind of situation the flexibility of the program can be a 
contributing factor in making the program a great success. But when it is 
applied to municipalities (especially smaller ones) where you haven•t had 
the philosophical ground Nork done, where the staff perhans aren't all'fare of 

all the thinqs that can be done, then very few elements qet picked un. This 
tends to result in many of the permissive features being ignored, and the 
wide scope of the program being cut dO'I'./11 into a oer capital \10rks proqram. 
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One of the areas where v.e failed was in not nrovidinCJ enough 
quidance ,,,hich could help the municipalities to realize \'Jhat the full 
potential of the program really v•as. H~ just assumed that the skills 
and the experience were there to take it up in all its ramifications. 
Now its rather interesting that I've asked several neoole at the 
corporation Nhat the original intent of NIP was and I've received 
varying ans\'Jers. I only came into the program two years ago and I had 
ah•ays supposed that it was mainly ained at urban areas, and Nhen I 
say urban I mean in the order of ~~innipeg and perhaps down to 100,000 

and 50,000. However, one Nay or another when the legislation \'Jas oassed, 
it was open to all sizes of municipalities with the result that ~;1e have 
many, and an increasing number of municioalities with populations in the 
order of 1,000 to 5,000 using NIP. 

This leads to several problems. It means that the intent of the 
program as it v1as conceived for urban neiqhbourhood improvement is 
some\'lhat irrelevant. It must be realized however. that these small town 
needs are real and pressing, and the reason NIP was used is that it is 
the only program which comes close to meeting these genuine needs. So 
I think one of the things we're going to have to deal v.rith in the 
recommendations is to achieve a better balance between adequate flexibility 
and the specification of goals, with different balance points del"endinq 
on the urban context. 

Our objectives are to a certain extent beinq achieved in some niP 
areas, as for example in North Point Douglas. In other areas our o,oals 
are incompatible or, let 1 s say, irrelevant to local objectives which may 
involve the need to carry out repairs to its hockey rink or somethinq like 
that. ~e have to come up with some way vrhich allows for flexibility but 
still allows us to achieve some goals. I think the only way to suit goals 
to· the variety of needs we have across the country is to de centra 1 ize that 
go~l setting mechanism. But goals and objectives must be more clearly defined 
than is the case at the moment. 

The question then is how do we do this? He can either hand over funds 
in the form of block grants, something which has not been acceptable so far~ 

and I really don 1 t know what the feeling about it is at the federal oolitical 
level right noN. The other way is to establish nrogram goals more clearly, 
by the municipality establishing a strateCJy for neighbourhood improvement 
in the case of big cities, and the province evolving a strateqy for municipal 
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improvement in the case of small communities. Perhaps the process could 
include CMHC and the province in forming a team to help establish those 
strategies. That way\~ might achieve flexibility and still reflect 
federal interests and provincial interests in deciding \'!hat the objective 
should be. 

One of the problems that has come about through the traditional 
categorical orogram approach (even though NIP is an attempt to include 
several things vrithin the scope of its program) leaving unsolved the 
problem of how to knit this together at the local level. Toronto can 
do it with their big staff and perhaps Winnipe9 can do it, but even 
a city 1 ike Hinnipeg or Otta\'/a \'.ill have problems doing it, and mid-size 
or small communities will certainly have difficulty in achievinq it. 
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I was asked to comment on several approaches to neighbourhood 
renewal from the housing point of view, having recently directed a 
project in which the Canadian Council of Social Develonrnent attempted 
to assess what had happened to the nation's housing programs in three 
to 3~ years since major amendments were made to the National Housinq 
Act in 1973. In addition, I think I'd like to comment in a general 
way on some of the approaches discussed here today, especially on Dr. 
Axworthy's paper, even though he hasn•t given it yet. 

First of all, I would certainly agree with the assertion that a 
lot of what we've done, and many of the policies and nrograms we•ve 
undertaken to meet the problem, have proven inadequate; in a great 
many instances they've proven counter productive as well. I think 
there are several reasons for this. One of them, the area approach and 
the limitations of area designations, was provided this morning, and I 
think several speakers and several of you have commented on the limitations 
of that approach. My view is that this approach, if you look at it 
historically, in terms of the urban renewal program that we had in Canada 
and the present Neighbourhood Improvement Program and if you look outside 
Canada to Great Britain and to the United States, those nrograms \'rere 
deliberately designed to limit the exnenditure of government funds. They 
\'/ere initiated immediately after Uorld Har II \then oovernment perceived 
it did not have the funds to undertake the universalistic programs that 
reform minded citizens were demanding as part of post-war reconstruction 
efforts. If one looks back to the Beveridge report in the U.K .• there is 
a socio-democratic utopia full of universal social welfare programs 
envisioned for the future. The post-war Atlee government was not able to 
undertake the necessary reorganization of the British state. Therefore, 
programs requiring area designations \'lere invented. Their nurpose was to 
limit government expenditures and resnonsibility. If one examines the 
Neighbourhood Improvement Program in Canada right now, if one examines 
urban renewal in the United States, or programs that have succeeded it, 
some of the newer rehabilitation efforts, we•11 find that they too are 
designed specifically to limit expenditures. 
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In the case of NIP, as most of you are aware, it was tied in 
to the i·lational Housing Act, to Residential Rehabilitation A~sistance. 
The Act says that a condition for receint of Residential Rehabilitation 
Assistance is designation as a Neighbourhood Improvement Area. 
Rehabilitation assistance can be applied in other areas only with an 
Order-In-Council. Any time an act says 11 approved by Order-In-Council" 
you know that considerable control is qoing to be exercised. There 
\'Jere, in fact, very qood reasons why the Residential Rehabilitation 
Assistance Program could not be applied universally across the country 
3!a years ago. We didn•t have a rehabilitation industry. He didn•t know 
what the demand for it would be; we didn•t know what it•s impact would 
be. Would it be an agent which '-'tould encourage the nhenomenon that \'te 

knov1 in Toronto as white painting? - or would it be something which 
would help those who needed it, those low-income people who required the 
assistance? He didn•t know answers to these questions and so oerhans 
you could say there was an argument or rationale for a limited program 
which applied in very small parts of the country. 

However, if you look at the 3!a years that have intervened since 
the NHA was amended one wonders ~tlhy nothing has been done by way of 
evaluating the program ~trith a view tov-mrds its becoming more accessible 
to low and moderate income Canadians in the future. This would be natural 
to a government truly interested in improving the Canadian housing stock, 
or the housing of those unable to maintain it without assistance. 
Very little has been done in this respect. The Residential Rehabilitation 
Assistance Program has been limited almost entirely to areas designated as 
Neighbourhood Imp~ovement areas. 

There has even been a tightening up over the past ~ years of the 
definition of a Neighbourhood Improvement area. Very tight expenditure 
control has been exercised. There was some resistance on the part of the 
federal government to open up even the NIP program. Areas \.'thich qualified 
for NIP in the first year of the NIP program such as Kitsalano in Vancouver, 
Inglewood-Ramsay in Calgary, and a few others, which were very large 
neighbourhoods, for which an area treatment was perhaps appropriate, Nould 
not now qualify under the NIP guidelines.· One must snend at least $100, 
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preferably $250, ner capita on improvements in the physical environment; that 
is the environment outside of the actual home. Areas like that would not 
now qualify. They qualified in the first year of the orogram simply because 
the governments were interested in getting the proqram started, were 
interested in getting areas designated. In addition, those municipalities 
in which those neighbourhoods were designated were quite anxious that 
those be the areas and they Heren't about to choose any others. Those 
were also the areas in which there had been a great deal of citizen activity 
to bring about an end to the old style of urban renewal. There was no Nay 
that applications for such areas could be turned down. I'll just stress 
again that the NIP as we knm<J it no\<1 in this country is essentially a way 
of limiting government expenditures for residential rehabilitation. It 
amounts to a negative committment tb the idea of residential rehabilitation 
in many respects. 

Another thing I would question is whether there is anything new 
in terms of inner city det.erioration. Many oeople at this conference have 
discussed the fact that a succession of generations have moved from the 
inner city, leaving it to be occupied by those people who are least well 
off, by those who are the most handicapped socially and economically. 1•m 
not sure if that•s any more true now than it was in the oast. Some of the 
human ecology stuff where -\•te started first·to talk about grey zones, transition 
areas, and so forth, originated in the 1920 1 s with the American human 
ecologists. There is very little that is new in this respect. Nobody has 
undertaken an assessment to tell u.s whether or not the relative conditions in 
the areas that we are now calling the inner city are any different relative 
than they were in the past, ltthether they are any better or any worse. I 
don•t know myself. I can't provide an answer to that. He do know there are 
more older folk now than there used to be. He do know that youth are more 
carefree, freer to leave home earlier than they used to be. Some social changes 
have taken place in recent years. These, of course, have had a major impact 
on the inner city, but I suspect that there are changes in magnitude, not in the 
basic nature of the inner city. 

Another complaint that I have against area designations are their 
potential effect on land markets. The designations of areas in many parts 
of this country, tend to change the relative position of that area vis-a-vis 
other areas in that particular city. The result is that if there is goinq 
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to be transition in any area~ the one you designated is bound to be it. 
If the objective of the designation Nas to nreserve the area and make it a 
viable one for those of low-income~ then you may in fact obtain the 
reverse of that. Now in some tases that could be good. In the Cabbage 
town area of Toronto for instance, desiqnation and the attention which we 
have paid to that area over the years has resulted in a fantastic increase 
in property values. The result of that is that the people who live in 
these low income units, shacks v.rhich Michael Dennis shov.1ed you this 
morning, could capitalize on the increased land values vthich many of them 
did, and buy nicer suburban houses. They could never have dreaMt of nice 
suburban houses before Cabbage town received the attention we•ve qiven it. 
In that respect many are perhaps much better off, although renters in 
Cabbage town have definitely been losers. Hov.Tever, some surveys by socio
logists indicate that while families may be better off materially, the 
fact that they•ve moved away from tho.se areas into areas in which the 
neighbourhood is less supportive has meant a lot more unhaopiness in these 
families. When these families move to Scarborough or Etobicoke which are 
other boroughs of Toronto, their needs aren•t so well looked after. 

When Dennis and Fish wrote Programs in Search of a Policy in 1972, 

(the only Nritten result of the work of a CMHC task force on lovt-income housing) 
they argued in favour of a universal residential rehabilitation assistance 
program. The size of program they were envisaging was 2!-z times even the new 
high level of funding "'hich Ne will see in the Residential Rehabilitation 
Assistance Program at the federal level in the coming year. 

There were a number of things that I think were overlooked in this 
conference and I was very happy to see Dr. Sternlieb take note of them 
yesterday. We are in need in this country of some universal nrograms to bring 
about changes in the lives of the people who live in what Ne call the inner 
city. The kind of programs that are ~equired may not be directly related to 
housing, although I won•t go as far as some people and say that ~tte don't have 
a housing problem but an income problem. He have been particularly inept at 
redistributing income in this country and I would not for a moment suggest that 
we should just give up and rely on that approach entirely. I think the creation 
of new employment opportunities are the area in which we have the worst 
performance. Our inner city programs might have had more effective results 
if they had been inteqrated with programs in other areas. The Manpower programs 
that the federal government have are one example. There is no co-ordination 
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whatsoever at the federal level, and the Ministry of State for Urban 
Affairs is a total write-off when it comes to co-ordination. t1aybe the 
federal level is the wrong level of government for initiating programs 
of this nature. Those of us in housing have been focusing attention 
on the federal government ever since the first Dominion Housing Act in 
1935, but so far we have reaped very few benefits except for the Section 
I mortgage instrument which has nerhaps been a very good innovation in 
Canada and one of the truly genuine innovations that have occured in housin9 
policy in this country. There has been a renewed ernohasis on that aooroach 
under the assisted home o'Vmership programs. Nevertheless, I do not think 
we will get very far on that route. I have been waiting for changes for a 
long time, and it is for this reason that I think, more than a lot of 
people, that I would not give up hope for a reform of municioal institutions 
because I think that is where it has to start. 

He have been talking about, especially in Hinhipeg, the under
investment in social infrastructure, and physical infrastructure in the inner 
city. If that is qoi ng to change, the only way it • s going to change is to 
change the values of the City Council of \~innineg. There are a great many 
respects in 1tthich that manifests itself. It is not only where the City 
of Winnipeg is going to invest its funds. it covers land use nolicy as well. 
It is the municipal government Nhich plans the infrastructure investments. 
It is interesting that one report which r1ichael Dennis did not mention in 
terms of the City of Toronto approach to their problems, is that about a year 
ago they had a team of consultants based at the University of Toronto undertake 
a study to tell the City Council of Toronto, what they should do by Nay of their 
land policy. The consultants were sceptical about v.rhat could be done. Many 
of the problems in Toronto come from the fact that do~tmto\'.rn Toronto is such 
a desirable place to build office buildings and therefore, that livi-ng near 
downtown Toronto on the nart of the people who work in those office buildings 
is extremely desirable. That is why for 15 years there was no family housinq 
built in the city of Toronto itself, which encomnasses an area of about 35 
square miles. He can not do very much, because the land use decisions which 
would change that fact are made outside city boundaries. They are made by the 
Metropolitan Council. 
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Of course in the case of Hinnipeg you only have one council to worry 
about and that may be both a handicap and an advantage. nut this report 
to the City Council said it is t1etro Council which you have to influence. 
It is only if the outer boroughs, Scarborou~h. ~Jorth York, Etobicoke, 
become desirable places to develop intense land uses that the oressure 
\'fill coMe off the city for the changes that are occuring inside the 
city. So I do not kno\\1 whether the consultants were Northwhile or not, 
but they told the city they couldn•t do anything, exceot what they \'tere 
doing, \'lhich is to try and preserve a fevt acres here and there for continued 
residence on the part of moderate income families which were increasingly 
being pushed out of the city of Toronto making its schools obsolete etc. 

In this respect, reform of the Canadian Governmental finance structure 
deserves more attention. The reform of municinal finances are a long-term 
proposition. Another area that we have neglected here is our taxation 
policies and the fact that they encourage under maintenance in apartment 
buildings. They encourage what I '.'JOul d ca 11 the excess turnover of the 
ownership of apartment buildings. The Canadian taxation provisions even 
though they have been improved, are still about the Most perverse (if you 
are looking at the long-term maintenance of housing stock) anywhere in 
the world and even with the changes, the tax advantages, the tax break or 
tax loopholes are where most landlords obtain any profits they do make on 
housing. It is certainly not made on the operating side, and anybody who has 
looked at the economics of rental housing can verify that there is no money 
made today on the operating side and that is of course one of the reasons we 
have a shortage of rental housing right now. I would suggest in terms of the 
oerverse effect of this taxation oolicy that perhaps it is getting ~ttorse. I 
would also stress that those taxation policies have made it desirable to 
develop our downto\'10 area as intensely as they are developing and to redevelop. 
There is a tremendous advantage if you can tear down a structure which exists 
on a site and write it off immediately, a tremendous taxation advantage. And 
of course we have talked a lot about the hoarding of land. I think it is for 
these reasons that I would question the extent of our focus on National Housing 
Act programs. A great Many reforms are required. 

01HC still acts like a bank, still invests like a bank, and their 
approach is almost the same as any banker. It's also for this reason that 
I'll emphasize the importance of reforming of local institutions. In 
terms of the formation of the City of Toronto Non-nrofit Housino Corporation, 
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the only way that occured was through local pressure, to a change in local 
government, which was in itself a reaction to the 15 years of more or less 
developer rule which occured in the City of Toronto orior to a change of 
government in 1972, and the election of t1ayor Crombie and \'fhat \'tas 
supposedly a reform council. 

Having said some of these things I •11 just come do\'m to some of the 
housing programs as I see them. I •ve said that t!IP as far as I can see, 
especially given the level of funding \•ihich goes into it, is primarily 
a means of rationing expenditures for residential rehabilitation assistance. 

~1th respect to the Residential Rehabilitation Assistance Program 
itself there are many limitations. A nrogram that is nrobably more vmrthwhile 
emulatin~, both on the part of this province and even on the part of the 
federal government, is what we call the Ontario ~lousing Renewal Program. 
Once they are distributed, the funds are completely in the hands of the 
municipalities. The orovince limits its control to regulations on grants, 
interest-rates, and so forth. The provincial government is not involved 
once the funds are disbursed. rt•s a revolving fund in V·thich the municipalities 
are supposed to over time recoup, through loan repayments, those funds which 
are dispersed. I should also stress that the grant orovisions are much more 
generous than the federal program. This is one of the reasons that there 
are only five RRAP loans in the \'/hole City of Toronto. Most nublic 
rehabilitation assistance takes place under OHRP. OHRP also is available 
in small municipalities and it is available in every municipality in Ontario 
that applies for the program and meets certain basic eligibility criteria. 

t1y feeling about RRAP is that it has been a very good program for the 
elderly homeowner. Pensioners have benefited quite \'Jell from that program 
and the houses which \'tere required to be fixed un have been fixed uo. ~!hen 

those oeople pass on in five or ten years, that housing stock will be in 
better condition thrtn it ~tras before the RRAP program started; therefore 
the program has been good in at least one respect. However, the program has 
not been one which could be used to any great extent by moderate income families 
in the inner city. That is one reason why certainly in the cities with the 
highest pressures on the land prices the orogram is simnly not anplicable and 
not being used at all. 
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Although I should stress that there have been other 0ntario 
cities that have used the RRAP proqram, the RRAP program has not 
been very good in the tenant situation. Hhere it has been used 
(the only impact study which I have seen \'lhich was for the city of 
Montreal) the rents have increased significantly. In the case of 
Montreal, rents increased by about 50% overall from use of RRAP funds 
and up to 140% where there was serious rehabilitation required. Ther~ 

has been a great deal of turnover in tenants where assistance has been 
received. Many buildings that must be vacated while renovations occur 
are rehabilitated for an entirely different market. The other thing 
that is wrong with that program is that it is an all or nothing program. 
The inspector comes around, a city inspector. foll m•1ed by C~HC inspector 
in some cases. and says, 11 this is what has to be done to brinq this 
building up to code and you have to do that all at one tir.1e whether or 
not you Nant to". This whole t~ing is inspired by the same fear which 
inspires the Hinnipeg City Council to start enforcinq rooming house 
regulations. I happened to be around when these decisions were made and 
even though there were arguments against that, CMHC decided they did 
not want themselves to be responsible for any fried kids. As a result, 
we have a program which is perhaps not very flexible, with advantages 
and disadvantages that were not really very thoroughly discussed. The 
City of Toronto n0\'1 is able to make use of the program for units it 
owns, simply because they got CMHC, as a result of a great deal of political 
pressure, to relax some of their m•.'l"' restrictions. 

Now I am supposed to finish very shortly. so I • 11 just say that 
overall there have been no other housinq nrograms and certainly one 
of the findings of our social housing policy review is that none of the 
housing programs are helping the genuinely low income people and if your 
objective in any city program is to help the low income people living there, 
then on the housing side there is very little for them today. The province 
of t1anitoba is the only province in this country in which the nublic housing 
program is still active. It has been discontinued in every single other 
province. The co-op and non-profit nroqram is of assistance to lovt income 
people only where there is a rent supplement agreement tied in. In the case 
of Manitoba, I understand that the rent supplement agreement is applied 
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to senior citizens' units, but not to family units -which might be 
done by orivate co-ops or private non-profits for families. On the 
AHOP side, it is a program that is reaching a relatively higher income 
group and I stress the word relatively not just because everyone•s 
income has gone up, but a relatively higher income group, \'lith every 
year that the program has been in existence. I just looked at the 
latest Canadian housing statistics annual Nhich came out a couple of 
weeks ago and in the past year around the average income of those 
making use of that program has gone up to $14,000, which is about 
25% above last year, and as we know the AIB has limited income increased 
to 8%. Every year that program is hitting an income band which is 
relatively higher. It is a program of decreasing significance to peoole 
\'lith 1 ower incomes. 
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POSITION PAPER: SOlUTIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

Canadian cities are struggling to find answers to the problem 
of decline in their older neighbourhoods. The difficulty arises 
because of the combination of two sets of forces. The first is that 
critical thresholds of age, population change, col11llunity erosion. 
and development pressures are being passed, making older areas of 
cities vulnerable to physical and social breakdown. The second is 
that many of the policies and programs that are presumably designed 
to meet the problem are proving inadequate and in many instances counter
productive. The result is a situation of uneasy uncertainty about 
what to do. 

Consider the first set of factors as exemplified in the city 
of Winnipeg. A substantial proportion of the housing stock is now 
over fifty years old, much of it frame construction. The basic 
services of sewer, roads, and the amenities of parks and open spaces 
are wearing out, and are in need of refurbishing. 

The population of many of the older areas is increasingly made 
up of older people on limited incomes, many of them single and alone. 
There is an in-migration of large numbers of Indians and Metis who 
arrive in the city with severe educational and economic handicaps. 
There is increasing transiency and mobility. Many of the older residents 
who had stable living patterns are leaving or have left. Going with 
them are many of the basic institutions that gave older areas a network 
of informal association and solidity - the churches, schools, community 
groups. 

There are, of course, many signs of vitality. Older neighbourhoods 
still contain many streets where the charm and variety of the buildings, 
streets, and trees make for an attractive environment. The areas are 
being settled by newer immigrant groups, Italian, Portuguese, and Filipino, 
who quickly initiate their own form of renewal and foster the emergence of 
insteresting new stores and shops. There is, as well, signs of the 
reclaiming of older commercial areas for chic new boutiques and restaurants. 
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But even the remaining strengths of older areas are threatened 

by the inexorable push of both public and private forces. To begin with, 

older neighbourhoods are the prinary victiflls of urban gro~trth. As the 

suburbs spread and the Central Gusiness District expands, the resulting 

pressures disintegrate the comunities that stand between. Transit for 

those moving to and fron the periphery of the city must pass through the 

middle zones causing heavier flovrs of traffic, noise, and too frequently 

demands for nevr channels of movement. The outvmrd push of the Centra 1 

Business District sets in notion an upward spiral in land values, creating 

serious distortions between narket values and actual uses. The maxim of 

highest and best use means that valuable old structures, and the people 

in them can no longer reside in the older areas. And after illl, conventional 

\-Jisdom has it that more taxes derive from a highrise. 

Contributing to this pressure is the impact of a number of public 

policies, many of them ostensibly designed to help older areas. For 

example, the economics of trying to operate older apartnent buildings 

in t:1e face of nevr muni ci pal sa f0.ty by-1 av;s, rent contra 1 measures, and 

cost hikes for utilities and services forces many sr:1aller landlords out 

of business and pushes the properties into the h~nds of the s~eculative 

owner or results in serious decline in uckeep and rnanager1ent. The 

coarse-grained control of 7.oning laHs induces v.•holesrtle changes of 

neighbourhoods to one form of housing or another and does not allm• for 

r10re finely tuned nixtures. The federal and rrovincial bias tov,ards new 

housing construction, whether it be through AHOP or ARr, Ol" the public 

housing prooran diverts capital fror;r the older areas. ~lhere puLlic 

authorities do build in the older areas, they are often guilty of destroying 

older buildings to do so. Private housing finance, needless to say, is 

even worse in its discrimination. 

Against such a weight of adverse forces, and by no means all were 

mentioned, the lir.rited nurtlber of remedial measures appear paltry indeed. 

!1unicipal code enforcer.~ent maintains some standard, but does nothing to 

induce a renewa 1 process. The neighbourhood improvement programs can \'IOrk 

1:1ajor changes in a fev1 selected areas. though it is still a 1 ittle early 

to so conclude. f3ut, it is a site intensive program with very little ir.1pact 

beyond the project boundaries, unless it is siMply to force a transfer of those 

original residents of a tliP area \'tho can no longer stay when the property 

values begin to rise. The RPJ\P program which could have a significant effect 
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is thus far limited to use in a ~IP area other than when a non-Profit 

housing corporation is involved. But, the barriers to successful 

utilization by non-profits of RRAP r.10ney are so many, that so far this 

avenue of approach has been little used, other than where a city gets 

involved in its ov.rn agency. t!hat is even r.~ore serious is that these few 

remedial programs are not aimed at the right target, or at least not all 

of the right targets. Such programs are still basically designed at 

physical reconstruction - the bricks and mortar approach. 

Physical reconstruction is undoubtedly i~portant, and there is 

no one that would suggest that it not be done. nut it should not 

necessarily be the exclusive or prir.~ary strategy for renevml. 

The fact is, as many studies shov1 that neighbourhoods decline v1hen 

the elements of social, political and economic strength of a community 

begin to v:ane. fleighbourhoods deteriorate when people can no longer afford 

to pay enough to justify upkeep on the housing, \'/hen the infonnal netvmrk 

of friends, family and community groups are no longer there to afford 

protection, or security; Nhen there is little ability to effect or 

influence decisions that influence that conmuni ty; v1hen there is no 1 on9er 

individual motivation when the COr:l!llUnity leaders leave; 1·1hen the residents 

become dependent on others for the upkeeo and maintenance. 

Different investigators of the older neigh~ourhood scene have seen 

it different \:ays~ .... 

To evaluate the viability and vigor of a 
neighl.Jourhood, then it is not enough to 
find out the proportion of all residents who 
are appreciably involved in 11 neiahbouring" 
or local voluntary organization~. A far 
more pressing problem is the extent to v•hi ch 
certain select C")roups, no matter hov1 few in 
nunber, are able to keep intact neighbourhood 
boundaries, to provide a general knovJledge 
of its internal structure, and to

1
keen alive 

their myth of unity and cohesion. 

1. G.D. Suttles, The Social Construction of ConlrilUnities, (Chicago and Loncton: 
The University of Chicago Press, 1972). pg. 4n-ll-l. 
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The loss of meanin~ful participation in the 
mainstream econony has resulted in neighbourhood 
decay, social disorganization, crime, vandalism, 
blights and housing abandonment-- all the 
phenomena of crisis associated vrith the ghetto. 
A seeMingly cancerous process leads to the rapid 
destruction of sound housing and stores in 
neighbourhoods populated by those trap!)ed?on 
welfare or in the secondary labor market."" 

If residents feel their neighbourhoods are 
improving, this nay indicate that renewal efforts 
are either effective or need not be applied. If, 
on the other hand, pessimisl"'l is prevalent, 3 further decay and abandonment can be expected. 

Feelings of insecurity ab6ut one•s residential 
environment often lead to the adoption of a 
negative and defeatist view of oneself, to 
ambivalence about job findinq, and to expressions 
of genera 1 impotence in the capacity to cope 
\·lith the outside world. The secure residential 
environ1:1ent ... may be one of the most meanin9ful 
forms of social rehabilitation available.4 

Hhatever the definition of the !'Jroblen, it does carne dm.rn to 
a grovJing m·mreness that the strategy of conmunity reneHal rust rest 
on a different set of assumptions than those we presently have. 

The need is obvious - the development of a conl"'lunity rene\~l 
stratc~y that ta~es into account the rebuilding of social, economic 

and political strengths of a corrrnunity. 

2. il.E. Long, "/\ r:arshall Plan for Cities?" The Public Interest (46 ~·Jinter 
1977), p. 53. ~ 

3. \!.G. Grigsby and l. Rosenburg, Urban !lousing Policy ('leH York: APS 
Publications Inc., 1975). p. 9G. 

4. f). IJewr:~an, Defensible Snace (~lew York: t'acr.illan Co., 1972) p. 13. 
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T:1crc is a 1 so :t:lother raj or fl a1·• in present arT'roac~es to 

comunity rene\'/al, especially in federal programs such as :nr. Casically, 

they are designed to provide inducenents to other levels of governuent, 

na11ely l.Junicipal, to u;1dertake prograr.1s. This is based on qoocl sound 

principles of a rrorer division of constitutional responsibility. 

Unfortunately, it is extrer:1ely difficult for one level of government to 

change or nodify the behaviour of another, or for one agency of governmc1r~ 

to influence another. iloble objectives set in Clttavm to undertake 

conprehensive neiqhbourhood intervention end up in a local public \rorks 

program because that is the real goal of the municipality. 

The more success.ful programs of senior levels of government are 

those aimed at affecting a behaviour change directly on the user of a 

program - the resident in the area. llelping the cor.munity resident to 

fix up a property, buy a house, start a business, find a job, organize a 

community club is a more effective means of effecting neig:1baurhood change 

than setting up a multitude of tri-level comr1ittees ryf ir:ter-departr:1ental 

task forces, hiring more public servants to police ho\'I another (lroun of 

civil servants are spending your money. 

To quote from l·Jilson and Rachal, 11 In general it is easier for a 

public agency to change the behaviour of a private orqanization than of 
5 another public agency." 

l\ third problem is that public programs are based on the thesis 

that the problens are exclusively in the affected neighbourhoods. There 

is not the proper appreciation that sometimes the best way of influencing 

Hhat happens to older cor.ununities is re-direct policy changes to the 

external forces affecting neighbourhoods. Significant renewal of neigh

lJourhoods by changing the mortgage lending practices of banks, or to set 

up an alternative net\'IOrk of localized financial institutions such as a 

savings and loan type system. 

Equally so, changes in the property tax system, nutting nore value 

on the land component or developing alternative transportation nodes 

servicing localized cor:1munity needs, vJOuld have a major impact. Perhaps 

rnost critical is the need for growth policies that take into account the 

unintended consequences that continued suburban expansion or unrestrained 

5. J.Q. llilson and P. Rachal, "Can the Government Regulate Itself?", Tl1e 
Public Interest, Vol. 46, Hinter, 1977, p. 4. 
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C. B.D. deve l opltlent has on an inner city area. In other words, the state 
of health of older neighbourhoods is as much or More conditioned by policy 
decisions in areas of finance, taxation, transit and develooment as they 
are by policies directly related to the neighbourhood rene\-Jal. Thus, 
this is where changes should also occur. 

Lased on this assessment, then, the fall ovrinq considerations about 
an older neighbourhood strategy should be recognized. 

1. 9evelopment policies for a city should be built unon the notion of q 

series of related, interdependent neighbourhoods and communities each with 
different needs and characteristics, instead of emphasizing a macro
aggregate approach which is generally prevalent. In particular, there 
should be a recognition of the impact that expansionary !JrONth on the 
fringe has on older inner city areas, and these ir1pacts should be 
calculated in this choice of options for ne\'1 transit and travel systems 
service areas, etc. Furthernore, each specific community throughout the 
city should have targets developed, based on sound data, e.g. assessment 
of :10using need involving identification of numbers, tyre and desirable 
rlix of housing units; evaluation fran nopu1ation data nnd Drojcction of 
necessary surpf'Jrt services such ils schools, health 1.1 i nics, etc. Fron 
tlleir definition of comunity needs t'till flm· the a11nro'1rhtc '1lan:1inq 
ap~roach, capital investnent plans, Qtc. 

2. Follmdng from this is an obvious need to re-organize the adMinistrative, 
delivery system in the public sector towards supplying resources to fit 
the corrmunity targets. Rather than having separate deoartments, working 
in isolation, providing fire. police, health, inspections, housing, 
planning in a fragmented vtay. These services should be organized in 
community teams, complementing activity. This requires a higher degree 
of central planning at the policy-making, executive level, and a much 
higher degree of decentralization at the community level. The 
neighbourhood team police approach, now being implemented in Winnipeg, 
. k" 1 6 1s a war 1ng examp e. 

G. See :Jinnireg_'s Core /\rea: 1\n /\ssessr:1ent of Conditio.il~0..f.fecting LatrJ 
Enforcer:1ent, I.U.S. Uinnipeg, 1975. 
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3. Once t!1e plannina and organizational stl~ucture is reoriented, the 

next issue is that of strate~y. Strategy should aim at objectives of 

long ten.r econovlic development and the build-up of community strength 
through fostering of new, long term local corilmunity organizations, 
particularly those that can qenerate financial and economic strenqth. 
Goverm;:ents are presently engaged in a number of short term, Make \!Ork 
enployment projects VJhich have little long term sustanance. Small 

business loan programs and private capital are generally not available for 
high risk gray entrepreneurship of coliT1unity, corllllercial or housing 
developr.1ent. Yet, the successful examples of community rebuilding are 

those that implant ne\'J institutions and economic activities back into 

\•Jorn out areas. Older neighbourhoods need their ovm financial institutions 

geared to needs/ their locally ovmed store, service centres, housinq 
companies, as opposed to being "cblonized 11 from the outside. 

4. Public programs should be ained directly at affecting behaviour and 
condition of area residents, and not at influencin~ changes in other 

governnental organizations or sinply doing budget replaceMent. Individual 
r.10tivation is a cr.itical ingredient in community rebuilding. Therefore 
programs should be ained at alterin0 expectations and demonstrating 
some fulfillment of goals. In the early post-war period, the federal 
government in the \'Jar-til'le/peace-tir:~e housing pro gran, directly provided 
housing funds for rent, and then for purchase at very little cost. 

This involved a major transfer of ovmership and virtually overnight, created 
a new middle class v1ho acquired equity and a stake in the conmunity. It 
G~Y be tiQe for sinilar bold strokes. 

5. Those programs that are aimed at consumers should be more universally 
based ~rith cost control r:~aintained through criteria on income and need 
not through boundary designation. Proqrams such as mr are limited in 

scone, primarily as a means of keeping budgets in line. Yet, in the 
:nr nrogram, wasteful expenditures on non-essential items can be r.1ade 

simple because the J11oney is there, i.e. homes are repaired that don't 
need it, recreation centres are built to service those \•!ho nay not need 

7. For example, local credit unions and other access to loan capital. 
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such a structure. A different form of allocating funds, based on 
successive dimension of need in older areas should be developed. 8 

Therefore, where there is capital assistance or grant incentives from 
senior governments to municipalities. it should be assessed on a 
formula fitting financial criteria based on a definition of objectives 
as supplied by the municipality. 

6. A renewal strategy must also rely on much finer tuned planning and 
regulatory approaches than is presently available under existing 
zoning laws. Site by site definition of property use, selective code 
enforcement, block type plans, etc, can be done in a variety of 
neighbourhood circumstances. The value of present zoning laws as 
they apply in older areas is doubtful, and should be replaced by a development 
plan system to which zoning is directly related. Also, a wider range 
of tools such as anti-demolition laws, and flexibly applied minimum 
standard requirements are necessary. 

7. Strategy should be based on basic concepts of shared responsibility 
of the private and community sector, not solely on a public intervention 
approach. Public intervention can be thwarted if faced vdth opposing 
private forces. Private resources themselves are not used. Canadian 
cities have been reluctant to experiment with joint enterprise undertakings, 
of public development type corporations. These should now be employed. 9 

8. The whole issue of community involvement and community access to 
information must be seen as integral to any redevelopment of older 
neighbourhoods. Too often, participation and residents is seen as a 
hanicap, a nuisance or an exercise in public relations. This runs 
counter to the thesis that neighbourhoods revive if and when residents 
begin believing that they have some control over the destiny of that 
neighbourhood. Yet, this factor is too often ignored. 10 

8. For a discussion of this see Don Epstein, edq Housing Innovation and 
Neighbourhood Improvement, I.U.S. Winnipeg, 1974, pp. 380-386. 

9. This method is widely used in the U.S. e.g. see t1assachusetts Finance 
Agency Annual Report, 1974. 

10. See Toro Orvin, John Orbe11, Al Actus, "A Theory of Neighbourhood Problem 
Solving: Politi cal Action vs. Resi denti a 1 Mobi 1 ity, 11 Ameri can Politi cal 
Science Review, Volume LXVI, June, 1972. 
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Taking these assumptions as guidelines, what specific policy or 

program recot:11ilendations might folloH? 1\ few are now suggested: 

1. EXP/\llSIOil OF DIRECT USER PROGRJlJ1S 

1\. Tran~fer of Ownership 

One of the primary means of bo 1 steri ng community stahi lit~' is 

to initiate a transfer of oHnership of accommodation into resident hands, 

and reduce high incidence of absentee ovmershir. The recipients of this 

could either be individuals \'tho \JOuld take on private 0\'mership, or 

coranunity housing corporations that \<Jould r:1aintain rental properties 

and/or act as transmission agents. Steps to initiate this would be to 

apply AIIOP to existing housing; developing means of using rental oayr1ents 

to begin capital formation for dovm oayr;1ents, providing an insurance 

system for payment defaults and interruptions. 

Further steps in this process would be to assist present 

private owners who have rental properties that cannot be easily dispersed 

to have il secondary narket Hith a city housing agency- that could set up 

tenant r•lanager;lent boards, or have joint pub1 ic/private o\'mershi!" through 

developnent cor~oration instrumentalities. Sor:1e further ideas would be 

to look at the Land Installment Contru.ct used in tile U.S./\., ':!here a lm!er 

incom~ buyer takes ir.1mediate possession 0f a propel~ty, for \l;lic:J he pays 

a sun each r.mnth, but the title stays in the hands of the seller. This 

is :nrti cul arly useful if a conmuni ty cornnrati on has a f'l~operty and ''/.?.nts 

to transfer to a tenant. 

The use of the ~lore stead con cent of nffering run -dm,~l ~roperti es for 
. 1 . . 1 t 1 f . t. t. 11 a nor:n na pn ce 1 s ~. so \·!or 1lY o 1 nves 1 ga 1 on. 

D. Extension of repair, Rehabilitation, Sa·f~~!_l1!provcment Loans 

'.iliat is seriously lu.ckinq in older areas V.'!1ere there is not 

a .:IP Jesiqnation is the availaLility of loans fat' repair, rer.1odcllinq and 

introduction of fire safety equim~cnt. Obviously there is bias against 

older :wusii19 loans, !Jccu.use cash flmis are s1.1illl and the adninistration 

of loans difficult. This is where the need for local financiill institutions 

11. See '.!illian; Grigsby, Urban !lousing Policy, 1~75 Cha;Jter S. 
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is 11ost apparent and Hhere govcrnuental stinulus to private lenders is 

inportant. In sane t.r~erican cities, city and state 9overnnents use 

the leverage of tl1eir ovm deposits to brin~ nrivate capital into the 
1" area, 1·tith governr.1ent picking ur any subsidy on the interest rate. '-

In other cases, financial institutions have come tof'Jether to 

forn a loan pool, or have set un tax-exempt interest programs on bonds 

floated to supply capital for re~ab nurposes. 

C. Housing t~anager1cnt Service 

!\ third concept, one that is being in part ir:1plenented by Ct111C 

nm1, is supplying Letter management to .older area properties by offering 

training programs for social housing r:1anagers. t1any m·mers of smaller 

properties also need help in this day of burgeonin(l cor;Jplexity in 

tile rental area. /\pooling of rental nanagement services or training 

would be of value. 

I I. flEH IiiSTITUTI OilS 

One of the deficiencies in older area renewal is the existence of 

institutions geared to their needs. ilost private and public housing 

Institutions focus on supplying nev1 residential units. Furthern10re, 

the reneHal agencies operating through ~HP are oriented tm1ard physical 

reconstruction. They also provide little in the way of continuing 

Institutional conmittment to an area. Once the planning and development 

is conpleted, they leave. Therefore, ne\·.' institutions designed for 

continuing cor1munity develornent are needed. Here are a feN examnles: 

!\. fJeighbourhood Develornent CorPoration 

P\ further means of enabling resident ov-mership and extending a 

higher degree of conr.1unity responsibility for neighbourhoods is through 

comr.lUnity devel opr.1ent corporations. They \'JOUl d act as the first til'le purchaser 

for older buildings and then vmrk out transfers to residents on installment 

12. For an interesting exal!lple see Neighbourhood Preservation, U.S. 
pent. of HousinfJ 'lnrl Urban [')~velopMent, February, 11?75, p. 150. 
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basis or by providing some capital formation throu0h the rents. Such 
corporations might also be the snonsors of new economic enterprise 
in the communities by acting on behalf of groups of merchants or by 
undertaking community-air1ed businesses. The establishr1ent of such 
corporations should become a specific aim of public nolicy. They 
would require means of raising capital and of being supported operationally 
for a transition period. The Community Development 1\ct in the United 
States might be seen as a model •13 

G. Local Financial Institutions 

Creation of some capital formation for lending purposes and 
repair purposes in older neighbourhoods is critical. Present financial 
institutions are highly centralized under bank legislQtion. ~~at is 
needed is a type of secondary reserve syster1 to pror10te local '!ousing/ 
finance institutions. Differential interest rates on housing loans 
trould enable credit unions or new localized financial institutions to 
enter into cor,lmunity related lendin0 for ourchase and inprover1ent. 

This \·muld b; a ferleral institution, :'Cr!lars jointly funder:l 
,.,ith the rrovinces and the private sector, that would provide basic 
loans and assistance for the above type activities. It \!Ould nrovide 
soft to l1ard loans, \tork on :::1e Lasis of specific econouic development 
projects, put fon1ard by municipalities or neighbourhood develo1mei1t 
corporations. 

One parallel as to hov! t;lis Hould \JOrk is the international lending 
institutions suc:1 as the ~:orld nank. Another is the Comr.1unity ~cvelopment 
Legislation in the United States that nrovides block grants for social 
and economic ~rojects. 

13. Ilarvey Garn, "Program Evaluation and Policy Analysis of Conr.1unity Jevelom·1cni 
Corporations", in Gappert and P-ose, The Social Econor.1y of Cities, Sage 
Publications, lle\·1 York, 1975. -
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Under such an Urban uevel opnent Bank, either a cor;munity 

Jevelopr.1ent corporation or a municipality v10uld establish a set of 

de vel ormcnt priorities - hard services, facilities, nev1 nci gl1bourhood 

facilities sucl1 as dily care, co·l•Jcational or recreaH!onal centel'S, 

U'10rade of comr.1ercial areas, and then 1:ork out the specific financial 

package Hith tllc U.D.B. This \'/Ould lessen the ri:Jidities of categorical 

grants and leave initiation to local responsibility~ althouqh assistance 

could be handled by U.D.G. staff in developing the proposal. 

Capital for such a bank could Le raised l:y allo1tring it to sell 

pub 1 ic bonds v1ith government guarantees and by sunplying certain funds 

for subsidy purposes. As well, nany prograns, such as those that come 

under DREE, small business loans, :liP, sev.~age treatment could be assumed, 

and then pooled. 

D. fleighbourhood Service Delivery 

Delivery of services and health and social prograr1s can be 

integrated at the cor.1munity level, \·lith a higher degree of local 

involver.1ent in planning and ir.1plementation. There is nmJ a move back 

to a neighbourhood delivery of police services, er1ergence of cori1Plunity 

schools, efforts to develop locally based centers of health and social 

del ive1~y- neighbourhood city halls. 

Such steps, if they become stated goals and objectives, can 

reinsert back into declining areas filany of the institutional building 

blocks they are nm·J losing. Furthermore, such service can be finely 

tuned to service specific needs. If there is a lar~e proportion of 

senior citizens, then the component of delivery can take that into account. 

The same is true if there are other particular needs. 

It also means that developin9 nev! centers of public service 

delivery in the local area Nill provide a ne1:1 political and administrative 

focus for the com111unity. It must convince residents that ~overnnent is 

accessible and at hand, and government itself, by beconing a nevJ, visible, 

cor.1munity institution, can promote a sense of cor:11nunity. 
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II I. NEH PLANiH~IG, POLITICAL MD AmUNISTRATIVE APPROACHES 

1\. Conservation Strategy 

The elaboration of a neighbourhood conservation orogram can be 
an alternative approach to larger; more expensive proQrams such as 
il!P. This neans that in older areas this can be a careful assessment 
of balanced physical development in certain key areas. Using nevr 
planning techniques such as planned unit development that fits development 
to environmental criteria (i.e. open sapce, sunshine, etc.), doing 
selective acquisition, adjusting code enforcement to fit certain cir
cumstances, a selective, non capital intensive aporoach can be used 
to arrest decline. Targets \•tould be set for each area in terms of 
population densities, kind of housing, mix of services, grmrth capacity, 
etc. Planning and development decisions would then follow from those 
targets. Different public agencies would have a clearer definition of 
their role, the resources required, and where there is an overlap in 
responsibilities. Obviously, different techniques will be required in 
terms of code enforcement, anti-demolition, compensation for down-zoning, 
changes in tax laws, etc. The importance is to establish a new planning 
approach. 

What the above demonstrates is that there are 'a number of steps 
that could be taken to provide for a strategy of renewal in older 
neighbourhoods. 

Hhat is not available is any sign that there are basic corrr11ittments 
to develop an effective strategy. Policy-makers, community people, and 
private businesses ignore the present state of our older areas at their 
peril. Until there is a willingness to create a strategy that expresses 
itself politically, all the ideas and suggestions are of little use. Like 
so much else that hapoens in our Horld, older neighbourhood renevral can 
only proceed vrhen there is a will and a desire to make it proceed. 


